
38.33% 962

27.61% 693

18.09% 454

5.22% 131

10.76% 270

Q1 Which group best describes you?
Answered: 2,510 Skipped: 0

Total 2,510

Community
member

Teacher within
district

Employee
within district

Administrator
within district

Student within
district
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38.33%

27.61%

18.09%

5.22%

10.76%

Answer Choices Responses

Community member

Teacher within district

Employee within district

Administrator within district

Student within district
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3.43% 86

9.68% 243

23.90% 600

25.74% 646

37.25% 935

Q2 How long have you been associated with
the community or school district?

Answered: 2,510 Skipped: 0

Total 2,510

Less than 1
year

1-3 years

4-10 years

11-20 years

20+ years

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

3.43%

9.68%

23.90%

25.74%

37.25%

Answer Choices Responses

Less than 1 year

1-3 years

4-10 years

11-20 years

20+ years
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Q3 From the list below indicate your
priorities for the identified personal

qualities the next superintendent must
possess.

Answered: 2,069 Skipped: 441

10.69%
93

24.94%
217

30.23%
263

34.14%
297

 
870

52.20%
830

30.06%
478

10.75%
171

6.98%
111

 
1,590

13.73%
131

23.58%
225

34.17%
326

28.51%
272

 
954

10.89%
88

21.66%
175

36.39%
294

31.06%
251

 
808

3.55%
14

15.99%
63

34.01%
134

46.45%
183

 
394

12.03%
103

22.43%
192

29.44%
252

36.10%
309

 
856

10.63%
104

22.80%
223

33.95%
332

32.62%
319

 
978

Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority

Approachable

"Kids first"
personality

Transparent

Skilled
communicator

Flexible

Relationship
builder

Collaborative

Personal
strength to ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

34.14%

6.98%

28.51%

31.06%

46.45%

36.10%

32.62%

13.14%

30.23%

10.75%

34.17%

36.39%

34.01%

29.44%

33.95%

14.52%

24.94%

30.06%

23.58%

21.66%

15.99%

22.43%

22.80%

27.78%

10.69%

52.20%

13.73%

10.89%

3.55%

12.03%

10.63%

44.56%

 Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority Total

Approachable

"Kids first" personality

Transparent

Skilled communicator

Flexible

Relationship builder

Collaborative
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44.56%
709

27.78%
442

14.52%
231

13.14%
209

 
1,591

Personal strength to do what's right, regardless of circumstances
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Q4 From the list below indicate your
priorities for the identified leadership

qualities the next superintendent must
possess.

Answered: 2,067 Skipped: 443

24.47%
209

22.25%
190

24.24%
207

29.04%
248

 
854

13.88%
49

21.25%
75

23.51%
83

41.36%
146

 
353

20.40%
123

23.22%
140

26.70%
161

29.68%
179

 
603

17.96%
141

23.57%
185

28.92%
227

29.55%
232

 
785

29.13%
303

26.63%
277

25.87%
269

18.37%
191

 
1,040

Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority

Proactive,
forward
thinker

Innovative

Creative, out
of the box...

Community
oriented,...

Understands
and recogniz...

Visionary, can
build and...

Efficient
manager of...

Instructional
leader and...

Advocate for
school syste...

Budgetary
expert

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

29.04%

41.36%

29.68%

29.55%

18.37%

21.56%

19.96%

27.66%

18.93%

28.33%

24.24%

23.51%

26.70%

28.92%

25.87%

26.78%

26.27%

30.21%

17.30%

22.86%

22.25%

21.25%

23.22%

23.57%

26.63%

23.33%

28.06%

24.68%

24.75%

29.87%

24.47%

13.88%

20.40%

17.96%

29.13%

28.33%

25.71%

17.45%

39.02%

18.93%

 Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority Total

Proactive, forward thinker

Innovative

Creative, out of the box thinker

Community oriented, involved within community

Understands and recognizes diversity within district
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28.33%
255

23.33%
210

26.78%
241

21.56%
194

 
900

25.71%
273

28.06%
298

26.27%
279

19.96%
212

 
1,062

17.45%
82

24.68%
116

30.21%
142

27.66%
130

 
470

39.02%
503

24.75%
319

17.30%
223

18.93%
244

 
1,289

18.93%
135

29.87%
213

22.86%
163

28.33%
202

 
713

Visionary, can build and implement a vision for the 21st century

Efficient manager of resources

Instructional leader and curriculum development expert

Advocate for school system at state and federal level

Budgetary expert
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Q5 From the list below indicate your
priorities for the identified experiences the

next superintendent must possess.
Answered: 2,060 Skipped: 450

34.09%
285

20.33%
170

19.98%
167

25.60%
214

 
836

21.13%
210

27.06%
269

28.37%
282

23.44%
233

 
994

21.63%
314

32.58%
473

27.07%
393

18.73%
272

 
1,452

26.00%
338

25.31%
329

28.38%
369

20.31%
264

 
1,300

29.69%
426

25.44%
365

24.67%
354

20.21%
290

 
1,435

17.99%
204

24.69%
280

26.10%
296

31.22%
354

 
1,134

37.70%
282

15.24%
114

16.58%
124

30.48%
228

 
748

Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority

Previous
superintende...

Experience
with diverse...

Experience
with diverse...

Experience
with curricu...

Experience
with busines...

Experience
with politic...

Previous
experience w...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

25.60%

23.44%

18.73%

20.31%

20.21%

31.22%

30.48%

19.98%

28.37%

27.07%

28.38%

24.67%

26.10%

16.58%

20.33%

27.06%

32.58%

25.31%

25.44%

24.69%

15.24%

34.09%

21.13%

21.63%

26.00%

29.69%

17.99%

37.70%

 Top Priority Second Priority Third Priority Fourth Priority Total

Previous superintendent experience

Experience with diverse race demographics

Experience with diverse socio economic demographics

Experience with curriculum and instruction leadership

Experience with business and operations of school district

Experience with political advocacy at state and/or federal level

Previous experience with your school district
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100.00% 1,761

94.04% 1,656

Q6 List the top two critical issues the next
superintendent must understand about
your district in order for them to have a

successful start to their superintendency in
your district.

Answered: 1,761 Skipped: 749

Answer Choices Responses

Critical Issue #1

Critical Issue #2
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Question 6 Open Responses Categories and Data

Category
Category 

Abbreviation

Communication/Cultural Characteristics/Leadership 
Qualities Comm/Cul/Lead

Educational Programming
Educational 

Program

Human Capital Development and Support
Human Cap 

Dev/Sup

Resouces District Operations
Resources/Oper

ations

Student Success Factors
Student Success 

Factors

No Category (blank)

Comm/Cul/Lead
Educational 

Program
Human Cap 

Dev/Sup
Resources/Oper

ations
Student Success 

Factors (blank) Grand Total

Critical Issue 1 262 213 310 671 302 3 1761

Critical Issue 2 401 305 429 386 125 10 1656

Total within Category 663 518 739 1057 427 13 3417

Common Response Themes

Diverse Community; Increasing socio economic challenges; Collaboration with 
community; Listening; Advocating; Cultural Challenges within community and district; 
Desired leadership characteristics
Schedule Concerns; Academic success; Supports for all students; Curricular 
changes; Special Education; Preparation for post secondary
Staff morale; Compensation; Input; Professional development; Evaluation; 
Accountability; Workload; 

Funding; Budget; Facilities; Transportation; Food Service; 

Student needs; Students first; Student differences; Student cultures; Student support

Responses did not fit with any of the defined categories

Communication/Cultur
al	

Characteristics/Leader
ship	Qualities

19%

Educational	
Programming

15%

Human	Capital	
Development	and	

Support
22%

Resouces	District	
Operations

31%

Student	Success	
Factors
13%

No	Category
0%



Re Date Critical Issue #1 Categories Critical Issue #2 Categories

1 1/20/17

Higher regard for teachers in terms of respect, 
work load, and salary Resources/Operations

Continuity of curriculum instead of constantly 
changing.  Allow a program or a curriculum time to 
work Educational Program

2 1/20/17 Teachers are professionals, and educated. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Child all arrive at different levels, with different 
problems. Student Success Factors

3 1/20/17 Raise standards for all students Educational Program All Educators should be more accountable Human Cap Dev/Sup

4 1/20/17

budgeting for the district with decreased funds 
(less every year) Resources/Operations

district is racially and socio economically diverse, 
which present challenges Comm/Cul/Lead

5 1/20/17

Schedule is a problem and needs to return to the 
original. The kids need to be put first. Educational Program

All staff members need to be respected, no matter 
the job. Human Cap Dev/Sup

6 1/20/17 School funding Resources/Operations Special Ed. Teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

7 1/20/17

Understand the budget and where exactly the 
money goes and how to spend it more wisely Resources/Operations The unique special education needs in the district Educational Program

8 1/20/17 state funding issues Resources/Operations

students transferring from school to school to 
school Student Success Factors

9 1/20/17 School Funding Limitations Resources/Operations Shortage of Special Ed. Teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

10 1/20/17

Work to improve relationships among community, 
teachers, Administratin and the board Human Cap Dev/Sup Communication Comm/Cul/Lead

11 1/20/17 Low teacher pay Resources/Operations Communication with teachers not just emails Comm/Cul/Lead

12 1/20/17

That the teachers are competent, have degrees 
and experience in their field of expertise, and that 
they could have valuable input on issues, and that 
they don't need to be spoon-fed and have every 
little thing dictated to them. Human Cap Dev/Sup

He/she must be capable of managing the budget 
and overseeing curriculum and instructional 
protocols Resources/Operations

13 1/20/17 Diverse student body Student Success Factors Tight budget Resources/Operations

14 1/20/17 Children MUST come first Student Success Factors

Appreciate/respect the teachers who teach kids 
everyday Human Cap Dev/Sup

15 1/20/17 budget Resources/Operations teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

16 1/20/17

The socio-economic issues in our district and how 
they influence students both behaviorally and 
academically Student Success Factors

How we move kids forward without them often 
being successful in the early years causes 
continued problems for those students schooling 
and unfortunately, the way this keeps other 
students from learning. Educational Program

17 1/20/17

Good Teachers are very important to childrens 
education and success, when considering budget 
cuts, not the Teachers. Resources/Operations

Continued support Working with the department of 
special education and spec. ed. population, 
offering work programs that help promote with our 
community. Educational Program

18 1/20/17 Education time for our students. Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

List the top two critical issues the next superintendent must understand about your district in order for them to have a successful start to their superintendency 
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19 1/20/17 Budget Constraints Resources/Operations

Standards for teachers/accountability of low 
grades Human Cap Dev/Sup

20 1/20/17

The need to retain AND SUPPORT high quality 
educators and support staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

Not every school is the same so not all mandates 
should be Educational Program

21 1/20/17 Working with students who live in poverty Student Success Factors Meeting diverse needs of schools Comm/Cul/Lead

22 1/20/17

The district needs to focus on family involvement in 
education. As an addendum, we must try to 
increase the number of parents that show up or 
parent-teacher conferences. Student Success Factors

The district needs to focus on fiscal/budgetary 
responsibilities. We need a leader who can ensure 
the district does not run at a financial loss each 
year. Resources/Operations

23 1/20/17 budget knowledgeable Resources/Operations inclusionary Student Success Factors

24 1/20/17

Teachers ARE the most important asset we have 
in the district and should be a priority in pay and 
benefits, minimally a cost of living raise equivalent 
to that of every other profession or legislator. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our district is hyper-sensitive to special education. 
Categorical students are out of control in many of 
our schools, staff members are physically 
assaulted, there is NO accountability or 
responsibility. Things get covered up, buried, or 
NOT reported. Why is this? Why is there little 
action? Why are we so afraid of legal 
repercussions? This is true at the elementary level 
on up the chain. Griffenstein is only a temporary 
solution. Then what happens when 45 days are 
passed? This needs serious attention.  Educational Program

25 1/20/17 Understand the importance of special education Educational Program Efficinecy with resources Resources/Operations

26 1/20/17

Block Grants for the largest school district in 
Kansas Resources/Operations

How to do more with less money; cut jobs if it is 
necessary. Resources/Operations

27 1/20/17

#1, make sure ALL teachers have the tools and 
training to be as efficient as the next.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

Every kid learns differently, some learn better with 
graphics and moving, telling stories and making 
games. Not every kid can be stuck in a desk all 
day and expected to learn the same as the kid next 
to him whose personality and learning style is the 
complete opposite. Please teach multiple ways, 
give all of our kids a chance. Common core math 
doesn't work for everyone. Educational Program

28 1/20/17

Communication has been lacking between 
departments. Comm/Cul/Lead

Mr. Alison has been amazing at building 
relationships.  This is important to continue. Comm/Cul/Lead

29 1/19/17 Budget/Funding Crisis Resources/Operations

Taking Care of the Staff and Students in this 
School District Human Cap Dev/Sup

30 1/19/17

None of the gaps are being closed. If we aren't 
seeing progress from the methods and cirrculum 
we are using, then why have we not tried or found 
a new solution. Educational Program

There is a lot the students need to learn, but we 
need to problem solve and find a way to make 
learning less stressful and more fun. They aren't 
taking in the amount of information they should 
because of the pressure and stress. Student Success Factors



31 1/19/17

Understand out budgetary limitations in regards to 
our current successes and challenges Resources/Operations

Understand how AVID functions as a vehicle for 
building Marzano essential skills and supporting 
MTSS Educational Program

32 1/19/17 Value Teachers! Human Cap Dev/Sup Support Students! Student Success Factors

33 1/19/17

The next superintendent must be able to build 
bridges between teachers, stafff, and the board. Comm/Cul/Lead

34 1/19/17

The staff long to be heard and that what they have 
to say is valuable.  That it will be considered what's 
best for kids because WE are the ones DAILY in 
the trenches working with them and know better 
thatn someone percieved as disconnected. Educational Program

We all desire to see a leader lead well.  Someone 
who will be in the trenches with us.  SOmeone who 
is willing to take one on the chin with us.  Someone 
who has this approach would clearly have more 
buy in with the people who work in this district than 
someone we rarley see in the buildings or seems 
disconnected. Comm/Cul/Lead

35 1/19/17

The benefits as well as challenges of our diversity 
of race and socio economic demographics Student Success Factors Valuing staff members with actions Human Cap Dev/Sup

36 1/19/17 Very low staff/teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead

Increasing demands over last few years with 
nothing being taken off our plates and no raise 
given Human Cap Dev/Sup

37 1/19/17

Social issues that negatively affect students' 
attitudes and behaviors Student Success Factors

Trusting professional judgement of teachers and 
building staff related to the instruction of students Human Cap Dev/Sup

38 1/19/17

The diversity of the district and need to assist all 
students to make gains. Student Success Factors Financial concerns and state budget issues Resources/Operations

39 1/19/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations School schedules Educational Program

40 1/19/17

A need for fairness and equity among the many 
diverse schools in the district Student Success Factors

Allow "what's best for kids" to be decided by 
individual schools as much as is reasonable. Educational Program

41 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Supporting MTSS system approach to leadership Educational Program

42 1/19/17

Difficultly of relationship between teachers and 
BOE/district leadership Human Cap Dev/Sup Special ed Educational Program

43 1/19/17 Budget concerns within all school levels Resources/Operations

The student's basic needs are changing due to 
increased medical and emotional needs and must 
be understood and met by all levels of employees 
within the schools. Student Success Factors

44 1/19/17 Curriculum Shortfalls Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

45 1/19/17 Budgeting correctly for the district Resources/Operations Overcrowding of students Student Success Factors

46 1/19/17 building moral for teachers Comm/Cul/Lead Empowering teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

47 1/19/17 socio economic diversity in USD 259 Student Success Factors state budget funding/cuts Resources/Operations

48 1/19/17 distrust between administration and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

advocate at local, state, federal level for students 
of PUBLIC schools Comm/Cul/Lead

49 1/19/17 District morale Comm/Cul/Lead Making the budget work Resources/Operations

50 1/19/17

Administration in USD 259 is bloated and needs to 
be reduced. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Teachers need to be treated like valued educators, 
not adversaries. Human Cap Dev/Sup



51 1/19/17 He must care more for the students than MONEY. Resources/Operations Care about students not freaking MONEY Human Cap Dev/Sup

52 1/19/17

need for all kinds of education - including 
alternative education Educational Program

able to work with the kansas legistlature on 
budget. Resources/Operations

53 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

54 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations teacher advocate Human Cap Dev/Sup

55 1/19/17 Understanding kids needs. Student Success Factors Keep order Comm/Cul/Lead

56 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations student needs Student Success Factors

57 1/19/17 View USD 259 as more than a stepping stone. Human Cap Dev/Sup Be an advocate for the teachers too. Human Cap Dev/Sup

58 1/19/17 Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup The effect of poverty on students Student Success Factors

59 1/19/17

It is extremely important for our next 
superintendent to be a "systems" thinker so that 
s/he has the same expectations for all students 
and staff in all buildings. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We need someone who will pick up where our 
current superintendent is leaving to take us to the 
next level of implementation of what we know is 
best for our students. Student Success Factors

60 1/19/17

Supporting the teachers and staff that work in the 
school district Human Cap Dev/Sup

Complexity of financial or budgetary issues facing 
the district Resources/Operations

61 1/19/17 budget cuts Resources/Operations

62 1/19/17

We want to do what is best for kids so that all kids 
succeed Student Success Factors

We are a progressive district and always looking to 
make things better Comm/Cul/Lead

63 1/19/17 funding Resources/Operations improvements to schools Educational Program

64 1/19/17 Teacher morale and support Comm/Cul/Lead Budget, student, staff advocate Resources/Operations

65 1/19/17

although there are many schools in the district, one 
size does not fit ALL Educational Program

Budgets- programs that cost a lot of money, but 
many not be necessary Resources/Operations

66 1/19/17

The importance of job securtiy from year to year 
related to flucuating budget issues. Resources/Operations The importance of the role of support staff. Human Cap Dev/Sup

67 1/19/17 how to attract and retain exceptional professionals Human Cap Dev/Sup how to increase morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

68 1/19/17 how to work with no money Resources/Operations

lead employees who feel undervalued in all 
aspects Human Cap Dev/Sup

69 1/19/17

The need for a free and accessible public 
education for all children. Student Success Factors

The physical and mental health needs of all 
children in our urban community. Comm/Cul/Lead

70 1/19/17 What support teachers need Human Cap Dev/Sup State budget issues Resources/Operations

71 1/19/17 Diverse Needs Student Success Factors The size of the district Comm/Cul/Lead

72 1/19/17

Teachers need to be valued and appreciated and 
paid well for what they do. Human Cap Dev/Sup

73 1/19/17 Issues with state funding Resources/Operations Changing diverseness of the city and district Comm/Cul/Lead

74 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations socio-economic issues Comm/Cul/Lead

75 1/19/17

The budgetary process within the Kansas 
legislation and how to make decisions regarding 
this process. Resources/Operations

The ability to NOT micromanage--give the schools 
room to breathe and let the schools administration 
and staff be the ones to decide how best to teach 
and support their students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

76 1/19/17

No favoritism or treating others bad because they 
are not in your circle. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Professionalism, staying away from sexual 
relationships with other colleagues. Human Cap Dev/Sup



77 1/19/17 Collaboration with Staff /Parents across the board Human Cap Dev/Sup Funding Schools and Prioritizing Needs Resources/Operations

78 1/19/17 Experience Comm/Cul/Lead Knowledge about a district like ours Comm/Cul/Lead

79 1/19/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations Staff morale/staff retention Human Cap Dev/Sup

80 1/19/17 We need more academic rigor in classrooms. Educational Program

We need resources to attract and keep good 
teachers. Resources/Operations

81 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

82 1/19/17

Using the tight budget so it benefits students and 
teachers Resources/Operations

That different schools in the district need different 
resources Resources/Operations

83 1/19/17 Building a positive culture of transparency Comm/Cul/Lead

Effects of past and future budget cuts on the 
district Resources/Operations

84 1/19/17 Teacher work load and curriculum expectations Educational Program

Time teachers need in order to accomplish 
expectations Human Cap Dev/Sup

85 1/19/17

that staff is important and needs to be 
compensated for hours worked Human Cap Dev/Sup

needs and diversity of students and expectations 
to be on track to graduate. Educational Program

86 1/19/17

Teacher/staff feeling demoralized by district 
mandates Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget crisis Resources/Operations

87 1/19/17 Budget Support Resources/Operations Staff Support Human Cap Dev/Sup

88 1/19/17

financial constraints due to state and federal cuts 
have impacted moral and achievement Comm/Cul/Lead

lack of resources and age of infrastructure is 
catching up to us and must be addressed Resources/Operations

89 1/19/17

Teachers, both union and non-union members, are 
not your adversaries.  We want to WORK 
TOGETHER with administration to create the best 
possible learning & work environment for both staff 
and students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

As a district we need to update the way we think 
about technology, it's role in teaching and learning, 
how to find cheaper technology resources that 
work well for education (ex. Microsoft costs a 
lot...there are other options), and how its 
seamless, responsible integration in student 
learning is necessary to prepare students for the 
realities of the 21st century workplace.  People 
who know only the technology side of things 
should be working cooperatively with educators 
who understand what our students need to be as 
successful as possible, especially given our ever 
shrinking financial resources. Resources/Operations

90 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations

What's best for all of our students.  Not just regular 
education, but as well as Special Educations 
students. Educational Program

91 1/19/17

We are tired of being abused by our law makers 
and BOE yet we are told to do a million things and 
we basically get nothing in return- this NEEDS to 
changee because teachers are not being valued 
therefore several great teachers are leaving this 
district and state. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We are spending too much money on things that 
can wait Resources/Operations



92 1/19/17

We have a high number of students with 
disabilities that need more teacher/para support 
and resources. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Every year more and more students are entering 
our buildings with hugh mental health issues and 
lack of social skills, which cause behaviors.  These 
behaviors are affecting the teaching and learning 
in the classrooms. Human Cap Dev/Sup

93 1/19/17

Teachers and staff have felt under appreciated and 
under paid for quite some time. Human Cap Dev/Sup

94 1/19/17

Education funding cuts that have been made in the 
last 3 years Resources/Operations

Teacher and district employee pay increase that 
hasn't happened in five years Human Cap Dev/Sup

95 1/19/17

Because I don't get out of school until 3:40 I am not 
able to work as many hours and that hurts my 
family Educational Program

Because my sister goes to school until 4:40 and on 
the bus until 5:30 it is dark and I have to be able to 
get her. Educational Program

96 1/19/17 Value of teachers and staff to our students Human Cap Dev/Sup Unique qualities of our community Comm/Cul/Lead

97 1/19/17 Classroom sizes unmanageable Student Success Factors

Regulations interfering with teachers ability to 
perform Human Cap Dev/Sup

98 1/19/17

There is a massive gap between what is 
happening in classrooms (what needs to happen) 
and what downtown is telling us to do. The new 
superintendent needs to be hands on, understand 
this, and make it so that teachers provide the 
feedback - and not people sitting downtown not in 
a classroom. Come visit classrooms - review our 
curriculum, etc... Educational Program

Do more things for employees - we feel left out and 
uncared for most of the time. Human Cap Dev/Sup

99 1/19/17

Morale within the district is low, teachers do not 
feel valued or like they have a voice Comm/Cul/Lead

There is not a sense of cohesiveness between 
teachers, building level administration and 
downtown administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

100 1/19/17

That there are low income students who really 
need the extra help and do to funding stuff have 
been cut where they are not getting the extra help 
they need Resources/Operations

The budget and being fair of giving raises not just 
based on the career ladder but as an incentive 
because I have been in the district two years and 
has yet to see a raise I may never see one which I 
do not think is fair and Im educated with a degree 
but yet I was not compensated for it. Resources/Operations



101 1/19/17

Budgeting issues - let's put teachers and students 
FIRST instead of wasting endless amounts of 
money on Marzano packets and colored copies of 
professional development packets/trainings for 
teachers. There are way too many people and 
resources being wasted in the district budget (i.e., 
the majority of people working downtown and the 
resources within AMAC). That money could be 
best utilized within our schools and within the 
salaries of our teachers. Resources/Operations

I do not think the new hire should be someone 
within this district. There needs to be someone 
who is objective and can look at the budget and 
other issues with an objective and practical look. It 
would also be important if this person had been an 
educator (not just an administrator) for some time, 
perhaps in other districts. Resources/Operations

102 1/19/17

our finances are in a mess, please find a way for 
teachers to survive Resources/Operations budget means Resources/Operations

103 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations curriculum and instruction Educational Program

104 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diverse learners Comm/Cul/Lead

105 1/19/17 We need to lower class size to help students. Student Success Factors

We are a largely diverse district in many different 
areas and need a multitude of special 
accommodations for a number of different 
areas/situations. Educational Program

106 1/19/17

Budget contraints and the impact on student 
education Resources/Operations

Perception of Wichita being less desirable than 
neighboring school districts.  need to change this 
perception. Comm/Cul/Lead

107 1/19/17 high increasing of high school graduation rates Educational Program

Keeping Music, Art, Physical Education in K - 8 
grades Educational Program

108 1/19/17 An understanding of magnet schools. Educational Program

An understanding of inclusion to help all kids 
succeed. Student Success Factors

109 1/19/17

Must be proactive and not reactive.  Be bold and 
make a difference! Comm/Cul/Lead

Understand the investment needed in teachers in 
order to be a successful district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

110 1/19/17 Increasing high school graduation rates in district Educational Program Keeping music, art, and PE classes in K - 8 grades Educational Program

111 1/19/17

we are a group of teachers that is tired of not being 
heard or appreciated Human Cap Dev/Sup

our funding is a mess and we need someone to 
advocate on our behalf to the governor  Resources/Operations

112 1/19/17

Making sure their is a balanced budget and cuts do 
not have to be made each year. Resources/Operations

113 1/19/17

Experience with business and operations of school 
district Resources/Operations Understand the diversity in the district. Comm/Cul/Lead

114 1/19/17 diversity and achievement Student Success Factors what it takes to move us forward/vision Comm/Cul/Lead

115 1/19/17

We need someone who will look at every aspect of 
the district to make decisions on where our money 
is being spent and how to serve our students-
making  them the priority. Resources/Operations

We need a business person who will be 
transparent and question why we do what we do--
we need to leave old agendas in the past and 
figure out what is best in 2017 and beyond. Comm/Cul/Lead



116 1/19/17 Balancing Budget Resources/Operations

Cutting items from Budget from downtown, not the 
schools Resources/Operations

117 1/19/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Political issues Comm/Cul/Lead

118 1/19/17 Kids falling through the cracks Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

119 1/19/17

Current late days for elementary students is 
unacceptable Educational Program

Improve quality of staff with improvement in 
salary/wages at all levels Human Cap Dev/Sup

120 1/19/17 Advocate for teachers and kids Human Cap Dev/Sup Efficiently use district's budget Resources/Operations

121 1/19/17

Needs to be willing to apply the same cuts to 
administration that teachers are forced to take Resources/Operations

Must be willing to battle our state government for 
adequate funding Resources/Operations

122 1/19/17 Teacher Moral Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Crisis Resources/Operations

123 1/19/17 School budgeting Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

124 1/19/17

It takes all of us, regardless of position to be 
successful in a childs education and success. Student Success Factors Sometimes "Fat" does need to be cut. Resources/Operations

125 1/19/17

Employee care. Remove the current obstacles and 
financial pressures that get in the way of focusing 
on students. Resources/Operations Value the people who value our young people. Human Cap Dev/Sup

126 1/19/17

Creating an environment of respect where the 
students are disciplined to allow learning. Student Success Factors

Make the available budget work to best serve the 
students. Resources/Operations

127 1/19/17

How to deal with increasing levels of students 
behaviors Educational Program

How to allocate funds to deal with increasing 
student needs Resources/Operations

128 1/19/17

Our district doesn't usually utilized proved 
historical success from its own statistics or tries 
and attempts- they usually adapt to a modern 
program- I would like the new superintendent to 
adapt those successes into today and not always 
look for a new program to implement Educational Program We are super diverse in all aspects. Comm/Cul/Lead

129 1/19/17

District staff working hard.  Quit investing in more 
curriculum and training and give the kids more 
bodies to help them. Resources/Operations

The district needs to work at attracting experienced 
professionals to teach students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

130 1/19/17 Quality of teachers in the district. Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget, budget, budget Resources/Operations

131 1/19/17

Teachers at the top of step & track have not had 
raises in about 8 years. Resources/Operations Raise morale among staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

132 1/19/17

Teachers are overworked, under paid and under 
appreciated.  This needs to be addressed 
immediately. Resources/Operations

Budget; unnecessary positions that create 
overhead expenses that can be curtailed. Resources/Operations

133 1/19/17 Teacher Moral Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Crisis Resources/Operations

134 1/19/17 Budget Concerns/Fair Allocations Resources/Operations Employee Raises and Career Ladder Human Cap Dev/Sup

135 1/19/17

people are burt out and fed up-students, parents, 
teachers, staff and community Human Cap Dev/Sup

using Wichita as a stepping stone to move on to 
another district isn't cool, we need someone who 
understands our needs and is willing to stick 
around Comm/Cul/Lead



136 1/19/17 Trust Teachers to Plan Using Effective Practices Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Issues Resources/Operations

137 1/19/17

Money issue and working with the state 
government Resources/Operations

Diversity in our schools and providing proper 
resources Resources/Operations

138 1/19/17

While we are a big district, we are very small in 
many ways. Comm/Cul/Lead We muct focus on more that the budget. Resources/Operations

139 1/19/17

The Salary Schedule is meant to be a schedule 
that is adhered to.  Tracks and steps should not be 
frozen whenever it is convenient.  Track and step 
movements should be budgeted for each year and 
prioritized first. This would increase moral in a 
major way. Resources/Operations

Frequent changes to the instructional protocol 
make it difficult for teachers to master the 
programs and be able to teach them effectively.  Educational Program

140 1/19/17 Teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead Adequate support for Special Needs students Student Success Factors

141 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Increasing diversity and poverty issues Comm/Cul/Lead

142 1/19/17

Need for nurses in the school setting to care for 
multitude of complex health issues. Student Success Factors

Creative budgetary ideas to keep jobs and provide 
quality education and community for our staff, 
students and families. Resources/Operations

143 1/19/17

Needs to understand how bad morale is in the 
district at all levels. Comm/Cul/Lead

Understanding of elementary education not just 
secondary. Human Cap Dev/Sup

144 1/19/17 Knowledge about the District Comm/Cul/Lead Knowledge about State Funding Resources/Operations

145 1/19/17 Money Resources/Operations Money Resources/Operations

146 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Raises Human Cap Dev/Sup

147 1/19/17 Diversity Student Success Factors

148 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations curriculum Educational Program

149 1/19/17 our political situation - funding Resources/Operations urban issues in a predominately rural state. Comm/Cul/Lead

150 1/19/17 Morale Comm/Cul/Lead State Budget Resources/Operations

151 1/19/17

Consistent, open communication with all staff; 
proactively supporting & reinforcing the importance 
of teachers & staff who daily interact with students Comm/Cul/Lead Budget; reevaluating costly programs & extras Resources/Operations

152 1/19/17 Funding for adequate planning and processing Resources/Operations Leadership experience with diverse groups Comm/Cul/Lead



153 1/19/17

Teachers are tired. We teach because it's our 
vocation, but in the last several years that's really 
being taken advantage of in what has been added 
to our plate. Train me, yes, evaluate me, yes, but I 
must also have TIME to process what I've been 
trained on and TIME to plan and implement. If that 
TIME cannot be given to me within the school day 
then what is being asked of me should be 
reconsidered. I can only implement what I have 
time to digest and plan for. Spending inservice 
time and PD time telling me to be positive and find 
the positives and be willing to change isn't going to 
change the fact that that what I'm being asked to 
do isn't appropriate. I would appreciate a 
superintendent that acknowledges that things are 
hard nowadays because we shouldn't be asked to 
do certain things, not because I'm somehow not 
embracing change or coming to work with a 
negative attitude. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Educational research proves that kids learn best 
when lessons are taught at an appropriate 
developmental level. There's not an ounce of 
research out there that confirms that our 
Kindergarten curriculum, the pace, and the time in 
school is developmentally appropriate for a child 
who has been on this earth for all of five years. 
Lots of curriculum at the elementary level is not 
developmentally appropriate, yet teachers are 
pushed to teach it and kids are pushed to learn 
it....if they can. "Progressive" and "cutting edge" 
and "21st century learning" should not be 
synonymous with developmentally inappropriate 
teaching. It's time to teach truly developmentally-
appropriate lessons, at an appropriate pace for all 
kids, and follow a schedule that is good for kids. A 
9am-5pm school day is NOT good for kids and we 
all know it. Educational Program

154 1/19/17 student  proficiency Student Success Factors budget Resources/Operations

155 1/19/17

Having enough money to keep the schools running 
effectively Resources/Operations

enough money to keep good teachers from leaving 
the district Human Cap Dev/Sup

156 1/19/17

Persistently and effectively advocate for what is 
best for all students in our district. Student Success Factors

Listen and be responsive to teachers and 
community input. Human Cap Dev/Sup

157 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher Relations Human Cap Dev/Sup

158 1/19/17

Communication. The teachers seem to feel 
undervalued, which weakens the whole system. 
They need to feel the leadership is a strong 
advocate for them and the students. Comm/Cul/Lead

Continue building a high quality educational 
experience for all learners at all levels that will 
prepare the next generation to be productive 
members of society. Educational Program

159 1/19/17 Expenses Resources/Operations Parent involvement in education Educational Program

160 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations standardized testing Educational Program

161 1/19/17

The budget - it should go towards the students and 
employees, don't waste it going outside the district 
for advisers or committees and stop building 
outside of Wichita, open Bryant Elementary back 
up instead of building a new school. Resources/Operations

Better benefits/contracts for employees. Don't get 
rid of the custodian staff and make para educators 
full time. Human Cap Dev/Sup

162 1/19/17

Where we are at in our journey - where we've been 
and where we need to go. Student Success Factors

There are some systemic issues in our district that 
must be addressed if we are going to thrive. Comm/Cul/Lead

163 1/19/17

Needs of teachers - both monitary and classroom 
resources Resources/Operations Implementation of Common Core Educational Program



164 1/19/17

Maintain a balance of diversity while managing 
growth within the district. Student Success Factors

Teachers and staff need to be enticed and 
encouraged to remain with the district. Continued 
budgetary cuts are causing valuable employees to 
leave the district for more money and benefits. Resources/Operations

165 1/19/17 USD 259 is critically lacking in STEM education Educational Program Diversity of wealth and races Comm/Cul/Lead

166 1/19/17

Understanding budget and finances at local, state, 
and federal levels is very important in our district. Resources/Operations

Understanding how children learn and how should 
teach in order for children to have higher levels of 
understanding is very important. Student Success Factors

167 1/19/17 Where the $ should be spent to best help our kids. Resources/Operations

To put people in Topeka who can relate to issues 
that teachers face. Comm/Cul/Lead

168 1/19/17

Budget is a major concern and will continue to be 
for some time in our state. Resources/Operations

Loss of Leadership in the district is another area 
that we need to address.  With employees having 
to pay health premiums now it is a matter of time 
before we will have a hard time recruiting teachers 
to the district.  We need more leaders to be 
transparent in their work and tell the public what is 
going on directly even if they do not like or it is 
unpopular.  Like all the money we spent on 
boundaries and schools continue have 
socioeconomic and racial boundaries.  We need 
more balanced diversity in all schools.  That's why 
I value WPS over surrounding area schools.  Comm/Cul/Lead

169 1/19/17

will need to reopen positions in order to maintain 
our facilities Resources/Operations

170 1/19/17 Achievement gaps between sub groups Student Success Factors Fidelity of district expectations among employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

171 1/19/17

Maintaining good educators and appreciation of 
the teaching profession Human Cap Dev/Sup

the increase of special education students in USD 
259 Educational Program

172 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

173 1/19/17

Moving a diverse student body forward 
academically Student Success Factors Transparency Comm/Cul/Lead

174 1/19/17 Funding of schools and teachers Resources/Operations Understanding our district Comm/Cul/Lead

175 1/19/17 student needs Student Success Factors budget Resources/Operations

176 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations

177 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations

unnecessary positions/jobs/costs/expectations 
within the district Human Cap Dev/Sup



178 1/19/17

As a district our needs have raised with behavior, 
mental illness, and our district has not responded 
to that need.  We have the thinking it doesn't take 
more people or programs to meet that need, but it 
does.  Small class sizes, more specialized 
programs are needed.  Our enrollment has 
increased, but our programs to address behavior 
concerns and programs has been stagnant. Student Success Factors

30 extra minutes a day is not a kids centered 
approach to budget get crisis.  OUr current 
structures in place for Kdg and lower elementary is 
not developmentally appropriate.  Research shows 
children learn through play and social language, 
the curriculum implemented does not match 
development of the child brain.                               Resources/Operations

179 1/19/17

Understand and support the increase in health 
care and needs of the students and families Student Success Factors

Support from state and federal agencies for 
adequate funding and possible cooperative 
sponship Resources/Operations

180 1/19/17

We have many schools with multiple risk factors--
things we have been doing at these schools are 
not working--we must think outside the box Educational Program

Teacher moral is not high, due to work load and 
there has not been a significant raise in many 
years Human Cap Dev/Sup

181 1/19/17 From this community Comm/Cul/Lead Familiar with this district Comm/Cul/Lead

182 1/19/17 morale Comm/Cul/Lead data and reporting Educational Program

183 1/19/17 Working withing the budget/job cuts Resources/Operations

184 1/19/17 Budget and the implications througout the system Resources/Operations

District of great leaders - empower them to drive 
the vision Comm/Cul/Lead

185 1/19/17 funding Resources/Operations knowledge of curriculum Educational Program

186 1/19/17 Poor teacher moral and lack of support Comm/Cul/Lead Student needs within the classroom Human Cap Dev/Sup

187 1/19/17 ongoing budget issues (as tied to state resources) Resources/Operations value of employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

188 1/19/17 Literacy Needs Educational Program

Ability to allocate resources in a way  that directly 
impacts student learning Resources/Operations

189 1/19/17

We need a more diverse group of people that are 
allowed to speak at meetings.  For example, I 
would like to hear more about health care and 
counselor issues. Student Success Factors

Someone who believes that all areas are important 
not just how many passed the proficiency tests for 
each grade level. Educational Program

190 1/19/17

The moral is very low among teachers, they are 
feeling over worked and under appreciated.  Comm/Cul/Lead

The budget issues we are facing as a state, and as 
a district how they are impacting the classroom. Resources/Operations

191 1/19/17 budget issues Resources/Operations diversity in district Comm/Cul/Lead

192 1/19/17 Teachers needs as well as students Human Cap Dev/Sup Integrity not political Comm/Cul/Lead

193 1/19/17

How proverty, diversity among students and staff 
effect this disrict performance. Student Success Factors Budget restrictions that effect our learners daily. Resources/Operations

194 1/19/17

That the superintendent should be out and about, 
not just when there "important" meetings and/or 
camer and news covering the situation.   Comm/Cul/Lead

195 1/19/17

diversity and needs of the students in our 
community Student Success Factors

the current political/financial condition of education 
in our state Resources/Operations

196 1/19/17 employee support Human Cap Dev/Sup budget Resources/Operations

197 1/19/17 what is best for all students and staff Human Cap Dev/Sup job security and accountability Human Cap Dev/Sup



198 1/19/17

Resources for mental health and behavioral 
support for students Resources/Operations

Expertise with ESOL and diverse student 
populations including special education students Comm/Cul/Lead

199 1/19/17 Working with Inerrcity Kids Student Success Factors

More personable with cummunity and staff 
members Human Cap Dev/Sup

200 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Legislative advocacy Comm/Cul/Lead

201 1/19/17 professional development Human Cap Dev/Sup integrity of leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

202 1/19/17

The need for school counselors, students 
emotionsl well being Resources/Operations appreciating school employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

203 1/19/17 Unified procedures among all schools Educational Program

Control costs that can be controlled with uniform 
application of those controls Resources/Operations

204 1/19/17 Complicated budget crisis Resources/Operations

vast socioeconomic challenges of leading an urban 
district Comm/Cul/Lead

205 1/19/17

Students are transient among schools in the 
district. Student Success Factors

We must teach students how to think, not do well 
on tests. Educational Program

206 1/19/17 Support teachers and staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Advocate for students and employees Comm/Cul/Lead

207 1/19/17

Well understanding of usd259 district needs a 
close interactions of demographics which includes 
racial,social economic growth for all students, 
teachers, and staff that will place us amongst the 
quality average and above ranking in public 
education. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Select personal with in whose present 
performance merits excellence in skills, 
communicator to all educational community. Don't 
waste school funds seachering some infamous 
person who we have train to the needs of our 
school climate. Comm/Cul/Lead

208 1/19/17

How to make learning accessible to various 
demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

Prioritize resources to make a strong educational 
experience for our students Resources/Operations

209 1/19/17 Acknowledge staff work through pay raises Resources/Operations School funds are not managed correctly Resources/Operations

210 1/19/17

make it a point to visit with all levels within the 
district - not just the community Comm/Cul/Lead

Look outside the district instead of internally to get 
a fresh perspective Comm/Cul/Lead

211 1/19/17 curriculum growth among students Educational Program racism and promotion among minorities Comm/Cul/Lead

212 1/19/17

Understaning of the needs of high proverty iin the 
schools. Student Success Factors

213 1/19/17 Curriculum and Instruction Educational Program Budget issues Resources/Operations

214 1/19/17

collaboration with staff that are in the trenches not 
just the upper eachalon Human Cap Dev/Sup

Making sure all schools have what they need to be 
successful not just the ones that produce the best 
test scores. Educational Program

215 1/19/17 Tyrell Davis is a top choice candidate Human Cap Dev/Sup teacher support Human Cap Dev/Sup

216 1/19/17

We need a clear vision and direction for our 
curriculum Educational Program We must be efficient with our budget Resources/Operations

217 1/19/17 Diverse socio-economic groups Student Success Factors The divide between the teachers and school board Human Cap Dev/Sup

218 1/19/17 Reduce the student to teacher ratio Human Cap Dev/Sup Need for more resources Resources/Operations



219 1/19/17

teachers are not always right, this district has way 
too many teachers out there only for the paycheck 
they have forgotten that all students learn at 
different levels. if over 10% of their class is failing, 
then the teacher is not doing their job and 
someone needs to make that teacher accountable 
and no one does, administration puts all the blame 
on the student.  Students cant learn from teachers 
unwilling to teach them. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Students with special needs MUST be taught by 
teachers with the credentials to teach outside the 
box, ADHD students are very smart but need 
teacher that KNOW how to reach them and teach 
them.  Its ok for a teacher to sit down beside a 
student and walk them thru a problem with their 
assignment and some students it may take 2-5 
times of walking them thru it for it to finally sink in 
and thats ok too each student learns at different 
levels and teachers MUST understand this and 
follow it and administration MUST listen to parents 
and act upon situations where this is not 
happening. Student Success Factors

220 1/19/17 supporting teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup build positive district atmosphere Comm/Cul/Lead

221 1/19/17 The diversity of the district Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

222 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations respect and support of teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

223 1/19/17 Socioeconomic barriers in the urban school district Comm/Cul/Lead

curriculum issues preventing our kids from building 
a strong educational foundadtion Educational Program

224 1/19/17

The current state of the budget of Kansas in 
regards to eduction. Resources/Operations

The need to retain great teachers through 
appropriate compensation for work completed and 
degrees earned. Human Cap Dev/Sup

225 1/19/17

I would like a superintendent who appreciates 
teachers and realizes that we are experts in our 
fields.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

Some teachers are really tired of no pay raise after 
nine years, and we'd like to be respected. Human Cap Dev/Sup

226 1/19/17 Special Needs Education advocate Educational Program Very good communicator & leader Comm/Cul/Lead

227 1/19/17

Getting rid of canned scripted curriculum and 
pacing guides that do nothing to support 
individualized learning Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

228 1/19/17 Academic success of the students Student Success Factors I would recommend Alicia Thompson

229 1/19/17

They should have an open mind for concerns from 
the teachers about the school day/issues. Educational Program

School funding should be an ongoing process, not 
last minute. And cuts should not be at the teachers' 
expenses, look at other ways to cut or save 
money. Resources/Operations

230 1/19/17 Budget including teacher salary and benefits Resources/Operations

Putting Students First and not handicapping them 
based on budgeting Resources/Operations

231 1/19/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Size of district Comm/Cul/Lead

232 1/19/17

The importance of needs of teachers and 
advocating for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Diversity is extremely important because the 
students are diverse Comm/Cul/Lead

233 1/19/17 Budget-- ensuring appropriate building resources Resources/Operations

234 1/19/17

budget issues stemming from state and national 
level Resources/Operations instructional issues at district level Human Cap Dev/Sup



235 1/19/17

The demonization of educators by the governor 
and media is having a horribly demoralizing 
impact. We need to build up our teachers so they 
stay in district instead of fleeing to other states. Human Cap Dev/Sup Funding for at risk students has to be a priority! Resources/Operations

236 1/19/17 Budget/State Funding Resources/Operations Student achievement Student Success Factors

237 1/19/17 Students in USD 259 Student Success Factors The variety of schools in 259 Comm/Cul/Lead

238 1/19/17

I feel like there is too much dependency on current 
incomes for those in leadership roles; which cause 
them to make decisions based on sustaining 
income. Human Cap Dev/Sup

I feel like there is not enough diversity (differing 
representations or perspectives) in the panels that 
make curriculum and classroom decisions. Comm/Cul/Lead

239 1/19/17 balance the budget without taking from schools Resources/Operations

creating a positive working relationship with school 
staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

240 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Salary Human Cap Dev/Sup

241 1/19/17 Budget crisis Resources/Operations Teacher moral/appreciation Human Cap Dev/Sup

242 1/19/17 allocation of resources Resources/Operations MTSS needs Educational Program

243 1/19/17 Teacher work overload Human Cap Dev/Sup budget crisis Resources/Operations

244 1/19/17 Budget/Funding Resources/Operations

245 1/19/17 treating teachers with respect Human Cap Dev/Sup SPED is important Educational Program

246 1/19/17 understanding Kansas' disastrous mess Resources/Operations letting the teachers do their job Human Cap Dev/Sup

247 1/19/17

Pay your teachers! Unfreeze salary schedule 
especially for graduate school.  We are taking out 
loans that must be payed! Resources/Operations Eliminate waste within our "top heavy" district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

248 1/19/17 Early Childhood Programs Educational Program

249 1/19/17

Understanding of previous budget cuts and need 
for efficient operations Resources/Operations

Willingness to listen to all stakeholders (including 
staff) when implementing new programs/changes Human Cap Dev/Sup

250 1/19/17

Schedule - I think we need someone who will ask 
"What are kindergartners doing at school until 
4:40"! Maybe there isn't a better solution 
immediately, but the current one isn't working 
either. Educational Program

Budget - We need someone who will look at our 
budget and make sure that current decisions are 
the best, are the mandatory shutdowns on 
extended break really saving us money when we 
have water breaks? Are the extended hours really 
saving us money when we have more subs due to 
the time extension and the limited amount of time 
for appointments outside the school day window? Resources/Operations

251 1/19/17 Retaining teachers/treating them right Human Cap Dev/Sup Be seen at the building level Comm/Cul/Lead

252 1/19/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Ever changing demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

253 1/19/17

This is a very diverse economic district and the 
Superintendent needs to know how to make things 
work for all schools.  Things can't be done the 
same way at every school because of the vast 
differences. Student Success Factors

Teachers in this district feel like administration 
doesn't care. They need to be encouraged and 
supported and HEARD. Human Cap Dev/Sup

254 1/19/17 Teacher relationships and retention Human Cap Dev/Sup Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead



255 1/19/17

Focus on solving multicultural issues and Hispanic 
students needs.  Student Success Factors

Diversity needs to play a role in every decission 
made.  Parents and students of minority groups 
need to be represented in administration. Comm/Cul/Lead

256 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

257 1/19/17 District Moral is low Comm/Cul/Lead

Student behaviors and environments are making it 
harder to teach with out addressing mental health 
issues, poverty, non involved parents Student Success Factors

258 1/19/17

stop passing blame to state legislature - just put 
the money we get into teachers & classrooms Resources/Operations

avoid all politics - just be a fiscal and curricular 
manager Comm/Cul/Lead

259 1/19/17 The students and their needs Student Success Factors

How to communicate with the Governor and our 
Legislature the ins and outs of funding public 
education. Comm/Cul/Lead

260 1/19/17

USD 259 is a very diverse district with a variety of 
needs that need to be met. Student Success Factors

Support for teachers is paramount as teachers 
impact perceptions about the district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

261 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

262 1/19/17

Teachers, administrators and other staff are all on 
the same team and have the same end goal.  The 
superintendent must be able to support positive 
dialogue and collaboration among these diverse 
groups. Student Success Factors

263 1/19/17

Not to continue cutting 
teachers/librarians/positions as a solution to 
budget woes; we need to be working towards 
making instruction better, not worse. Resources/Operations

The ability for the community, employees, and 
students to be able to express opinions and ideas 
openly with the superintendent without fear or 
without a response. Comm/Cul/Lead

264 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

265 1/19/17

The amount of support for students to meet their 
needs needs to be increased Student Success Factors

What is best for kids?  Having such high demands 
on the youngest learners is hurting our kids.  
Social skills need to be taught and we need to 
have the time to practice these in more 
unstructured settings. Educational Program

266 1/19/17 Honor the diversity within our district Student Success Factors Collaboration w/ key stakeholders in every area Comm/Cul/Lead

267 1/19/17

Consider employee retention, morale and 
satisfaction Comm/Cul/Lead

Consider implications of removing professional 
nurses from schools - they are needed with the 
increasingly complex medical needs in the 
community. Resources/Operations

268 1/19/17

How to support and empower employees at the 
building level to make decisions and carry them 
out regarding their students' diverse academic and 
behavior needs. Student Success Factors

How to manage funding and advocate for the 
needs of our students. Resources/Operations

269 1/19/17 diversity Student Success Factors budget Resources/Operations

270 1/19/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations curriculum, instructions, relationships with all Human Cap Dev/Sup



271 1/19/17

Advocacy for education to political leadership in 
Topeka Comm/Cul/Lead

Awareness of the social economic disadvantage of 
most of our district Comm/Cul/Lead

272 1/19/17 Teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead Budget issues Resources/Operations

273 1/19/17

Work with the city to provide 21st century 
opportunities for growth and service. Educational Program

Provide a trusting environment with expectations 
and accountability. Human Cap Dev/Sup

274 1/19/17

Must understand that special education requires a 
continuum of services and not just three tiers that 
students are forced to fit into. Educational Program

Must understand that the art of teaching requires 
teachers to plan rather than being handed lesson 
plan tomes that leave no room for differentiation 
and meaningful access to the general education 
curriculum for all students. Educational Program

275 1/19/17 diverse needs within the student population Student Success Factors the understanding on the budgetary needs Resources/Operations

276 1/19/17 Improve student scores. Educational Program Fix district budget concerns. Resources/Operations

277 1/19/17 Money restraints Resources/Operations

Keep achievement moving forward-academic and 
behavior Student Success Factors

278 1/19/17 Positive personnel relations. Human Cap Dev/Sup Strong advocate for public education. Educational Program

279 1/19/17 Supportive of Staff Needs Human Cap Dev/Sup

Reduce high spending on "curriculum" and other 
things like Randy Sprick Educational Program

280 1/19/17 Work on pay increases for school employees. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Work on better support in the classroom for 
teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

281 1/19/17

How our district is impacted by our state political 
climate which is devaluing public education and 
how to advocate for our district in that climate. Comm/Cul/Lead

How our district's diverse SES and racial make up 
impact learning and what innovative supports can 
be put in place to address barriers to learning and 
drop out rates. Comm/Cul/Lead

282 1/19/17 working with the union Human Cap Dev/Sup listening to teacher concerns Human Cap Dev/Sup

283 1/19/17 Keeping schools open Educational Program maintaining Funding Resources/Operations

284 1/19/17 The budget is a major issue and may be for years. Resources/Operations

259 is a large and diverse school disctrict with 
different needs in different areas. Comm/Cul/Lead

285 1/19/17

How the differences in economic and race create 
different learning environments based of individual 
schools. Comm/Cul/Lead

The need to solve the budget issues without 
eliminating teaching positions and support staff. Resources/Operations

286 1/19/17

workload - don't do everything, do critical elements 
well Human Cap Dev/Sup

maintain goal of developing people (our students) 
into workers and thinkers Student Success Factors

287 1/19/17 Low teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Lack of efficiency Resources/Operations

288 1/19/17

 We are not innovative and preparing students for 
the current workforce. We block and stop to many 
technology resources like using Google Apps 
Gage for all students. We let the big picture get in 
the way and never step into the game. Educational Program To much micromanagement Human Cap Dev/Sup

289 1/19/17

MTSS - where we have been and where we need 
to go Student Success Factors Culture Comm/Cul/Lead



290 1/19/17

Children and what is best for their learning growth, 
learning environment, and the teachers, paras and 
administrators that support and facilitate their 
learning. Student Success Factors

The importance of balancing a budget to meet the 
needs of the district's wants and needs. Things 
that directly effect students, classrooms, and 
teachers should be priority. Resources/Operations

291 1/19/17

My biggest issue would probably have to be if 
Alicia Thompson were to be Superintendent.  I 
have seen first hand how unprofessional she is, 
she talks behind board members backs, fabricates 
untruths about people and then spreads them.  I 
would really be concerned for our school district if 
she was in charge. Human Cap Dev/Sup

My second issue would be with Bill Fathe being 
Superintendent.  I feel his involvelment with 
Athletics would cloud his judgement regarding all 
the other major issues.  Comm/Cul/Lead

292 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Weak political advocacy Comm/Cul/Lead

293 1/19/17 Big budget cuts. Resources/Operations

Life skills and job prep for students who, lets face 
it, are not going to college. Student Success Factors

294 1/19/17 budget Resources/Operations Teacher & School Workers Pay & benefits Human Cap Dev/Sup

295 1/19/17

Experience with business and operations of school 
district Comm/Cul/Lead experience with political advocacy at the state level Comm/Cul/Lead

296 1/19/17 District needs to become trauma sensitive Student Success Factors Work on how to improve academic achievement Educational Program

297 1/19/17

Appreciate teachers with more than words and 
pats on the back.  We are losing great teachers to 
other districts/states who place value in what they 
do.  Our stagnate financial crunch is not showing 
appreciation or value when teachers can't pay their 
bills and insurance costs are astronomical! Human Cap Dev/Sup

Curriculum materials are out of date and no longer 
applicable to what we are required to teach/test on. Educational Program

298 1/19/17 Equitable resources for Title I schools Resources/Operations Recognize the importance of Fine Arts subjects Educational Program

299 1/19/17 more funding Resources/Operations more teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

300 1/19/17

Making decisions based on what is best for 
students and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

The wide variety of needs across schools in the 
district Comm/Cul/Lead

301 1/19/17 Our student population is very diverse. Student Success Factors

Our population of tier 3 behavior kids has 
increased dramatically.  We need to have a 
systematic approach on how to prepare staff to 
work with these students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

302 1/19/17

understanding the needs of our diverse needs and 
the ability to see the unique situations of each 
school Student Success Factors working within budgetary constraints Resources/Operations



303 1/19/17

We need someone who will hire a new principal at 
East - Ken is retiring - early so that the transition of 
leadership is transparent.  Many teachers are 
nervous and might wish to change venues upon 
selection of new leadership.  We don't want to 
place undo hardship on new leadership with a 
teacher leader vacuum. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Unity vs. Unique in the high schools.  The next 
superintendent MUST understand that our  district 
is too large for single-mindedness with policy 
implementation.  Staff morale is very low and we 
need support to  turn that around Human Cap Dev/Sup

304 1/19/17

High expectations are essential but must  be 
coupled with adequate support. Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

305 1/19/17 Health Benefits Human Cap Dev/Sup Low test scores Educational Program

306 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations

307 1/19/17 Trust Comm/Cul/Lead

308 1/19/17

Fight for teachers - better pay and working 
conditions Human Cap Dev/Sup Involve all the "players" in decision making Comm/Cul/Lead

309 1/19/17 Budget cuts and their effect on student outcomes Resources/Operations

High rates of illiteracy among secondary students 
who have been in the district since elementary 
school. Student Success Factors

310 1/19/17

We are losing invaluable teachers to other districts 
because of budget Resources/Operations

311 1/19/17

It is like  a war between the BOE and teachers.  
This needs to be fixed as we are all working 
towards the same end goal. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Downtown positions may need to be cleaned up.  
There are a lot of politics downtown and our district 
is known for it not only within district but across the 
state.  Couple that with out test scores and we get 
a bad wrap state wide. Comm/Cul/Lead

312 1/19/17

Curriculum does not seem to be meeting the needs 
of students. Kindergarten students aren't learning 
to be SOCIAL because there is no time for them to 
LEARN those skills. Educational Program Behavior, behavior, behavior Student Success Factors

313 1/19/17 Leadership Comm/Cul/Lead Understand teaching and what is truly quality Human Cap Dev/Sup

314 1/19/17

Work move our district into the 21st Century. They 
need to understand is more than words...we need 
our teachers and staff using 21st Century tools and 
methods to motivate and engage our students in 
the learning process. Human Cap Dev/Sup

They are the captain of the ship...constantly share 
the vision and interact with staff and students. 
Make your presence known and make students 
and staff feel that they can reach out to you. Human Cap Dev/Sup

315 1/19/17 Better pay better service Human Cap Dev/Sup

316 1/19/17 Budgeting issues Resources/Operations

Setting/maintaining high standards for not only 
teachers, but for students and parents too Human Cap Dev/Sup

317 1/19/17 Transparency Comm/Cul/Lead Accountability Comm/Cul/Lead

318 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations diverse socioeconomic demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

319 1/19/17 Curriculum Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations



320 1/19/17

That our staff is important and their pay is 
important Human Cap Dev/Sup

That they are able to go to the state level for 
funding Resources/Operations

321 1/19/17

Budget and funding of money to properly pay 
teachers Resources/Operations

Budget and funding of schools for supplies/building 
improvements Resources/Operations

322 1/19/17

Fairness with district schedules because of the 
diverse work groups Educational Program

Listening and getting feedback from the 
community, teachers, classified staff & students for 
the issues that will affect all of us Human Cap Dev/Sup

323 1/19/17 Fight for us all and be fair to us all Human Cap Dev/Sup Work well with all levels of staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

324 1/19/17 Terrible Governor that dosen't support education. Human Cap Dev/Sup Underfunded schools, underpaid employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

325 1/19/17

The challenge of getting everyone on the same 
page and working together to meet the needs of 
the students. Student Success Factors

The teachers union leadership is a roadblock to 
improvement. Human Cap Dev/Sup

326 1/19/17

An understanding of the importance of the arts in 
education. Educational Program

A willingness to do what is best for this school 
district, no matter what. Comm/Cul/Lead

327 1/19/17 meeting the needs of the students Student Success Factors quality staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

328 1/19/17 Frustration of Teachers/Workload Human Cap Dev/Sup What's best for students Student Success Factors

329 1/19/17

The commitment to the vision and the MTSS 
process. Educational Program

The challenges unique to Wichita and uban 
districts accross the country. Comm/Cul/Lead

330 1/19/17

With the budget crisis, think outside the box to 
provide the best environment for our students and 
staff Resources/Operations Rebuild employees trust in the District Human Cap Dev/Sup

331 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum and instruction Educational Program

332 1/19/17

equal percent compensation for staff and 
adminstration at all levels. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Retention of good staff - they are leaving for better 
pay/benefits elsewhere Human Cap Dev/Sup

333 1/19/17

Political Advocacy at the local, state and federal 
levels.  Public education is a bedrock of our 
democracy. Comm/Cul/Lead

Building and maintaining our professional staff 
(teachers in the classroom).  We hemorrhaging our 
best and brightest due to poor morale, 
pay/benefits, working conditions Human Cap Dev/Sup

334 1/19/17

Our limited amount of budget money should be 
used wisely and budgeted carefully. Resources/Operations

Some curriculums used are not meeting all 
students' needs. Educational Program

335 1/19/17 All schools are not receiving equitable resources Resources/Operations

Students needing enrichment are not getting what 
they need because teachers are so focused on the 
low end kids Educational Program

336 1/19/17

each school has it's own culture and issues. 
Treating them with blanket policy will only benefit 
singular schools Comm/Cul/Lead

Teachers in the district are very devoted to their 
jobs, but due to recent budget cuts we all feel 
stretched thin. Resources/Operations

337 1/19/17 Teachers need to feel heard and appreciated Human Cap Dev/Sup

Recognize and understand that we have become 
an imporverished district Comm/Cul/Lead



338 1/19/17

Treat instructors with the respect they deserve, no 
more sunshine blown up my butt Human Cap Dev/Sup

Get education back to its roots and provide actual 
hands on learning instruction that will provide our 
students with skills to be productive member of 
society. This "gotta go to college to be successfull" 
bunk has got to be replaced with "education is 
invaluable, it comes from many sources, lets get 
you on the path to being successful" Educational Program

339 1/19/17 Community awareness of importance of ed. Comm/Cul/Lead CTE support Educational Program

340 1/19/17

Man of Integrity-Stop scaring teachers about 
money issues at the end of the school year. Resources/Operations

Use wisely the resources we already have and quit 
trying to get more. Resources/Operations

341 1/19/17 listen Comm/Cul/Lead

342 1/19/17 Teacher's Salaries Resources/Operations Low Income Families Comm/Cul/Lead

343 1/19/17 Academic and behavior disproportionate data Educational Program Building a vision for the district Comm/Cul/Lead

344 1/19/17 What is best for the students. Student Success Factors What is best for the teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

345 1/19/17

Knowledge of recent State and District history with 
programs, initiatives and budget cuts Resources/Operations

Rising need for Special Education support in our 
community Educational Program

346 1/19/17

High percentage of broad socio-economic levels 
that require different educational approaches for 
maximum benefit to the students Student Success Factors

Handling a growing district with shrinking state 
level funding. Resources/Operations

347 1/19/17

Must appreciate the diversity and able to work 
keeping unity in mind for all and care about 
everyone from the custodian to the Assist. 
Superintendent. Student Success Factors

Building morale within the community of USD 259, 
among staff, teachers, students and other 
members of the community. Human Cap Dev/Sup

348 1/19/17 Needs a backbone to stand up for what is right Comm/Cul/Lead

Needs to put the right people in charge regardless 
of who they know. Human Cap Dev/Sup

349 1/19/17

The political environment is one we need to 
facilitate change. Comm/Cul/Lead

Staff needs to feel important. Teachers have not 
felt that in a long time based on politics in Kansas. 
What can you do to change that feeling? Human Cap Dev/Sup

350 1/19/17 Build relationships with staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget issues Resources/Operations

351 1/19/17 Employee Evaluation systems Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

352 1/19/17

How to advocate with legislature on school 
funding. Resources/Operations

How to make 259 known for top grades, best 
education. Educational Program

353 1/19/17

Budgetary constraints can lead to a decrease in 
resources for a forward thinking and up to date 
education for our students. Student Success Factors

Have someone who  is supportive of the teachers 
and staff of the district when the budget has been 
cut and there are less employees but more work 
has to be done. Resources/Operations

354 1/19/17 Budget issues. Resources/Operations How soioeconomics influence our students. Student Success Factors

355 1/19/17 money for students Resources/Operations money for teachers Resources/Operations

356 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Cirriculum Educational Program

357 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Morale of staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

358 1/19/17 bugdet Resources/Operations



359 1/19/17

Able to look forward and decide what will be best 
for the district in years to come. Comm/Cul/Lead

360 1/19/17

Recognize USD 259 wastes a lot of funds on a 
revolving door of curriculum/instructional materials Resources/Operations

Realize that our district is 'top heavy' with 
administrators, especially at the district level Human Cap Dev/Sup

361 1/19/17 Teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup funding Resources/Operations

362 1/19/17 We are Wichita, Kansas and not any other. Comm/Cul/Lead

Must be someone that 'hears' what we says and 
doesn't dismiss our words. Comm/Cul/Lead

363 1/19/17 increasing student achievement Student Success Factors budget decisions Resources/Operations

364 1/19/17

to meet the needs of teachers so that they stay in 
our schools and are happy in our classrooms Human Cap Dev/Sup

The need for better quality of teachers by 
encouraging degrees in their subject of teaching 
not just in any field. Human Cap Dev/Sup

365 1/19/17

Our low income,diverse group of students are 
perfectly capable of academic success given a 
chance with good teachers. Student Success Factors

366 1/19/17 Paying your teachers well. Human Cap Dev/Sup Listening to those who are in the classroom first. Human Cap Dev/Sup

367 1/19/17 focusing on getting back to basic education Educational Program Making the budget work w/o loss of employees Resources/Operations

368 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher Work Load Human Cap Dev/Sup

369 1/19/17

Transparency is going to be important; with all of 
the things going on nationally and at the state level 
in education. We need to know what's happening. Comm/Cul/Lead

We need to make sure that we're doing what's best 
for kids. That is ultimately why we all are here. Student Success Factors

370 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Work demands & environment Human Cap Dev/Sup

371 1/19/17

Unifying our district to help heal teachers not 
feeling respected Human Cap Dev/Sup Focusing on a growth model with clear direction Comm/Cul/Lead

372 1/19/17

Teachers cannot continue to move backward on 
paychecks. Human Cap Dev/Sup Addressing behavior concerns. Student Success Factors

373 1/19/17

develop leadership in the schools/district outside of 
personal agenda and favorites Human Cap Dev/Sup

FOCUS on curriculum and stop changing every 
few years...build skills and develop grassroots from 
the trenches Educational Program

374 1/19/17 Curriculum Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

375 1/19/17 Each school does not fit a cookie cutter mold. Comm/Cul/Lead

The majority of our parents do not have access to 
technology on a regular basis. Comm/Cul/Lead

376 1/19/17

The extreme shortage of financial and personnel 
support. Resources/Operations

The issues with waste due to constantly switching 
math and reading curriculums which also means 
an inability to update science and social studies 
resources.  Our science textbooks are over 10 
years old. Resources/Operations

377 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

378 1/19/17

VALUE OF ALL EMPLOYEES THAT KEEP ALL 
OF OUR FACILITIES FUNCTIONING SO THE 
CHILDREN CAN LEARN Student Success Factors

BUDGET AND BUSINESS MINDED TO KNOW 
WHERE TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS.  NOT 
ALWAYS JUST TO THE CLASSROOM! Resources/Operations

379 1/19/17 Finance of educational programs Resources/Operations Student needs over everything else Student Success Factors



380 1/19/17 Special education does not get necessary training Educational Program The board does not support teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

381 1/19/17

Understand how to navigate at the state level to 
get us a fair share of the money Resources/Operations

382 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

383 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Effects of poverty in schools Student Success Factors

384 1/19/17 Care about teachers.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

Willing to find extra money and pay teachers what 
they deserve.  Resources/Operations

385 1/19/17

See the importance of making a curriculum for our 
kids that will make them successful Educational Program Benefits for medical and dental should be better Human Cap Dev/Sup

386 1/19/17 Teacher moral is down. We need a raise. Comm/Cul/Lead Consistency with communication and processes Comm/Cul/Lead

387 1/19/17 We are built on neighborhood schools Comm/Cul/Lead Budget and teacher sup. Open communication Resources/Operations

388 1/19/17 Budgeting Resources/Operations Commradery of employees with respect Human Cap Dev/Sup

389 1/19/17 Diversity in our schools Student Success Factors Careful management of resources Resources/Operations

390 1/19/17 Education advocate, state and national Comm/Cul/Lead Knowledgeable budget skills Resources/Operations

391 1/19/17

Costly (economically) policies that prevent growth 
and education as well as lower morale among 
teachers, yet claim to provide stability and 
efficiency for all. Comm/Cul/Lead

Lack of transparency of Leadership Team(s) 
especially in regards to budgeting and educational 
plans (for the student body of all ages) to the 
community, staff, and students; in which case, 
decisions are made that are unexplained (at least 
without documented evidence and data) to all 
invested parties until after an irrevocable decision 
has been made, if an explanation is given at all. Resources/Operations

392 1/19/17 Curriculum & Instruction Educational Program Special Education needs & diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

393 1/19/17

How diversity creates needs for a curriculum that 
will meet the needs of all learners and teachers 
need to have the ability to meet the needs of the 
learners without being tied to a scripted lesson. Student Success Factors

How observations like Marzano is hurting teachers. 
If the element up for observation is not a fit for a 
lesson (especially in 5 minute observations) they 
should not get counted down. The observer might 
have missed seeing the element since they don't 
see the entire lesson. Human Cap Dev/Sup

394 1/19/17 Teacher/para salaries Resources/Operations

395 1/19/17 New reading curriculum Educational Program

Understanding that not all of our schools need the 
same things were curriculum is concerned. Educational Program

396 1/19/17 Resources in our schools-staffing issues Resources/Operations Morale in the district Human Cap Dev/Sup

397 1/19/17

Teachers are stressed and do not feel valued by 
the current superintendent or BOE. How do we 
boost morale and stop treating teachers like they 
aren't professionals. Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

398 1/19/17

The role that the SSC plays in the district mission 
is changing Comm/Cul/Lead



399 1/19/17

We need a leader who trulely understand what it 
takes to bring our district into the 21 st Century. 
We are so far behind and need a visionary who 
does more than talk about it. Comm/Cul/Lead

We need a leader that lead and not just delegates. 
They need to be someone with a fresh look at 
current leadership and re-evaluate and make 
changes and not wait until the retire. Comm/Cul/Lead

400 1/19/17

managing budgetary and educational issues as 
affected by state government policies Resources/Operations

understanding changing population e.g. critical and 
increasing mental health issues Comm/Cul/Lead

401 1/19/17

Appreciate that teachers have NOT had an 
adequate raise forever!! Human Cap Dev/Sup Students MUST be considered ALWAYS!!! Student Success Factors

402 1/19/17 Our budget needs Resources/Operations Teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

403 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Communication w/all disitrict departments Comm/Cul/Lead

404 1/19/17 Shortage of funding Resources/Operations Not keeping good teachers because of low pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

405 1/19/17

Must be able to advocate for our school district.  
Needs to understand how the budget 
works.precious experience would be good for our 
district since we are so big. We need someone 
who can address the issues we have. Resources/Operations Good communicator-clear and concise Comm/Cul/Lead

406 1/19/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Teacher salary Human Cap Dev/Sup

407 1/19/17

keeping money in the classrooms and not in 
administration offices Resources/Operations keeping opportunities available for students Student Success Factors

408 1/19/17

The superintendent must be an advocate for 
teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

 The superintendent must be articulate, smart, not 
intimidated to do what's right for students and the 
community. Student Success Factors

409 1/19/17 Finding ways to use our money wisely Resources/Operations Well rounded education not just passing tests Educational Program

410 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations

Teachers/ Employees need to be compensated for 
their work Human Cap Dev/Sup

411 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations

Finding curriculum that meets the needs of a 
diverse student body Educational Program

412 1/19/17

The financial problems facing the education 
system across the stat are massive. We need a 
superintindent who can face these challenges 
creatively to make our school system strong. Resources/Operations

Being able to communicate with the political 
leaders and work on a local and state level. Comm/Cul/Lead

413 1/19/17 Lacks sense of community Comm/Cul/Lead Standard loose and not implemented Comm/Cul/Lead

414 1/19/17

budget with a willingness to look at efficiencies of 
our schools Resources/Operations

a vision that is supported by all starting with top 
administrators down to all employees Comm/Cul/Lead

415 1/19/17

Teachers need to be able to change methods, 
restructure the "non-specials" part of the day to 
more effectively teach the students they have.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

Need to build strong minds, strong character, 
independent thinking, and personal accountability 
in teachers and students Human Cap Dev/Sup

416 1/19/17 Being a true advocate for students and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Determing more ways to get funds into the 
classroom Resources/Operations



417 1/19/17

Understand that "they" are putting too much on the 
teachers plate and not taking anything off. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Realize that we ARE putting kids first, but when we 
are attacked by parents on a daily basis, it's hard 
to do our job! Student Success Factors

418 1/19/17 Revised curriculum Educational Program Bussing/Transportation Resources/Operations

419 1/19/17 Improve morale of employees Comm/Cul/Lead

Understand where USD 259 has been and where 
we need to go now Comm/Cul/Lead

420 1/19/17 Students first Student Success Factors

421 1/19/17 Budget Resources/Operations Academic performance Educational Program

422 1/19/17 District Budget Crisis Resources/Operations State Budget Crisis Resources/Operations

423 1/19/17 State of Kansas budget and political reality Resources/Operations Poverty Student Success Factors

424 1/19/17 Support sports, the arts and music in our schools. Educational Program

Fight to keep budget so programs are not cut from 
our schools. Resources/Operations

425 1/19/17

Do what is right for our school system, our 
students here in Wichita.  Not what looks good on 
statistical reports for Washington.  Sometimes it's 
better to go back to basics. Student Success Factors

Be proactive with parents.  Parents know their 
kids. Student Success Factors

426 1/18/17

Focused on instruction so that what gains we have 
made we do lose. Educational Program Budgets and lack of resources - Teacher morale Resources/Operations

427 1/18/17

Being such a large district, we face different issues 
than smaller districts Comm/Cul/Lead

428 1/18/17 Be frugal with school funds Resources/Operations Care about the district students Student Success Factors

429 1/18/17 Staff morale is low  (this effects teaching) Comm/Cul/Lead

Increasing student achievement with fewer 
resources Resources/Operations

430 1/18/17 Managing budgetary politics Resources/Operations standardized education problematics Educational Program

431 1/18/17 transportation kids need a way to school . Resources/Operations transportation!!!! Resources/Operations

432 1/18/17

The socio-economic student issues that impact 
teachers Student Success Factors Budget and state issues Resources/Operations

433 1/18/17 Children are first Student Success Factors Everyone deserves an equal education Educational Program

434 1/18/17 Lack of jobs in Wichita Comm/Cul/Lead

People do not want mil levy increase and think you 
spend too much money already.  Resources/Operations

435 1/18/17 Value of employees Human Cap Dev/Sup Autonomy in each school Comm/Cul/Lead

436 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Unique needs of our student populations Student Success Factors

437 1/18/17 budget issues with the state Resources/Operations diverse population of our students Comm/Cul/Lead

438 1/18/17

Cut spending- spend money on education and less 
on welfare/handouts. Resources/Operations Remove common core curriculum Educational Program

439 1/18/17

District employees do not feel valued in turns of 
pay, benefits, extended hours, and work load. Human Cap Dev/Sup

The resources are not there to help the students 
succeed.  The district wants to do away with 
nurses and counselors.  Schools don't have 
librarians.  New schools do not have the custodian 
staff to keep the schools clean.  Resources/Operations

440 1/18/17 Budget shortfalls Resources/Operations School safety Comm/Cul/Lead



441 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Employee Wages/Benefits Human Cap Dev/Sup

442 1/18/17 Fair pay/benefits for employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

Revisit the shorter school year to see if the pros 
outweigh the cons Educational Program

443 1/18/17 funding Resources/Operations insurance Human Cap Dev/Sup

444 1/18/17

The issues that have been created with the 
extended days - the addition of 30 minutes each 
day and how that has impacted children from 
elementary to high school in a negative way.  This 
must be corrected. Educational Program

The importance of ALL staff and the roles that 
each plays in the success of the district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

445 1/18/17

Budget - transparency and true collaboration with 
stakeholders in decision making Resources/Operations

improving climate and moral of teachers staff 
related to work load  and school district initiatives Human Cap Dev/Sup

446 1/18/17 Need for appropriate funding Resources/Operations Build community trust and involvement Comm/Cul/Lead

447 1/18/17

Taking the budget and figuring out how to make 
people our top resource not material items. Resources/Operations

Know that school cultures are different and one 
size doesn't fit all for the district with protocol. Comm/Cul/Lead

448 1/18/17 diversity Student Success Factors poverty Student Success Factors

449 1/18/17

Business leadership in this city does not send its 
kids to USD259 schools on the average. Showing 
the value of a strong public school system is 
important. Comm/Cul/Lead

Transportation is an issue.  Walking 2.4 miles to 
school is a big deal, especially when parents work. Resources/Operations

450 1/18/17 Teachers have not had a real raise in years. Human Cap Dev/Sup

451 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Health Care Human Cap Dev/Sup

452 1/18/17

students deserve a quality education to prepare 
them for the future Student Success Factors Teachers need support Human Cap Dev/Sup

453 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Equity Comm/Cul/Lead

454 1/18/17

Someone who knows and understands our district 
(from within) Comm/Cul/Lead

Someone who is a great communicator and works 
to build relationships. Comm/Cul/Lead

455 1/18/17 How to motivate people to stay in USD259 Human Cap Dev/Sup How to advocate for public education Educational Program

456 1/18/17

Closing the gaps in achievement across race and 
socioeconomic groups Student Success Factors

lobbying for support for our district at state and 
federal level Comm/Cul/Lead

457 1/18/17

Kindergarten: How can we support our students 
and set them up for success when we are 
spending all of our focus on academics and not 
building basic social skills and problem solving in 
real life social situations. Kids get to 4th grade and 
have no idea how to interact appropriately with 
peers Student Success Factors

458 1/18/17 Budget cuts and implications Resources/Operations Educating all children from different backgrounds Educational Program

459 1/18/17 Student and teacher demographic Human Cap Dev/Sup School Budget Resources/Operations

460 1/18/17

The vast needs of our student population, which 
need an increase in support staff to meet those 
needs. Student Success Factors The morale of staff is very low. Human Cap Dev/Sup



461 1/18/17

Understanding of the diversity in socio economics 
and culture within our district. Student Success Factors Understanding of the financial needs of the district Resources/Operations

462 1/18/17

How the District currently "works"/"runs" to be able 
to change or improve what is in place. Comm/Cul/Lead

Medical issues/needs/requirements of students in 
the District Student Success Factors

463 1/18/17

More transparency.  Increased info to BOE and 
community regarding many departments, support 
staff, specialized entities within our school district. I 
believe yearly reports should be given regarding 
data from those areas. Last year there were 
several specialized areas that presented data to 
the BOE 2 or 3 times at board meetings.  And, then 
there are several other specialized areas that you 
never hear from (current sup did not allow?)  There 
are many student needs and concerns in this 
district, if you do not hear from the different 
entities/specialized fields taking care of them how 
do you know what that entails?  Also, every year 
with budget concerns there are staff members on 
the "chopping block."  This past year figures given 
by CFO and Mr. Allison were not correct, in fact 
some of them were grossly incorrect. If you were to 
get reports from different areas of employment (ie 
their director or coordinator) perhaps you could 
then clarify questions, get the facts. Resources/Operations

I would hope that the new superintendent would 
have more interaction with staff, not just the 5 or 6 
people directly underneath him or her but, also 
with the coordinators of specialized areas.  I would 
hope that we would have a superintendent that is 
more approachable, willing to talk with many more 
employees than what we have had the past 6 
years or so. Human Cap Dev/Sup

464 1/18/17 budget Resources/Operations advocacy for kids Student Success Factors

465 1/18/17 Funding Resources/Operations College Readiness Educational Program

466 1/18/17 The diversity of the community Student Success Factors Lack of resources/budget for school district. Resources/Operations

467 1/18/17

Decisions should be driven by what is best for kids.  
Coordinators should be able to communicate with 
the BOE and superintendent directly about specific 
support services needs, especially the health and 
wellness of our students which directly correlates 
to school attendance and FAPE. Comm/Cul/Lead

The new superintendent should possess or seek to 
possess an understanding or our community as it 
relates to poverty, trauma and diversity.  I feel that 
our district would be better served if we select a 
candidate outside of our district that has previous 
superintendent experience.  This will also eliminate 
favortism due to strong relationships that have 
been formed by a current administrator in our 
district that may wish to apply for the position. Comm/Cul/Lead

468 1/18/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations Resources for schools. Resources/Operations

469 1/18/17 Transformation/building on new ideas/strategies Comm/Cul/Lead Open to including new personnel in leadership Human Cap Dev/Sup



470 1/18/17

urban school challenges, that have not affected 
Wichita as much in the past as they are now, ex. 
recruitment of best staff, students with unmet 
mental health needs, lack of resources Student Success Factors

students with disabilities drain on the entire 
system, every aspect - contributing to staff 
turnover, student and staff safety, disruption, lack 
of resources to address Resources/Operations

471 1/18/17

how to better utilize the funding for the school 
district Resources/Operations

how to better utilize the building funding for the 
school district Resources/Operations

472 1/18/17

Equitable distribution of resources (people/things) 
between title and non-title buildings FOR ALL 
STUDENTS Resources/Operations

A viable instructional model that unties the hands 
of teachers and allows them to TEACH Educational Program

473 1/18/17

We need to figure out how to improve the budget 
while maintaining jobs. Resources/Operations

Balance the budget and then bring back some of 
the perks of working for the district.  Raises, better 
insurance etc. Resources/Operations

474 1/18/17 Funding/budgets Resources/Operations Path to higher ed Educational Program

475 1/18/17 lack of funding Resources/Operations diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

476 1/18/17

Ability to communicate with state legislators and 
local and state opinion-makers to guarantee 
adequate funding Resources/Operations

collaborate with and give confidence to 
demoralized educators in order to keep and recruit 
highest quality employees at all levels. Educational Program

477 1/18/17 sustaining our great work with MTSS Educational Program

increasing student achievement in a time of 
shrinking budgets Resources/Operations

478 1/18/17 budget issues Resources/Operations curriculum vs testing Educational Program

479 1/18/17 Budget and funding experience Resources/Operations Solid leader in all areas Comm/Cul/Lead

480 1/18/17

The Superintendent should come from within the 
district to avoid the turn-over which has taken 
place in the past 20+ years Human Cap Dev/Sup

481 1/18/17 Kids wellbeing Student Success Factors School funding Resources/Operations

482 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Time and workload issues Human Cap Dev/Sup

483 1/18/17 Diversity of our district Student Success Factors Workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

484 1/18/17 employee morale Comm/Cul/Lead children first Student Success Factors

485 1/18/17

That good (striving for excellent) public schools are 
a necessity. Comm/Cul/Lead Meeting the needs of all students. Student Success Factors

486 1/18/17 Curriculum experience and resourceful Educational Program Advocate for schools at federal and state level Comm/Cul/Lead

487 1/18/17 Budget Crisis Resources/Operations Teaching students to be good citizens Student Success Factors

488 1/18/17

Advocacy for our district at the state and federal 
level Comm/Cul/Lead

Innovation and leading our district towards 21st 
Century learning skills Educational Program

489 1/18/17 Diversity and social issues Student Success Factors Budget and fair distribution Resources/Operations

490 1/18/17 Teacher salary Resources/Operations School choice issue Comm/Cul/Lead

491 1/18/17

Retention of strong employees! We are losing 
teachers and staff across the district due to our 
inability to pay for the highly qualified and 
experienced people we have. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We say we want 21st century skills for our students 
but we continue to conduct business as usual. We 
have got to become more innovative for the sake 
of our students Educational Program

492 1/18/17 Building trust Comm/Cul/Lead Building a snese of caring Comm/Cul/Lead



493 1/18/17

the importance of advocation for usd 259 at the 
state level Comm/Cul/Lead logical approach to resources and funding Resources/Operations

494 1/18/17

Keep moving forward with initiatives and not start 
over Educational Program budget and thinking outside of the box Resources/Operations

495 1/18/17 Having high degree of integrity Comm/Cul/Lead Innovative thinker Comm/Cul/Lead

496 1/18/17 Budget and funding for high needs district Resources/Operations Teacher Morale and employee workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

497 1/18/17

How can we involve the Wichita community in 
support of their children's education, both at home 
and within the greater community? Student Success Factors

There are serious and draining workload issues for 
elementary teachers. Let's look both creatively and 
realistically at what and how we're asked to teach. 
PLEASE trust teachers that are doing good work! Human Cap Dev/Sup

498 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Fair market pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

499 1/18/17

Supt needs to be visible to citizens and district 
employees. We don't hire shots to attend Chamber 
of Commerce meetingd Comm/Cul/Lead

Don't just follow every new strategy blindly. I am 
sick.of $2 million quick fixes that fixed little and did 
not hold the companies accountable. Comm/Cul/Lead

500 1/18/17 Needs of all students Student Success Factors Relationships/Collaboration Human Cap Dev/Sup

501 1/18/17 Complexity of WPS Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

502 1/18/17 Systems Comm/Cul/Lead Teacher workload/moral Human Cap Dev/Sup

503 1/18/17 budgetary needs Resources/Operations

positive relationship with teachers/administrative 
staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

504 1/18/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

505 1/18/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations Community relations Comm/Cul/Lead

506 1/18/17

Equity in the district means: we should have more 
teachers working in the schools and less people 
working in the downtown offices. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Community will support education if there is 
transparency. Comm/Cul/Lead

507 1/18/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Fighting Topeka Anti Education Policies Comm/Cul/Lead

508 1/18/17 Understand our district's diverse demographics Student Success Factors Advocate for our students and our teachers Comm/Cul/Lead

509 1/18/17 *** ***

510 1/18/17

changing demographics of the community and 
district Comm/Cul/Lead

extensive needs of individual students that make 
up the district Student Success Factors

511 1/18/17 Reading and math Educational Program Early childhood education--preschool Educational Program

512 1/18/17

Teachers need to be allowed the flexibility and 
trust to meet the students where they are and 
teach beyond the instructional guide. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Teachers need to be given the respect and 
translate that into raises and medical care so that 
they feel valued -low morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

513 1/18/17 Very diverse (race And socioeconomic) Student Success Factors Money needs to be spent in the classrooms first Resources/Operations

514 1/18/17 state funding Resources/Operations building the teaching profession Human Cap Dev/Sup

515 1/18/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Strong leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

516 1/18/17

The passing of children who are not ready to move 
foward. Student Success Factors

The overwhelmed teachers teaching in crowed 
classrooms & teaching from outdated materials Human Cap Dev/Sup

517 1/18/17 cultural and learning differences of students Comm/Cul/Lead

need for teachers to be culturally diverse or have 
an understanding of diverse cultures.  Comm/Cul/Lead



518 1/17/17

Meeting the needs of students from lowest 
performing to highest Student Success Factors

Supporting and acknowledging hard work of staff 
and faculty of the district Human Cap Dev/Sup

519 1/17/17 Budget issues/budget cuts Resources/Operations Resources needed to help our kids be successful Resources/Operations

520 1/17/17 We are a very ethnic and socio-economic district.  Student Success Factors

The longer day is not working.  The kids and 
teachers are exhausted. Human Cap Dev/Sup

521 1/17/17 School budget Resources/Operations School program funding Educational Program

522 1/17/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

523 1/17/17

Kids of all socioeconomic levels & learning needs 
succeed. I see an abundance of help for students 
that need extra help, but not with students who are 
getting by. Student Success Factors

Budget issues or at minimum innovative ways to 
help admin succeed w/ budget. Resources/Operations

524 1/17/17 Honesty and Integrity. Comm/Cul/Lead More support for special education programs. Educational Program

525 1/17/17 How to address teacher concerns Human Cap Dev/Sup Pay teachers better! Human Cap Dev/Sup

526 1/17/17 find a way to give regular raises to all employees Human Cap Dev/Sup train teachers adequately Human Cap Dev/Sup

527 1/17/17

How to manage the budgetary restrictions currently 
in existance. Resources/Operations

Create the best curriculem possible for all students 
to succeed. Educational Program

528 1/17/17 Socio economic differences Student Success Factors Core fundemental teching of knowledge not gimics Educational Program

529 1/17/17 academics Educational Program community involvement Comm/Cul/Lead

530 1/17/17 Diverse in income and race Student Success Factors Differences in Gender education Educational Program

531 1/17/17 special needs children Student Success Factors budget cuts for special needs children Resources/Operations

532 1/17/17 Decrease in funding at state level Resources/Operations

Maintaining non-discriminatory culture in all 
school. Comm/Cul/Lead

533 1/17/17 kids first, class times too long Educational Program budget cuts should not come from education Resources/Operations

534 1/17/17

Teachers not having enough resources for their 
classrooms Human Cap Dev/Sup Large classroom sizes due to cuts Resources/Operations

535 1/17/17 Budget Resources/Operations Student population Student Success Factors

536 1/17/17

Taking care of the children and special needs, 
school budgeting Resources/Operations

Taking care of the teachers making sure they have 
secure jobs Human Cap Dev/Sup

537 1/17/17 Outdated curriculum needs/budget Resources/Operations Teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

538 1/17/17 Budgetary constraints and ongoing legal battle Resources/Operations

Value of magnet/IB programs in creating choice 
and opportunities for the district Educational Program

539 1/17/17

Improving the learning environment in the 
classroom and allowing teachers to teach and 
students to learn Human Cap Dev/Sup Graduation rates in the district Educational Program

540 1/17/17 Funding our children's education Resources/Operations Quality Instructors/teachers due process restored Human Cap Dev/Sup

541 1/17/17

That the world is changing fast and schools need 
to keep up with change to be relevant. Educational Program

Schools can't educate kids without the whole 
community engaged, other agencies, parents, 
government etc. Educational Program

542 1/17/17

Preparing students for success in life beyond 
school Student Success Factors Protecting teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup



543 1/17/17

Find a way to take building money for operations. 
(Stop building new schools and get more staff, 
teachers and maintenance. Resources/Operations Stop deferred maintenance. Resources/Operations

544 1/17/17 Budget! Resources/Operations

Related to #1 - How to deal with the negative 
perception about the District. Comm/Cul/Lead

545 1/17/17 Start and end times of a school Educational Program Amount of "inservice" or "no school" days Educational Program

546 1/17/17

Support teachers, be truthful with them, and not 
anti-teacher. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Student education.  Lead district to teach students 
at appropriate level and stop wasting money on 
inappropriate "flavor of the month" interventions. Resources/Operations

547 1/17/17 This is not an easy job Comm/Cul/Lead

We are losing great teachers. It should be a priority 
to keep these teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

548 1/17/17

Growing leadership, Do to budget cuts and 
turnover we have lost a lot of experience as far as 
leadership at the district level and there is a clear 
void that we are not addressing as far as 
developing leaders in the district. Resources/Operations

Budget and hard decision that need to be made 
going forward.  The budget situation is not going to 
be solved anytime soon and we need a leader that 
is willing to make tough sometimes unpopular 
decisions.  A leader that is not afraid to take on the 
Union in this regard, is going to be more 
transparent and honest about what is going on and 
understand that it will affect all stakeholders.  But 
is willing to do what is necessary however 
unpopular. Resources/Operations

549 1/17/17 Budget constraints Resources/Operations Preserving community relationships Comm/Cul/Lead

550 1/17/17 budget issues causing bad changes at our schools Resources/Operations stand up to our governor Comm/Cul/Lead

551 1/17/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

552 1/17/17

The teachers need to feel appreciated in order to 
be effective in the classroom. Human Cap Dev/Sup

The financial situation for schools in Wichita and 
Kansas is currently in an extreme decline and 
needs to be addressed in order for education to not 
suffer. Our students matter and need the best 
education possible. Resources/Operations

553 1/17/17

public schools must have solid funding. Educating 
kids costs money and takes time. That is just a 
fact. We (Sedgwick Co) must provide adequate 
funding and time so our children get a solid 
education. Resources/Operations

Education "reformers" that want to 
kill/weaken/defund public schools need to be stood 
up to. Educational Program

554 1/17/17 Budget Constraints Resources/Operations Diversity among parents, students, and staff Comm/Cul/Lead

555 1/17/17

Making sure educators have needed support (staff, 
financial, leadership support) Human Cap Dev/Sup

Weed out negative staff (children can't learn 
effectively in a negative environment.) Human Cap Dev/Sup

556 1/17/17 The problem of school funding Resources/Operations Trying to find a solution to the funding Resources/Operations

557 1/17/17 Diverse student population and needs Student Success Factors

Understand the budget and do what is right for all 
of the district Resources/Operations



558 1/17/17

the kids need to be bussed to school closer than 2 
and a half miles. in this day and age it creates a 
hardship on parents. it is also unfair for spanish 
only speaking kids to get special busses while 
regular kids are literally left out in the cold. Resources/Operations funding Resources/Operations

559 1/17/17 Budget issues within the state Resources/Operations Diversity of students and programs offered Comm/Cul/Lead

560 1/17/17

I wish to encourage you to look externally and 
internally.    My experience in the field over the last 
seven years has been that there is a lack of clarity 
about direction and vision in the district.  Adequate 
communication of a vision has been lacking.    
Those possible internal candidates who have the 
certification and experience to assume the role of 
superintendent have been in leadership positions 
over the last several years and are in part 
responsible for that lack of clarity.  In addition, and 
equally important, few current district leaders who 
might be possible candidates have been building-
level principals for a significant period of time.  This 
gap in their experience leads to critical 
misunderstandings of the real impact of their 
decisions, or lack of decisions, on schools in their 
charge.  Therefore, I recommend seeking 
candidates externally and internally. Comm/Cul/Lead

Communicating a vision and making decisions. 
Get rid of layers of bureaucracy, ALT, MTSS 
Leadership Team, etc. Simply have the guts to 
actually make a decision. Comm/Cul/Lead

561 1/17/17 Our schools are underfunded Resources/Operations We have a very diverse population Comm/Cul/Lead

562 1/17/17 Teachers need respect Human Cap Dev/Sup Taxpayers need accountability Resources/Operations

563 1/17/17 Too much testing in the district. Educational Program Behavior, think of the classroom not the parents. Human Cap Dev/Sup

564 1/17/17

Teacher expectation/time commitment vs 
treatment and compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

565 1/17/17

Not all schools are equal. What works for one 
school may not work for another. Our test scores 
would go up if you'd let teachers teach instead of 
being micromanaged with some canned 
curriculum. Educational Program

Many staff are afraid of losing their jobs due to 
budget cuts. At what point does it stop? Resources/Operations

566 1/17/17

Budget cuts and how to work for what's best for the 
children within the cuts Resources/Operations

Quality education, not what some textbook 
nonsense says is new age Educational Program

567 1/17/17 Funding Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

568 1/17/17 understand diversity in students Student Success Factors provide an equitable education for students Educational Program

569 1/17/17 Transparent with all employees Comm/Cul/Lead Communicates honestly Comm/Cul/Lead

570 1/17/17 Bond and or budget issues Resources/Operations Bullying in schools Comm/Cul/Lead

571 1/17/17 Bettering the education of our children Student Success Factors Funding Resources/Operations



572 1/17/17 How to keep top teachers from leaving the district Human Cap Dev/Sup Re-prioritize how money is spent Resources/Operations

573 1/17/17 State funding issues Resources/Operations Equality for everyone in our district Comm/Cul/Lead

574 1/17/17 Political/judicial issues regarding funding Resources/Operations Changing demographics of Wichita Comm/Cul/Lead

575 1/17/17

Has to be trustworthy, and it would not hurt to have 
a fresh eyes. Comm/Cul/Lead

Someone who can speak at state level and 
advocate for our district Comm/Cul/Lead

576 1/17/17 Community Relations Comm/Cul/Lead Finances Resources/Operations

577 1/17/17

It takes a village, must engage community like 
never before Comm/Cul/Lead Technology is vital, resistance is futile Educational Program

578 1/17/17 safety in our schools should be a top priority Comm/Cul/Lead teachers should have more support Human Cap Dev/Sup

579 1/17/17

Needs to understand the strenghts and history of 
the District. Comm/Cul/Lead

Must rely on the expertise of teachers and 
principals while being innovative. Human Cap Dev/Sup

580 1/17/17

Must be willing to work WITH teachers, not against 
them Human Cap Dev/Sup

Must be willing to have an open-mind and listen to 
input from others Comm/Cul/Lead

581 1/17/17

the importance of working with the community to 
engage citizens Comm/Cul/Lead the complexity of the USD 259 population Comm/Cul/Lead

582 1/17/17 Financial issues Resources/Operations Standardize testing Educational Program

583 1/17/17 People want to return to the old school schedule. Educational Program

Many Wichitans do not have faith in public school 
and elect to send their children to private school. Comm/Cul/Lead

584 1/17/17

Making sure that teachers are actually qualified to 
teach the gradev they're teaching Human Cap Dev/Sup

For students to receive the best curriculum they 
can receive to Excel to be prepared for secondary 
schooling Educational Program

585 1/17/17 diverse race demographics Student Success Factors dealing with financial issues within district Resources/Operations

586 1/17/17

A superintendent of this district needs experience 
in low S.E.S. and diversity in race demographics.  
Do not focus on experience in instruction and 
curriculum, business and operations, politics, or 
even previous superintendent expericence.  That is 
why we have directors for various divisions of this 
business so that individuals educated and trained 
in that particular area can present their expertise.  
Superintendent needs to be team oriented and be 
able to lead the team. Student Success Factors Collaborate with teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

587 1/17/17

Inappropriate curriculum for elementary students 
reducing ability of all students to learn to read 
creating nearly the lowest ranking in state grade 
card statistics. Educational Program

Highly unbalanced pay scales.  Previous 
superintendent was highly overpaid for a master's 
and a bachelors degree; and received pay raises 
when teachers did not. Human Cap Dev/Sup

588 1/17/17 the critical role of professional development Human Cap Dev/Sup communication Comm/Cul/Lead

589 1/17/17

If there is a budget issue and teachers do not 
receive a pay raise, he/she does not receive a pay 
raise. Resources/Operations

Curriculum appears to be an issue as many of the 
high school students either cannot read or have 
limited reading ability. Educational Program

590 1/16/17 The children of today are tomorrow's leaders. Student Success Factors Bring back what is important be diverse. Comm/Cul/Lead



591 1/16/17 Teachers must be paid more Human Cap Dev/Sup

Must find a way to educate well with less money 
used Resources/Operations

592 1/16/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Multicultural population Comm/Cul/Lead

593 1/16/17 School district's budget and resources Resources/Operations

Curriculum development for changing 
demographics Educational Program

594 1/16/17 Money & Benefits to keep teachers in district. Resources/Operations Increase Vocational programs with high standards. Educational Program

595 1/16/17

The importance of a varity of fine arts at ALL 
school levels Educational Program

Fighting for student rights and knowledge that 
common core is NOT sutible for all children Educational Program

596 1/16/17 Hiring great teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Retaining great teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

597 1/16/17 Funding formula Resources/Operations K-14 continuum  Educational Program

598 1/16/17

My son has special needs, so I'm mostly 
concerned that there will be continued support for 
his programs. Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

599 1/16/17 What's best for the kids and not just the budget. Resources/Operations

Quality of education as opposed just a passing 
grade. Educational Program

600 1/16/17 Our Budget Resources/Operations Our Teachers Pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

601 1/16/17

 Must be willing to work for the kids not the 
administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

 Must understand the fine arts and sports have to 
stay Educational Program

602 1/16/17

Largest creator of future employees must move the 
need on graduation rates Educational Program

Budget will always be an issue especially with 
such a large district Resources/Operations

603 1/16/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Safety Comm/Cul/Lead

604 1/16/17 Adequate funding Resources/Operations Rules and policies Comm/Cul/Lead

605 1/16/17 Reduce time teachers need to prepare lessons. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Do away with the extra 30 minutes per day and 
lengthen the school year back to the old calendar. 
Kids have too many days away from school to 
effectively retain what they have learned. Educational Program

606 1/16/17

Draining of top students to private and charter 
schools Student Success Factors Politicians desire to defund public schools Comm/Cul/Lead

607 1/16/17 School Funding Resources/Operations Advanced Technology Educational Program

608 1/16/17 Using the budget wisely & resourcefully. Resources/Operations

Ensuring students learn more about real world 
topics such as managing finances etc, rather than 
topics only applicable to certain careers pathways. Resources/Operations

609 1/16/17 Managing budget shortfalls Resources/Operations Reduced state funding support Resources/Operations

610 1/16/17 Pay raises for Non Certified Employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

Start making cuts at the top, too many assistant 
superintendents Human Cap Dev/Sup

611 1/16/17 School budget needs to increase Resources/Operations Teachers are not paid adequately Human Cap Dev/Sup

612 1/16/17 budget Resources/Operations quality education Educational Program

613 1/16/17 Community is big Comm/Cul/Lead

Understanding that children need playtime and 
creative time Student Success Factors



614 1/16/17

Start out by asking for suggestions from ALL 
stakeholders Comm/Cul/Lead

Out state is out of money because of the 
Republican administration Resources/Operations

615 1/16/17 Lack of funding Resources/Operations

616 1/16/17 Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget crisis Resources/Operations

617 1/16/17

Quality curriculum is more important than free 
curriculum!!!! Educational Program

Balancing the budget could mean surviving with 
less administrators, both in the admin building and 
within the schools. Resources/Operations

618 1/16/17

We need school choice. 
https://www.dcsdk12.org/legal-counsel/choice-
scholarship-program Educational Program

Overcoming achievement gaps between low 
income students their higher income peers. Student Success Factors

619 1/16/17 State budgetary landscape Resources/Operations Necessity of creative solutions Comm/Cul/Lead

620 1/16/17 Education Quality Educational Program Education Equality Educational Program

621 1/16/17 We need lower spending Resources/Operations

We need to allow concealed carry on school 
premises Comm/Cul/Lead

622 1/16/17

Advocating for an equitable way to finance public 
schools Resources/Operations Set an example for ethical behavior Comm/Cul/Lead

623 1/16/17 Relations within school district Comm/Cul/Lead Role of education in Wichita community Educational Program

624 1/16/17 Implications of state budget Resources/Operations

Highlighting positives of district in order to keep 
good families from moving to suburbs Comm/Cul/Lead

625 1/16/17

We spend too much money "downtown." We have 
an army of administrative staff (professional 
meeting organizers and attenders) The money 
spent in excessive administrative staff can be 
better spent in the classroom and on teachers. Resources/Operations

The district is too leniant on poor performing 
teachers. Rather than fave signuficant disciplinary 
action, or termination, the district plays the "lemon 
game,"instead simply transferring the bottom tier 
teachers to other schools within the district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

626 1/16/17

We have a state government that is openly hostile 
to educational professionals and the need for 
educational growth. Comm/Cul/Lead

There  is a very large population of kids facing 
poverty and struggling with obtaining good 
educational opportunity. Student Success Factors

627 1/16/17

I would like to see someone who can restore the 
classroom powers back to the teacher instead of 
being so scared of lawsuits they allow the students 
to do anything that they want with little to no 
consequences.  The schools are there for an 
educational resource and not there babysit 
children continuous and refuse to kick them out 
due to the fact that they are scared that the parents 
will sue Human Cap Dev/Sup

I would like to see a new superintendent for 
usd259 that fights for the teachers rights and 
allows the teachers to make plan and teach the 
lessons the best way that they see fit and fight for 
them to stop letting legislators dictate what, how, 
and when they teach subjects Human Cap Dev/Sup

628 1/16/17 Programs for gifted and/or intellectual disabilities Educational Program

Strain of extended days on students, teachers and 
parents Human Cap Dev/Sup

629 1/16/17 We are broke!! Resources/Operations

There are fewer schools than are necessary, 
please do not close any more. Resources/Operations

630 1/16/17 Too much emphasis on state assessments Educational Program Teacher salary Human Cap Dev/Sup



631 1/16/17

Teachers tends to ignore kids like my son whose is 
ADHD and I as a parent who is deaf...  Teachers 
ignores me and my concerns regarding grades and 
behavioral problems. They needs to work with me 
as team to help my son to be successful in school 
instead of negatively on my son. Caldwell 
Elementary  and Curtis Middle school failed my 
son but when he is now at East High, Everyone 
helped me and works with me and I saw huge 
difference in my son. I felt that the teachers needs 
to be fair with all of the kids and not playing 
favorites. Human Cap Dev/Sup

632 1/16/17

Devlopment of Solid Programs that include all 
students with needs Educational Program

Make sure all programs are use only for students 
that are legal Educational Program

633 1/16/17 Diversity of the district Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

634 1/16/17

We have wonderful students who all should be 
treated equally Student Success Factors Teachers need to be listened to. Human Cap Dev/Sup

635 1/16/17 the education budget crisis Resources/Operations the state testing system Educational Program

636 1/16/17 Budgetary limitations Resources/Operations Student safety Comm/Cul/Lead

637 1/16/17 Every decision should be based on the children Student Success Factors More benefits/compensation for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

638 1/16/17

pograms to help struggling families, tutoring, after 
school rec, etc. Educational Program guidance to help low income prepare for college Educational Program

639 1/16/17 Budget restrictions hamstringing district Resources/Operations Best teachers want to work in surrounding districts Human Cap Dev/Sup

640 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

641 1/16/17 Bridge relations between schools and state Comm/Cul/Lead Excite and motivate our teachers and staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

642 1/16/17 Teachers are overworked Human Cap Dev/Sup District needs to learn to manage their money Resources/Operations

643 1/16/17 had to do more with less Resources/Operations supporting and challenging teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

644 1/16/17 safety Comm/Cul/Lead laerning styles Educational Program

645 1/16/17 Budget Cuts Resources/Operations A very diverse district Comm/Cul/Lead

646 1/16/17

District history of excesive waste on non-value 
added activities (e.g. busing children across 
district...some schools have 25+ buses) Resources/Operations

Stop the cirriculum change madness!  USD 259 
has an entire team of full-time cirriculum editors.  
We realize Common Core caused unnessesary 
churn but other district-driven cirriculum initiatives 
have only fueled the problem while not improving 
the educational quality.  We all understand 
education needs to change with the ever-changing 
world we live in, however, a team of 10-15 
dedicated cirriculum personnel is ridiculous. This 
type of waste needs to stop. Educational Program



647 1/16/17

Acceptance and equality are a must. All students 
have the right to a safe space to learn. Student Success Factors

The kids need to come first.  Integrity and sound 
moral values are necessary to this job and is 
success. Human Cap Dev/Sup

648 1/16/17 safety/wellbeing of the students Student Success Factors good education for students Educational Program

649 1/16/17 budget Resources/Operations

education and teacher interactions with childern 
thwy have became bullys. Comm/Cul/Lead

650 1/16/17 Student outcomes are not where they should be. Educational Program Teacher first mentality. Human Cap Dev/Sup

651 1/16/17 Teachers know what is best for their students Human Cap Dev/Sup

You have no idea unless you are in the classroom 
yourself! Human Cap Dev/Sup

652 1/16/17 curriculum Educational Program

653 1/16/17 The children are affected most by poor decisions Student Success Factors Budget!! Resources/Operations

654 1/16/17

Getting better pay for people who work with the 
higher risk or special ed children. 15.00 is a must Human Cap Dev/Sup Benefits for medical and dental should be better Human Cap Dev/Sup

655 1/16/17 The diverse demographics they will serve Student Success Factors

Not lose momentum in the adoption of Kansas Can 
and a strategy for moving the district forward Educational Program

656 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Getting a top level education Educational Program

657 1/16/17 Understand the needs of special need kids Student Success Factors Compassion for special needs kids Student Success Factors

658 1/16/17 Funding Resources/Operations Communication Comm/Cul/Lead

659 1/16/17 Budget constraints Resources/Operations

Smoldering creationist/anti-science philosophy in 
state leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

660 1/16/17 Diversity, looking out for ALL races of children Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

661 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Test scores in all schools Educational Program

662 1/16/17 Budgetary constrictions Resources/Operations Diverse population Comm/Cul/Lead

663 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Budget Resources/Operations

664 1/16/17

Support of teachers-they are the reason a 
superintendent is needed. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Not give themself a raise when teachers have not 
received a raise to keep up with the cost of living in 
many years. Human Cap Dev/Sup

665 1/16/17

They must be an advocate  the teachers in order 
for them to educate our children. Student Success Factors

The neighborhood schools are not in great shape. 
We need  stop moving schools out of  
neighborhoods at need . Resources/Operations

666 1/16/17

Need to increase diversity within schools in district 
and minimize "poor" or "black" schools. Student Success Factors

Recruitment and retention of high quality principles 
and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

667 1/16/17

Teacher morale is low. We dont feel we are 
respected as professionals. Comm/Cul/Lead

Professional Development is not based on 
teacher/student needs Human Cap Dev/Sup

668 1/16/17 Student outcomes, particularly in mathematics Educational Program

Teacher/Staff workload and capacity issues 
(impacted by budget) Resources/Operations

669 1/16/17 Improve education standards to the highest level. Educational Program Improve the finances for our school system. Resources/Operations

670 1/16/17 understanding and assisting all student needs Student Success Factors communication Comm/Cul/Lead

671 1/16/17 Balanced budget Resources/Operations Teacher welfare Human Cap Dev/Sup

672 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program



673 1/16/17

The ability to work with the Board to develop and 
implement a forward thinking vision for the district Comm/Cul/Lead

The ability to have experience with and understand 
the diversity of the district. Comm/Cul/Lead

674 1/16/17

Making changes to the data collection processes 
to make them more CCSS aligned Educational Program

Heavy workload that overshadows time to plan and 
teach Human Cap Dev/Sup

675 1/16/17 Marzano and it's impact on all stakeholders Human Cap Dev/Sup

Morale due to budgetary issues for the past eight 
years Resources/Operations

676 1/16/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations How to support students Student Success Factors

677 1/16/17

Building cohesive team working together to fulfill 
vision of college and career equipped dtudents Comm/Cul/Lead

Getting most out of limited resources while 
supporting students and staff Resources/Operations

678 1/16/17 no comments Comm/Cul/Lead no comments
679 1/16/17 Budgetary restraint Resources/Operations High academic standards Educational Program

680 1/16/17 Budget Resources/Operations Demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

681 1/16/17 budget Resources/Operations support of teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

682 1/16/17 Middle school education and safety Educational Program Progressive curriculum Educational Program

683 1/16/17

Neighborhood schools are too important to close; 
don't close anymore neighborhood schools. Comm/Cul/Lead Be a true advocate; not merely a politician. Comm/Cul/Lead

684 1/15/17

sensitive to diverse populations (students requiring 
IEP, 504, etc). Student Success Factors empower teachers to excel and support students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

685 1/15/17 Teacher compensation/benefits. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Money actually gets to classroom, not another 
administrator Resources/Operations

686 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Learning Educational Program

687 1/15/17 The need for diversity in leadership within district Student Success Factors Creative budget thinking Resources/Operations

688 1/15/17 get rid of coomon core Educational Program get rid of coomon core Educational Program

689 1/15/17 Daily school schedule start and end times Educational Program Academics Educational Program

690 1/15/17

Necessity of having plans A, B, C, etc. based upon 
decisions by State. Comm/Cul/Lead

Necessity of ongoing advocacy at local, as well as, 
state and federal levels.  Must vote to curtail City 
from providing tax breaks that negatively affect 
needed revenues for USD 259. Comm/Cul/Lead

691 1/15/17

Meeting the needs of the disabled community 
through the special ed programs for intellectually 
disabled students Student Success Factors

Keeping as many of the arts programs as possible, 
including music and drama programs at the high 
school level. Educational Program

692 1/15/17

A plan for improving student state test scores 
within the district.  Educational Program Budget contstaints of the district.  Resources/Operations

693 1/15/17

Recognize the need for appropriate funds and 
support of students with Intellectual and 
Developmental disabilities. Resources/Operations

694 1/15/17

The teachers need a pay raise and to be listened 
to. Human Cap Dev/Sup

All resources need to be more available to all 
students. Resources/Operations

695 1/15/17

He or she must understand what's needed for the 
kids Student Success Factors

He or she must understand the internal workings of 
such a large school district Comm/Cul/Lead

696 1/15/17 Dedication to the success of district/students Student Success Factors Willing to listen and implement suggestions Comm/Cul/Lead



697 1/15/17 Delivering superior education Educational Program Advocate for increases in funding at the state level Resources/Operations

698 1/15/17

Budget/ Funding Issues- Schools not being 
allocated enough to operate as they should. Resources/Operations

Ensuring each child is experiencing adequate 
continued growth regardless of disability, gifted 
needs, race, religion, social/economic status, etc. Educational Program

699 1/15/17 understands that students are top priorities Student Success Factors supportive of teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

700 1/15/17

Creativeness with limited budgets since the state is 
in such bad shape Resources/Operations

Creating environments that make kids want to 
come to school Student Success Factors

701 1/15/17 Keeping public schools intact (vs privatizing) Comm/Cul/Lead Less reliance on testing Educational Program

702 1/15/17 Ability to stand up to the state legislature Comm/Cul/Lead

Ability to provide for students of all races and 
socioeconomic classes Student Success Factors

703 1/15/17 Teachers are undersupported and underpaid Resources/Operations

Curriculum and instructional sequences need 
serious improvement Educational Program

704 1/15/17

Long-term leadership for the state for K-12 
education Comm/Cul/Lead

Best use of budget to provide quality education for 
all students Resources/Operations

705 1/15/17

financial ability to provide a positive learning 
environment for all students Resources/Operations

Ability to organize the district in a monatarily 
feasable way that supports families and 
instructors. Educational Program

706 1/15/17 children first Student Success Factors advocate for school system Comm/Cul/Lead

707 1/15/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Community experience Comm/Cul/Lead

708 1/15/17 Funding Resources/Operations State testing requirements Educational Program

709 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

710 1/15/17 can't keep spending more than we have Resources/Operations TAXPAYERS can't keep supporting everyone Resources/Operations

711 1/15/17 The horrible budget cuts happening Resources/Operations Stop the cutting of fine arts Educational Program

712 1/15/17

Teachers having to deal with unruly students and 
being told they can't send them to the office. Get 
them out of the class so teachers can teach. Student Success Factors

For special ed teachers to be able to get help 
faster for kids that need to be in levy Educational Program

713 1/15/17

It is multi racial and treating everyone with equality 
is very important Comm/Cul/Lead

714 1/15/17

They need to be able to make everyone feel safe 
and included. Comm/Cul/Lead

They need to be quick on their feet when dealing 
with problems and have compassion for others Comm/Cul/Lead

715 1/15/17

the decrease in student enrollment due to recent 
changes Resources/Operations

longer school days difficult on the elementary 
students Educational Program

716 1/15/17 Retaining good teachers in the District Human Cap Dev/Sup Quality Education and Safety in Schools Comm/Cul/Lead

717 1/15/17

Listening to current leaders and staff about our 
needs a Educational Program School funding Resources/Operations

718 1/15/17 budget,  employees benefits,  health insurance Resources/Operations student achievement Student Success Factors

719 1/15/17 Workload for teachers and students Human Cap Dev/Sup Roll back of extended day, shortened year Educational Program

720 1/15/17 budget constraint Resources/Operations curriculum adjustment/appropraite Educational Program

721 1/15/17

how important it is the teachers help kids 
understand what they are teaching Human Cap Dev/Sup respect Comm/Cul/Lead



722 1/15/17

Unite the staff in the district if you want it to stay 
afloat or improve Comm/Cul/Lead

Promote the value of public education employees 
to the community Educational Program

723 1/15/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Student achievement Student Success Factors

724 1/15/17

Teach the students spelling, writing, and make 
them responsible for homework. Educational Program

have programs and classes for behavioral students 
so teachers can teach others. Educational Program

725 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Budget Resources/Operations

726 1/15/17 transparency Comm/Cul/Lead conflict resolution Comm/Cul/Lead

727 1/15/17 Student work load should remain at a high level Educational Program

All staff needs to be experienced with student 
diversity, super must be able to recognize that the 
staff is and that the super would not necessarily 
need that himself, but would look for that when 
hiring teachers and support staff Comm/Cul/Lead

728 1/15/17 funding Resources/Operations coriculum Educational Program

729 1/15/17

We are a diverse group.  We also are a large 
population of grandparents raising our 
grandchildren.  Help us! Student Success Factors

Resources cannot be "personal."  Every child 
deserves a chance to experience what is in our 
marvelous world. Resources/Operations

730 1/15/17 Financial issues Resources/Operations Budget cut decisions for next yr Resources/Operations

731 1/15/17

That their salary isn't their motive and top priority to 
be a superintendent Resources/Operations Fix inner cities issues Comm/Cul/Lead

732 1/15/17 Advocate to secure proper school funding Resources/Operations

Experience in job role and understanding of 
community needs Comm/Cul/Lead

733 1/15/17

Advocacy at the State Level for sufficient school 
funds Resources/Operations

Innovative management of resources to benefit the 
students and their teachers. Resources/Operations

734 1/15/17 Preparing our kids for careers Educational Program Higher quality of instruction Human Cap Dev/Sup

735 1/15/17

Importance of proving excellent education to the 
students of our community Student Success Factors

Monitoring the budget, ensuring funds go to the 
right place for the right reasons - students and 
teachers are the core Resources/Operations

736 1/15/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Student Achievement Student Success Factors

737 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Graduation rate Educational Program

738 1/15/17 Budget constraints Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

739 1/15/17 Positivity in the diversity of the district Student Success Factors Community support Comm/Cul/Lead

740 1/15/17 More teachers in schools Human Cap Dev/Sup Pay teacher better Human Cap Dev/Sup

741 1/15/17 Ending the longer day. Educational Program Ending common core. Educational Program

742 1/15/17 School finance and budget Resources/Operations Staffing Human Cap Dev/Sup

743 1/15/17 The ability to budget well Resources/Operations Teachers needs Human Cap Dev/Sup

744 1/15/17 effects of state wide budget cuts Resources/Operations

745 1/15/17 Busget Resources/Operations Students safety Comm/Cul/Lead

746 1/15/17 Changing thinking re: how kids learn and grow Student Success Factors Budgetary efficiency Resources/Operations

747 1/15/17 Lack of state support Comm/Cul/Lead

748 1/15/17 Need for a skilled workforce Educational Program

749 1/15/17 Provide good education for children Student Success Factors Get control of behavior thats accepted Student Success Factors



750 1/15/17 Accreditation Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

751 1/15/17

There are a massive amount of children but as a 
former bus driver and a parent it is critical to make 
each child feel like they are a part of something 
greater! Student Success Factors

They are children to be taught by example not 
looked at as the next paycheck for you! Student Success Factors

752 1/15/17 Improved special education acommodations Educational Program

753 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculem Educational Program

754 1/15/17

increasing needs of the sped students and 
adequate staffing Student Success Factors

what it's actually like to be a teacher or para 
working every day Human Cap Dev/Sup

755 1/15/17

Know how to keep budget balanced without 
sacrificing learning Resources/Operations

Understand how to help children with special 
needs Student Success Factors

756 1/15/17

 to put integrity and morals back into the equation, 
viewing the students as individuals who are going 
to play an important role in our society, not just test 
scores.. Comm/Cul/Lead

Do things like School gardening and food 
preperation. Student participation in Janitorial so 
that they can take pride in their school and be an 
important part and feel self-worth. Student Success Factors

757 1/15/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

758 1/15/17 Advocacy at state and federal level Comm/Cul/Lead

Connecting with the community, understanding 
and bridging issues for both families and 
teachers/administrators Human Cap Dev/Sup

759 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Sped Inclusion Educational Program

760 1/15/17 Student learning Student Success Factors School climate Comm/Cul/Lead

761 1/15/17 Morals Comm/Cul/Lead

Knowledge of what it takes to run efficiently and 
truly with the childrens best interest in mind. Resources/Operations

762 1/15/17 Budget. Our children's education should come first. Resources/Operations

763 1/15/17 Budget cuts Resources/Operations

764 1/15/17

Instead of hiring someone out of the district, why 
dont your promote someone who is under John 
Alison ???? Comm/Cul/Lead

765 1/15/17

too many "tech improvements" and not nearly 
enough improvements on teacher's salaries. my 
kindergartner doesn't need a smart board, leap 
pad, and laptop to learn. focus less on what "looks 
good" and more on what matters to our kids: good 
teachers. you won't keep good teachers around of 
you pay/treat them like crap. Resources/Operations

likewise, good food is more important than a 
kindergarten class having a smart board. a lot of 
these kids come from poor families where school 
breakfast and lunch make up a good portion of 
their nutrition each day. one poptart and a thing of 
juice is not a meal. a cup of yogurt and string 
cheese is not a meal. Comm/Cul/Lead

766 1/15/17 must work effectively within community agencies Comm/Cul/Lead understand child development Educational Program

767 1/15/17 Kids as a first priority Student Success Factors

Experience with our curriculum and being realistic 
about what works Educational Program

768 1/15/17 Helping students that comes from poor homes Student Success Factors More help for teachers and staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

769 1/15/17 Budget, seltzer has no buses Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program



770 1/15/17 teacher's qualification to teach Human Cap Dev/Sup teacher's motivation to teach Human Cap Dev/Sup

771 1/15/17

Rising insurance costs of faculty and staff 
members Human Cap Dev/Sup staff moral is at an all time low Human Cap Dev/Sup

772 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations Needs of all district employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

773 1/15/17

Understands that what is taught in the classroom is 
the most important. Teaching our children is what 
should be a priority! Educational Program

To always think about what I said best for the kids 
instead of fulfilling someone's agenda. Student Success Factors

774 1/15/17 Budget must be taken into consideration Resources/Operations Classrooms should no be so micro managed Human Cap Dev/Sup

775 1/15/17 Being able to understand necessary resources Resources/Operations Influential in seeking funding to provide resources Resources/Operations

776 1/15/17

Developing teachers (e.g. they handle different 
types of children) Human Cap Dev/Sup

Improving the financial support of schools and 
morale of teachers Resources/Operations

777 1/15/17 Children are our most important asset Student Success Factors Fighting for more state money to run the district Resources/Operations

778 1/15/17

Learning of the students collaborating the 
teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Understand the most critical issue the students 
behavior Student Success Factors

779 1/15/17

Not to sweep teachers inappropriate touching 
under the rug for wrong doing Human Cap Dev/Sup

Never leave teachers on the job who touches 
children Human Cap Dev/Sup

780 1/15/17

Fight for the pay of the teachers. They should be 
paid more. They are guiding our children's future Resources/Operations

Make sure the monies provided goes towards 
things that are needed for our children. I know 
someone that works for usd 259 and so much is 
spent on things not necessary. Student Success Factors

781 1/15/17 Classroom instruction - student/teacher ratio Human Cap Dev/Sup Financial limitations for classroom instruction Resources/Operations

782 1/15/17

Doing what is best for the kids with a limited 
budget Resources/Operations

783 1/15/17 Student & teacher safety Human Cap Dev/Sup

784 1/15/17 Teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Supporting teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

785 1/15/17 Teacher Retention Human Cap Dev/Sup

Making classroom cuts last and know when to 
outsource some work. Human Cap Dev/Sup

786 1/15/17 Budgets Resources/Operations Student needs Student Success Factors

787 1/15/17

Current curriculum is too focused on college prep, 
considering a large majority of students will not go 
to college. Need another track that teaches a trade 
and gives a graduating senior an entry certificate in 
their trade. Educational Program

Current school year reflects more of a teacher's 
wish list over what is best for our district families. 
School should be year round, with a couple weeks 
off between grading periods. Burnout rate would 
likely decrease for teachers and students, and 
student's retention levels would increase. We 
spend too much time reteaching at the beginning 
of each school year. Our current model is based on 
a family farm harvest schedule that no longer 
exists. Educational Program



788 1/15/17 How to do the best for all with a limited budget Resources/Operations

How to continue spreading the message that 259 
is a phenomenal school district and that 
community members need to wake up and pay 
attention to the financial crisis we have been 
experiencing. Resources/Operations

789 1/15/17 How to cut administrative expenses Human Cap Dev/Sup Be as personable as Police Chief Ramsey
790 1/15/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Budget and Financial Issues Resources/Operations

791 1/15/17 Budget Resources/Operations

Current lack of care about the value of district 
employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

792 1/15/17 what's  good  and  right  for  the  children  Student Success Factors

793 1/15/17 Class size Educational Program Meeting needs of non traditional students Student Success Factors

794 1/15/17 An ability to supply adequate district funding Resources/Operations

The need to attract and maintain top-notch 
teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

795 1/15/17 Budgetary gap. Resources/Operations

Lack of respect for teachers and other school 
personnel. Human Cap Dev/Sup

796 1/15/17 Many people don't like the extended days Educational Program

797 1/15/17

Closing schools and rebuilding is NOT saving 
money!! Then kids are being moved to new 
schools.  Resources/Operations

Having better programs for gifted kids at every 
school. Kids are to board and we are losing them. Educational Program

798 1/15/17

Budget issues for families who are employed with 
district Resources/Operations

The "younger" teachers who do not seem to get 
involved with children and suggest medicating 
them instead of working with them. Human Cap Dev/Sup

799 1/15/17 Meeting diverse needs of students Student Success Factors

Creating a school environment that is safe, 
promotes enjoyment of learning and provides 
opportunities that captures strengths of each 
individual student Student Success Factors

800 1/15/17 Having enough buses for the kids Resources/Operations Giving kids an elite education Educational Program

801 1/15/17 advocate for teachers to help with pay increases Human Cap Dev/Sup

building strong relationships with community and 
school district Comm/Cul/Lead

802 1/15/17 Curriculum in the schools.  Educational Program Safety of the children Comm/Cul/Lead

803 1/15/17 Budget efficiently Resources/Operations Expand educational choices Educational Program

804 1/15/17

Kids education and well being should come first 
above all else Student Success Factors Able to change things that need changing Comm/Cul/Lead

805 1/15/17 Protecting funding for 259 Resources/Operations

Continued support and growth for critical USD 259 
programs Educational Program

806 1/15/17

the thug mentality has to be addressed at 
Southeast High School. Comm/Cul/Lead

Cell phones usage need to be addressed and 
limited during school hours. Educational Program

807 1/15/17 increase teacher salary Resources/Operations

808 1/15/17 Students need shorter school days to succeed Educational Program Budget must support shorter school days Resources/Operations

809 1/15/17 Stop the cut backs on extra curricular classes Educational Program Stronger punishments on misbehaved students Student Success Factors

810 1/15/17 Budgeting Resources/Operations



811 1/15/17

The budget needs to be fixed so kids aren't left 
behind because of it. Resources/Operations

The curriculum, get rid of common core and teach 
hand writing. Educational Program

812 1/15/17 Time primary students get out of school Educational Program School funding Resources/Operations

813 1/15/17

Focus on the challenges of inner city students & 
schools Student Success Factors Budget management Resources/Operations

814 1/15/17 Children's best interest at heart Student Success Factors Kids thoughts Student Success Factors

815 1/15/17

Good understanding of how many students we 
have Student Success Factors Social media Comm/Cul/Lead

816 1/14/17  bullying is a huge problem Comm/Cul/Lead

817 1/14/17 know what it takes to be a leader and wants to stay Comm/Cul/Lead can have a open mind about all issues Comm/Cul/Lead

818 1/14/17 ROI regarding realestate improvements. Comm/Cul/Lead

Reduction of budget by reducing administrative 
salaries. Resources/Operations

819 1/14/17

The incoming superintendent must be able to build 
morale within the employees of the district. He or 
she must be willing to fight at the state and national 
level for imporved funding and treatment of 
teachers and staff Resources/Operations

820 1/14/17

Budget restrictions and cuts and the impact they're 
having on our kids education Resources/Operations

Violence and bullying in the schools and the 
schools lack of response and responsibility in 
ensuring students safety and comfort ability in 
school. Comm/Cul/Lead

821 1/14/17

This district has to get it's act together. There is 
always a budget crisis. My children's education is 
negatively impacted by the longer school day and 
the lack of challenging opportunities. Resources/Operations

This district needs to bring in a new leader from the 
outside who can reform the district. The district is 
focused on the lowest students and my high 
performing kids are not being challenged. This has 
to change! Do not hire someone internally. That 
will be a big mistake. Educational Program

822 1/14/17 Vaccines are a choice "Smart" kids have challenges Student Success Factors

823 1/14/17

I believe it's important for children to be children 
and although it's great for children to get an 
education, first and foremost, the need to be a kid. 
Childhood is so short as you live most of your life 
as an adult. I want the next superintendent to 
ensure kids do not get so much homework. My son 
is in first grade and he has 2-3 of homework a 
night to include homework every Friday and while 
he is on any holiday breaks. He rarely gets to enjoy 
his freedom and his own time as a child. Please 
consider my thoughts and opinions and possibly 
work on fixing the issue at hand. Student Success Factors

I believe there needs be a pick up rearrangement. 
The car riders should park in the parking lots and 
the buses should be in front of the school, 
especially for when the weather is cold or bad. 
(Minneha core magnet) Comm/Cul/Lead



824 1/14/17 Length of school day and year Educational Program

No all kids come from the same form nor with the 
same resources Resources/Operations

825 1/14/17 What's best for the children Student Success Factors Knowledge of a plan Comm/Cul/Lead

826 1/14/17 Really value and reward teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

827 1/14/17

This person should be from outside the district. We 
need new eyes and new ideas. Comm/Cul/Lead

Teacher workload is too much. We cannot add one 
more thing to our plates. Human Cap Dev/Sup

828 1/14/17

Socio-economic issues with breakdown of the 
family are undermining the work of the teachers Student Success Factors

The state government is foolish in their vision for 
financing education. Because we're the biggest 
district in the state new superintendent must be a 
leader at the state level in educating the legislators 
& governor about our value and needs. Resources/Operations

829 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations

830 1/14/17 Weather Economy Resources/Operations

831 1/14/17 Poor teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead Poor administrative vision Comm/Cul/Lead

832 1/14/17 Kids first mentality Student Success Factors Budgetary experience Resources/Operations

833 1/14/17 Lack of teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead Utilizing available funds Resources/Operations

834 1/14/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Continued focus on student and teacher safety Comm/Cul/Lead

835 1/14/17 The need for diversity Student Success Factors Keeping the teaching fully staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

836 1/14/17 how to utilize resources Resources/Operations how to minimize waste within district spending Resources/Operations

837 1/14/17 Kansas legislature hostile to public school system Comm/Cul/Lead

838 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Kids are priority- more time for lunch and recess Student Success Factors

839 1/14/17

Communication with families on what they  need to 
assist in their children's education Student Success Factors overall testing Educational Program

840 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Relationship between superintendent and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

841 1/14/17

The Budget. The state has give the school districts 
and unrealistic, unsatisfactory budget. Resources/Operations

Successfully be an advocate for our teachers and 
students. Comm/Cul/Lead

842 1/14/17

Empowering and supporting teachers to do what 
needs to be done to get their students to the next 
level. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Getting parents involve in helping their children to 
behave and learn. Student Success Factors

843 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staff morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

844 1/14/17 buget cuts Resources/Operations education Educational Program

845 1/14/17

Managing budget that protects libraries with 
degreed state licensed librarian TEACHERS. Resources/Operations

Considering scheduling, length of school day and 
curriculum that is developmentally appropriate for 
elementary Educational Program

846 1/14/17 The entire budget issue. Resources/Operations

Facilitating better communication between schools 
and parents. Comm/Cul/Lead

847 1/14/17 No how to run a school well!! Comm/Cul/Lead Know how to treat the kids!! Student Success Factors

848 1/14/17 Keeping the music and arts in the school Educational Program

Making sure every child has what they need to 
succeed Student Success Factors



849 1/14/17

Making sure all children get what they need 
educationally Student Success Factors Increasing more school days not cutting them Educational Program

850 1/14/17

Budget, solution with least amount of loss to the 
district Resources/Operations

Greater concern and options for students not 
fairing well Student Success Factors

851 1/14/17 curriculum for the kids Educational Program Better environment for the children Student Success Factors

852 1/14/17 School Funding Resources/Operations Lack of Teachers (black males and minorities) Human Cap Dev/Sup

853 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Bullying problem Comm/Cul/Lead

854 1/14/17

Saving programs with school such as music and 
art Educational Program Curriculum Educational Program

855 1/14/17

the way the lack of resources has destroyed the 
effectiveness of the district Resources/Operations The need to educate children effectively Educational Program

856 1/14/17 The need to advocate for sufficient school funding. Resources/Operations

Provide for teachers and staff before other 
expenses. Human Cap Dev/Sup

857 1/14/17 Special Needs Education Educational Program cell phone use during classes 
858 1/14/17 change school start and end time back to normal Educational Program focus more on bullying between staff on staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

859 1/14/17 Budget increases needed Resources/Operations Stop extended hours Educational Program

860 1/14/17 Resources and budget Resources/Operations

Experienced teaching staff and monitoring 
principals Human Cap Dev/Sup

861 1/14/17

Teacher turn over teachers seem stress and ur 
efforts kids Human Cap Dev/Sup Class sizes Student Success Factors

862 1/14/17 Efficient use of resources Resources/Operations Understanding of job Comm/Cul/Lead

863 1/14/17

Be able to work with students from ALL 
backgrounds Student Success Factors Know what is BEST for kids Student Success Factors

864 1/14/17

Safety and protection of our children while in your 
care Student Success Factors

Diverse funding to maintain all courses and 
activities for students Comm/Cul/Lead

865 1/14/17 It's diversity level Student Success Factors More to the employees we are people too Human Cap Dev/Sup

866 1/14/17 Funding for the arts and music Resources/Operations Diversity and poverty Comm/Cul/Lead

867 1/14/17

Understand all the "fat" in the budget. While we 
had budget issues the last few years, the district 
continued to hire non-essential personnel and buy 
nonessential equipment (I.e. 3D printers). Resources/Operations

Get back to the basics of education. Get rid of 
Common Core and actually teach my children how 
to do math the old fashioned way.   Provide 
opportunities for children to excel rather than hold 
them back or bring them down to the average. Educational Program

868 1/14/17

Money and our lack of it and how that has 
negatively affected our children over the years Resources/Operations

Implementation of common core and how that has 
negatively affected our children Educational Program

869 1/14/17 teachers are just as important as the students Human Cap Dev/Sup take in account each student learns differently Student Success Factors

870 1/14/17 Must advocate to retain IB program at East High Educational Program

871 1/14/17 Has experience as a superintendent Human Cap Dev/Sup

Understands the diverse needs of our students 
and works to put kids first Comm/Cul/Lead

872 1/14/17

Have more classes, as locations, for teaching 
English for adults second speakers. Educational Program

Encourage students to look at sports  not only to 
it's importance for health, but as a mean of getting 
college scholarship Student Success Factors



873 1/14/17

ineffective systems for kids who with challenging 
behaviors that often the school system fails to 
help. Educational Program

a lack of support for teachers. their influence in our 
children are no longer just how well they reach 
reading and math. These teachers are who  "make 
or break" our children psychologically, emotionally 
as much as academically. these teacher are in 
desperate needs for additional support from their 
administrators to "raise" our future. Human Cap Dev/Sup

874 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

875 1/14/17

Must understand our district a day be proactive 
with fixing our school finance plan. Resources/Operations

Must treat the teachers as professionals that have 
our students' best interest in mind. Human Cap Dev/Sup

876 1/14/17 Transportation budget improvements Resources/Operations resources available to Students, Staff, Parents Resources/Operations

877 1/14/17

Our children getting back and forth to school. 
Without the bus some kids can go to school 
because they have no way to get there. Especially 
when the weather is bad and it is too far to walk. 
Parents have to work, and don't have family and 
friends to take them to school. I went to school 
here and they would not Have cut the buses. Student Success Factors

My son never have any homework. He is not 
learning enough. If we move to another state he 
would be so far behind. Brownback's cut's has only 
hurt the one's on the bottom we need someone 
who understands our frustrations, strong 
leadership, and will help get things done to make it 
better. Brownback should step down or be fired for 
what he has done to this state. Educational Program

878 1/14/17 School hours Educational Program

Teacher salaries, lowest paid teachers, 
unacceptable Human Cap Dev/Sup

879 1/14/17 No student progress Student Success Factors Underpaid teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

880 1/14/17

How to proceed with current buget constrainst and 
extended school day Educational Program

Foster positive relationships and morale between 
diverse populations and personnel Comm/Cul/Lead

881 1/14/17 Combating Brownback Comm/Cul/Lead

882 1/14/17

Inclusion of children with disabilities in general 
education Student Success Factors Shortening the school day Educational Program

883 1/14/17 Must understand diverse classroom dynamics! Student Success Factors Must understand school funding! Resources/Operations

884 1/14/17 Teacher raises Human Cap Dev/Sup

885 1/14/17 Return to iniating prayer in schools Educational Program

Return to previous school schedules, school 
closings to a minimum.  It's very hard on the kids 
and parents when school is out so often.  Should 
return to schedules of 5-10 years ago.  This was 
just fine. Also starting times of 9:00am -4:00pm 
much easier and safer for kids and parents. Educational Program

886 1/14/17 How to make do with limited financial resources Resources/Operations Be an advocate for public education at state level Educational Program

887 1/14/17

ethnic and socia-economic diversity as it pertains 
to educational needs (curriculum) Student Success Factors the business and economics of a district our size Comm/Cul/Lead

888 1/14/17

The district is multi cultural and has a wide range 
of socio economic status.  Student Success Factors

The next superintendent needs to understand the 
demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

889 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations



890 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Need of students and staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

891 1/14/17 Approachable Comm/Cul/Lead Kid friendly personality Student Success Factors

892 1/14/17 Social Economics In Our School System Comm/Cul/Lead Equality for all income backgrounds Comm/Cul/Lead

893 1/14/17

The New superintendent ought to know how a 
school district functions. Then have a strong back 
ground in know how to make changes to get things 
done more effeciently. Be business minded trying 
to make a profit. Not just spend and tell the people 
to pay more. One who would stop giving raises to 
everyone. Give bonuses bases on performance, 
Longevity and Available Budget. This will build 
major flexibility into the budget... Resources/Operations

Follow the sentiment expressed by the people in 
this past Presidential Election. Interrupt the Status 
Quo....The Status Quo does not work anymore, 
And is just expensive. ( For instance 4 Billion 
dollars for Air Force One. <--- That is major Status 
Quo)..Try to operate a Airline with all your planes 
costing this amount. Government needs to get 
more business minded. The new superintendent 
Should poses these Qualities. Comm/Cul/Lead

894 1/14/17 Quality education throughout the district Educational Program Budgetary constraints Resources/Operations

895 1/14/17

Teachers are not excited about uncertainty of the 
budget and curriculum changes and it reflects in 
their teaching styles and methodology Resources/Operations

The lack of racial diversity of school board 
members, principals and teachers negatively 
impacts students educational and disciplinary 
outcomes Comm/Cul/Lead

896 1/14/17 Rails and religious tolrenence Educational Program Bullying Comm/Cul/Lead

897 1/14/17

budget issues: our children are being stolen from 
on a state level and the new superintendent should 
be able to advocate publicly and vocally in support 
of our students quality of education because of it. Resources/Operations

our district is diverse on many levels. 
understanding and supporting that diversity is 
another key factor for successful leadership. Comm/Cul/Lead

898 1/14/17 Most be able to buget better Resources/Operations Test scores are below average Educational Program

899 1/14/17 Budget cuts at state level Resources/Operations

900 1/14/17

Teachers, the board, and the superintendent 
should be a team and not adversarial Human Cap Dev/Sup

We have a diverse student body with diverse 
needs. A one-size-fits-all approach does not work 
for all students. Teachers should be considered as 
experts in their field and perhaps a team of 
teachers consulted before decisions on all-
encompassing curriculum is bought. Respect for 
the education of teachers would be appreciated. 
Many teachers have Masters+ degrees in 
curriculum, instruction, and pedagogy. Comm/Cul/Lead

901 1/14/17 Class size Educational Program Resource allocation Resources/Operations

902 1/14/17 budget Resources/Operations budget Resources/Operations

903 1/14/17

Lack of funding and support for our State 
Government Resources/Operations

904 1/14/17

Must be a collaborative, unifying leader in these 
economic times Comm/Cul/Lead Must understand resource allocation, development Resources/Operations

905 1/14/17 Financial stability Resources/Operations Student safety Comm/Cul/Lead



906 1/14/17

Must understand that kids and their education is 
our future Student Success Factors

Must stay away from the politics and need to "look 
good" politically Comm/Cul/Lead

907 1/14/17 Diversity Student Success Factors

908 1/14/17 Finances Resources/Operations Understanding diversity in community Comm/Cul/Lead

909 1/14/17 Keep family involved with school. Educational Program Find a way to help kids that struggle with school. Student Success Factors

910 1/14/17

Working within the budget by thinking outside the 
box Resources/Operations

Experience with political advocacy at state and 
federal levels Comm/Cul/Lead

911 1/14/17 Current work load and pay of teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

912 1/14/17 State funding issues Resources/Operations Advocate for students and employees Comm/Cul/Lead

913 1/14/17 Support of teachers in general areas. Human Cap Dev/Sup Advocates for school districts Comm/Cul/Lead

914 1/14/17 diversity Student Success Factors budget concerns Resources/Operations

915 1/14/17 Curriculum Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

916 1/14/17 Students first. Student Success Factors Teacher and staff appreciation. Human Cap Dev/Sup

917 1/14/17

Improving overall student performance and 
graduate ready to enter workforce and society in a 
positive manner. Educational Program

Achieving the above knowing there will be budget 
constraints and that those constraints are not a 
accept excuse for not achieving above. Resources/Operations

918 1/14/17

Take back the school day to working hours. I get 
out at 440, but release kids until 450. I have to 
walk these little guys to the office when they are 
not picked up and then I get home at 530.  An hour 
later than last year.  I'm exhausted everyday. Educational Program

Understand that teachers still but stuff out of our 
own pockets, give time off the clock, and we 
should be treated as an equal. Human Cap Dev/Sup

919 1/14/17 Getting in touch with the kids Student Success Factors Just being a regular person like anyone else Comm/Cul/Lead

920 1/14/17 Racial problems / Black privilege Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

921 1/14/17

The standardized tests are useless and give the 
children anxiety to preform on the spot to show 
their "intelligence"  Educational Program They should spend more time at each school. Comm/Cul/Lead

922 1/14/17

school lunches are useless if my child comes 
home starving everyday! Resources/Operations

review busing. can it be cut back within city and 
eliminated with voluntary out of zone school 
choice. Resources/Operations

923 1/14/17

People are the most important assets and need to 
be appreciated. Not just administrators but every 
employee in the system Human Cap Dev/Sup

You might be the top boss but you are only as 
effective as the lowest paid employee in the 
organization. Appreciate and plan to be up and 
about appreciating what everyone does. Do not 
show up ONLY when an evaluation is being done, 
or when a crisis has occurred. Human Cap Dev/Sup

924 1/14/17

Actually caring about the children and school 
programs to enhance them when they graduate to 
be successful in their journey Student Success Factors

Money budgeting in a way that profits teachers, the 
schools instead the of the pockets of the already 
wealthy. Resources/Operations

925 1/14/17

Is willing to work with the schools to obtain better 
resources for education and students. Student Success Factors Making sure teachers are teaching classes! Human Cap Dev/Sup



926 1/14/17

The school district needs to live within its budget, 
not sue the state for more money with half of that 
money going to pay the lawers. Resources/Operations

Gifted students need to be challenged, otherwise 
they lose their love of learning.  Don't support 
lowest common denominatior teaching. Educational Program

927 1/14/17 Teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Serving all children equally Student Success Factors

928 1/14/17 Put a stop to common core Educational Program No more standardized test Educational Program

929 1/14/17 financial issues Resources/Operations staffing issues Human Cap Dev/Sup

930 1/14/17 Financial Resources/Operations Current issues Comm/Cul/Lead

931 1/14/17

We need to upgrade technology and instruction 
methods Resources/Operations

Our teachers and staff need support at the state 
level for pay, benefits, steps, etc. Human Cap Dev/Sup

932 1/14/17 Communication with the public. Detailed oriented. Comm/Cul/Lead

Middle school rankings. Only 1 middle school is 
ranked in the top 100 in ks Educational Program

933 1/14/17 Education Educational Program Leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

934 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Budget Resources/Operations

935 1/14/17 Lack of literacy in reading and math Educational Program Drop out rates due to lack of literacy Educational Program

936 1/14/17

USD 259 has historically been a strong, reputable 
district that has been wrecked by irresponsible 
political actions at the state level that MUST BE 
OVERTURNED.  USD 259 can work with districts 
across the state to meet the needs of all Kansas 
children and to save them from our disreputable 
and irresponsible state government. Comm/Cul/Lead

Policing in schools is not acceptable or responsible 
and must be stopped.  The children in our schools 
are children, all grades.  The school to prison 
pipeline cannot be continued or accepted in our 
community.  Wichita is a diverse city with many 
needs and wonderful backgrounds.  Our kids 
deserve the time to be kids! We honor each other 
for our good, we disrespect and judge each other 
at our peril. Comm/Cul/Lead

937 1/14/17 Less testing more learning Educational Program

More emphaisis studies that support needed work 
and financial skills along with physical education. Resources/Operations

938 1/14/17 Use resources wisely. Resources/Operations Do not have "too many chiefs" and too few Indians. Human Cap Dev/Sup

939 1/14/17

Budget! This is a huge priority for my children, the 
teachers, the staff and for me as a parent. They 
ask more and more of the teachers each day. Our 
main goal as a school district should be the 
excelling of our children. They are our future and 
need to be treated as such. Resources/Operations

Extra curricular activities avaliablilty. We are just 
buzzing by with theae. My son is involved in 
everything that he can be. He loves his leadership 
and drill classes. He also participates in LAT. 
Leadership academic team. The arts alow children 
of express themselves to the fullest extent. My girls 
are in elementary school and they are in the after 
school program. This program speaks volumes for 
their developmental needs. Educational Program

940 1/14/17 Common Core is hurting not helping Educational Program

Days are too long, not enough family time getting 
out of school at 4:40. Educational Program

941 1/14/17

replacing security guards with 
counselors/psychologists Human Cap Dev/Sup managing resources well; being a good steward Resources/Operations



942 1/14/17

Teacher's freedom to teach, not forced to prepare 
for exams. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Good steward of resources; resources directly 
impact teachers and students. Resources/Operations

943 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Safety Comm/Cul/Lead

944 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations

945 1/14/17

Advocating for educators at the federal and state 
level Comm/Cul/Lead Fixing the budget crisis Resources/Operations

946 1/14/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations extra curricluar funding Resources/Operations

947 1/14/17

Creatively managing a budget to retain quality 
teachers.  We arw losing too many teachers 
because of declining benefits Resources/Operations

Quality teachers.. while my daughter has had 
some excellent teachers.  She has also had some 
incompetent ones also. Human Cap Dev/Sup

948 1/14/17

School needs are not always what the budgets 
requires Resources/Operations Arts are just as important as sports Educational Program

949 1/14/17 Diversity Student Success Factors State advocacy for Wichita Comm/Cul/Lead

950 1/14/17

My child has lost days from school because of 
budget issue. Resources/Operations

I want my child to have quality teachers each year 
and want him to have the same education as his 
peers in suburban district. Educational Program

951 1/14/17 We have a LOT of poor children! Student Success Factors

We need to educate our children, not just teach the 
tests Educational Program

952 1/14/17 Safety  of our kids Student Success Factors

Making sure education  is the most important  thing 
in state and federal  government Educational Program

953 1/14/17 Making students and teachers pay for progress. Human Cap Dev/Sup Taking funds away from schools. Resources/Operations

954 1/14/17

Understanding Budget and keeping the school 
open Resources/Operations Communication and Planning for the future Comm/Cul/Lead

955 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

956 1/14/17 Financial Resources and Responsibilities Resources/Operations Departmental Infrastructure and Needs Human Cap Dev/Sup

957 1/14/17 Need for all subjects including exploratory classes. Educational Program

When the teachers feels appreciated they perform 
better. Human Cap Dev/Sup

958 1/14/17 Financial Crisis Resources/Operations Teacher Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

959 1/14/17

The challenges with meeting students' needs 
because of all the mental illnesses, poverty, poor 
curriculum and gaps due to changing to common 
core Student Success Factors

a plan to improve communities by providing 
resources needed to enhance opportunities to the 
children -need to get stronger teachers in tougher 
schools, provide more financial support and 
programs Resources/Operations

960 1/14/17

Demographics and needs of ALL of the schools in 
our district Student Success Factors Level of community involvement in their school Comm/Cul/Lead

961 1/14/17 Kids being bullied. Student Success Factors

Staff not doing enough to protect the child who is 
being bullied or punishing the child for being 
bullied. Human Cap Dev/Sup



962 1/14/17

Leadership; needs to have "Why" statement and 
lead from this; then How and then What. Not a 
What, then How. Otherwise we cannot bridge 
community to schools to public officials to teachers 
and leadership. It won't work. Comm/Cul/Lead

Inclusion of all people. Not just for a few. Minority 
interests are often lost in discussion. Comm/Cul/Lead

963 1/14/17 Advocate for students families and district staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

Understanding both the business and educational 
side of this position Comm/Cul/Lead

964 1/14/17 The school budge money is always a struggle. Resources/Operations

Great teachers are underpaid and treated like crap 
by principals. Human Cap Dev/Sup

965 1/14/17 Violence in schools Comm/Cul/Lead

Making sure schools are teaching a curriculum that 
is relevant to today's students Educational Program

966 1/14/17

There is a current need for increased level of 21st 
century skills for all 259 students Educational Program

Current need for fresh eyes on current systems in 
order to provide more consistent communication 
between various district leaders and schools in 
order to increase efficiencies and best practices Comm/Cul/Lead

967 1/14/17 Not everyone is college bound Educational Program Teach trades Educational Program

968 1/14/17

recognize that faculty spend most time with 
students Human Cap Dev/Sup advocate at state and federal levels Comm/Cul/Lead

969 1/14/17 Common Core Educational Program Harmful teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

970 1/14/17 school funding Resources/Operations more education opportunity Educational Program

971 1/14/17

Too many kids on one classroom, not enough 
teaching. Student Success Factors Salaries for teachers not competitive enough. Human Cap Dev/Sup

972 1/14/17

The district is too large which creates too much 
bureaucracy. Comm/Cul/Lead

Our states financial state is grim. We need to 
develop a way to create high quality education with 
our dire budget. Resources/Operations

973 1/14/17 Diverse Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

974 1/14/17 socioeconomics Comm/Cul/Lead state/education budget cuts Resources/Operations

975 1/14/17 Not be a big spender Resources/Operations Realize that taxpayers are on budgets Resources/Operations

976 1/14/17

Know that the school district's clients include the 
parents and students Student Success Factors

Let the teachers teach -- don't box them in with so 
many reports and regulations - only add that if a 
classroom is not succeeding Human Cap Dev/Sup

977 1/14/17 It's all about the children Student Success Factors Children are important Student Success Factors

978 1/14/17 Easy to talk to and figure things out Comm/Cul/Lead Understand the needs of the children Student Success Factors

979 1/14/17 Teacher wage. Needs increased dramatically Human Cap Dev/Sup State funding issues. Fight ahead. Resources/Operations

980 1/14/17 Bullying and how to approach it Comm/Cul/Lead Interpersonal  relationships Comm/Cul/Lead



981 1/14/17

Must understand who Wichita is. That we have a 
minority of people (not minority as a race but just 
as amount of parents) who are much louder than 
the majority. Yes the community is very diverse, 
but that doesn't mean we want our kids treated as 
perfect and angelic. Also school is a learning 
institution not a day care. Something needs to be 
done about the trend in teachers who want to over 
use ADHD "diagnosis". Student Success Factors

Make sure all schools are treated equal. Not just 
the higher income areas and the low income areas 
but also the hard working blue color districts of the 
area. There is more than just NE and west Wichita. Comm/Cul/Lead

982 1/14/17 Race Comm/Cul/Lead Teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

983 1/14/17

The schools need to stop robbing the taxpayers of 
their hard earned money. Resources/Operations

Push to allow concealed carry in schools like other 
schools have done. Comm/Cul/Lead

984 1/14/17 Budget cuts to public education Resources/Operations Low test scores Educational Program

985 1/14/17

How to handle diversity, social economics, and 
what teachers  need in order to vlbe effective in the 
classroom. Student Success Factors

Be able to handle the budget and get students 
need to get in order to be successful. Work has a 
whole. Resources/Operations

986 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations School hours (late dismissal this year) Educational Program

987 1/14/17

Keep what works for students to help them be 
successful in life. Student Success Factors Don't overwork teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

988 1/14/17 Core math has got to go in this district Educational Program

just because many students receive reduced lunch 
does not mean they are stupid and are going to be 
"in the system" Student Success Factors

989 1/14/17 Budget competency Resources/Operations

990 1/14/17

Classrooms are over crowded, it affects their 
learning. Student Success Factors

 Some students eat lunch at the same time, it's 
over crowded Student Success Factors

991 1/14/17

the state is trying to defund public education it 
needs to stop. They need to keep my tax dollars 
where they're intended to go...not private schools! Resources/Operations

Market the good things you do offer, expand those 
offerings to more friendly and inclusive of different 
student populations, it's not always about race and 
socioeconomics. ex. autistic students need more 
inclusion and participation. Educational Program

992 1/14/17

Budgeting the best you can to help all the staff feel 
financially safe so that teachers will want to stay 
and teach, so that our children will get the 
education they need. Resources/Operations

Physical Education, arts and music program need 
to not be cut as much. Our kids need these 
programs just as much as reading, math, etc. while 
in these developmental stages of life. Educational Program



993 1/14/17

Keep focus on teaching a child the basics. 
Reading, writing, arithmetic. With open opportunity 
for a child to advance to their own desired level. 
Give students extra credit projects that will help 
keep their minds on  learning during the ever 
increasing breaks from school (IE-19 day winter 
break). Look into combating teen anger, children 
today are angrier for some reason. Parents have a 
big issue with this as well.. Student Success Factors

More focus on treating funding $$ like a regular 
business has to. Not a Govt.organization that just 
spends like there is an unlimited source of funds. 
The Presidential election this year shows the 
opinion of the people. The status Quo, Good ole 
boy network of doing things is broken. Time for 
leaders that will make changes that will interrupt 
the old way of getting things done. For instance 
why does it cost so much for you to do most 
anything. When a regular business can accomplish 
most things for a fraction of what you pay? Who 
gets all those extra dollars?  Interrupt the status 
Quo......I run a small business I get paid from my 
profit. My benefits are also determined using the 
same formula. You should have a similar formula. 
Dictated by budget. My retirement plan is in 
constant jeopardy. I pay for your plan and yours is 
guaranteed! Tax dollars are in constant flux based 
on the economy. You are setup with no ability for 
this flux. I can see that is a major problem. Can't 
You? Change the Status Quo. Resources/Operations

994 1/14/17 Curriculum Educational Program  Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

995 1/14/17 smart person from the ditrict Comm/Cul/Lead very smart person from the distric Comm/Cul/Lead

996 1/14/17

Admin and teacher relationships are clearly not on 
the same side. Us parents feel bad for the way 
teachers are being treated and less respected in 
the district.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

The extended day is not friendly. Family is first for 
my young children, being at school until 4:40 is not 
healthy for families. Educational Program

997 1/14/17

Our children are the future, we MUST provide them 
with top educational opportunities. Student Success Factors

Our teachers deserve to be respected. They are a 
BIG part of our children's lives/future. Human Cap Dev/Sup

998 1/14/17

We've got to find ways to keep academics 
important but also realize that the electives of 
sports/music/theater etc are crucial for many 
students to have the opportunity for college and if 
we continue to cut these programs k-12 because of 
budgets, the kids lose. Resources/Operations

We need someone to understand that we are 
raising children, they aren't robots, they need time 
for recess and breaks if they are MS or HS. It's 
impossible to expect a child to stay focused all day 
long.  We need to focus on the well being of our 
children and a little less on the politics.  Comm/Cul/Lead

999 1/14/17 Quality Staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Salary Incentives for Good Teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1000 1/14/17

Importance of working With teachers rather than 
Top Down administration. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Wide diversity of ideologies impacting the vision for 
our schools. Comm/Cul/Lead



1001 1/14/17

assisting students with special needs with better 
teaching, understanding, student center 
approaches, and diverse teachings. Student Success Factors

new disciplinary approaches for our students 
whether than suspension and in school detention 
for minor issues because these two things take 
away from the learning of our children. Involve 
parents and children with proactive positive 
techniques for a more successful student. Student Success Factors

1002 1/14/17 Children and Teachers come first Student Success Factors Budget issues within the district Resources/Operations

1003 1/14/17 How to manage budget Resources/Operations How to deal with curriculum Educational Program

1004 1/14/17 The political realities of Kansas Comm/Cul/Lead Concern for ethnic diversity and socio-economics Comm/Cul/Lead

1005 1/14/17 Course curriculum Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

1006 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations

1007 1/14/17

Drop out rates due to ineffective curriculum for 
advanced students and slower student dedication Educational Program

Ineffective curriculum --back to the basics.  Our 
children can't do the basics. Educational Program

1008 1/14/17 The separation of church and state Educational Program The separation of church and state Educational Program

1009 1/14/17 Classroom overcrowding Student Success Factors Teacher's salaries Human Cap Dev/Sup

1010 1/14/17

Must be able to provide a balance of fairness to all 
schools in the race type - therefore it should not 
matter, within the 259 district-equal opportunity to 
excell. Comm/Cul/Lead

There should be no tolerance on bullying and 
parents should be repercussion to the 
irresponsible parents tgat do not teach their 
students good manners. Comm/Cul/Lead

1011 1/14/17

Must be open minded and culturally 
knowledgeable and accepting of the diversity in the 
community. Student Success Factors

Fiscally responsible and accountable for the 
financial well-being of the district. Resources/Operations

1012 1/14/17

Budget, cutting wasteful spending, prioritizing 
projects Resources/Operations Integrity on every level Comm/Cul/Lead

1013 1/14/17 My kids educational values Student Success Factors Focus on education and making it better Educational Program

1014 1/14/17 Effective Management of the School District Comm/Cul/Lead

Has the required Skillset to perform said effective 
management Comm/Cul/Lead

1015 1/14/17

The ability to communicate with parents and 
students openly and honestly with their education 
being the top priority Comm/Cul/Lead

Implement a program to keep students in school 
for non violent and small infractions other than 
suspension Educational Program

1016 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations Funding Resources/Operations

1017 1/14/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Funding Resources/Operations

1018 1/14/17

Teacher raises need to be addressed. They spend 
so much time helping our children learn, and deal 
with dismal budget crisis, in our district. They 
deserve to be paid appropriately for all their hard 
work! We are going to lose great teachers, who 
love to teach, and love their students, because 
they dont get paid enough. Resources/Operations

Finding more money to put into our schools 
budget!! Resources/Operations

1019 1/14/17 Special needs students development needs Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

1020 1/14/17 Employee morale Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations



1021 1/14/17 Budget cuts effecting students negatively Resources/Operations Future security needs Resources/Operations

1022 1/14/17

More programs for gifted children at the 
elementary and middle school levels. Student Success Factors

Eliminate gang activity and mentality at the high 
school level. Comm/Cul/Lead

1023 1/14/17

The most important issue is the financial crisis in 
our state and potential lessening of funds for 
school operations.. Resources/Operations

The families of the student population of USD259 
are also lacking funds. Resources/Operations

1024 1/14/17

That most of our district is broke and we need 
schools that will teach in a manner that will to pull 
our kids out of poverty. Student Success Factors Common Core sucks. We need something better. Educational Program

1025 1/14/17 How he deal with current budget cut? Resources/Operations

what area in budget cut by not affecting the kids 
school hours and quality of resources? Resources/Operations

1026 1/14/17 Budget crisis Resources/Operations Student Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1027 1/14/17 Kids falling behind, grade level standards Student Success Factors

Budget concerns based on socio economic 
differences Resources/Operations

1028 1/14/17

Student to Teacher ratio. The need for more 
teachers/smaller classes. Student Success Factors

There are students whose needs don't get 
addressed and therefore, too many kids fall 
through the cracks of the school system. Student Success Factors

1029 1/14/17

 Creo que este maravilloso pais se fundo bajo los 
fundamentos de la verdad de Dios, estoy seguro 
que es muy necesario considerar retornar en 
hacer uso de la palabra de Dios en las escuelas, 
La Biblia. Comm/Cul/Lead

Tambien me encantaria  saber como reaccionan 
nuestras escuelas ante la posibilidad de que las 
mismas estuvieren pretendiendo ser influenciadas 
por bandas de provision de estupefacientes a 
nuestros ninos. Comm/Cul/Lead

1030 1/14/17

Take care of the teachers and staff. Provide them 
with the resources needed to help my child 
become a successful member of the community. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Fight for our students at the state level. We are the 
largest district in the state, make sure we get our 
fair share of the budget for our children. Resources/Operations

1031 1/14/17

Teacher retention, which will go hand in hand with 
budget issues. Resources/Operations

Focusing on educational and behavioral goals for 
lower performing schools so all children in the 
district have a quality education. Educational Program

1032 1/14/17 Budget crisis is taking its toll Resources/Operations

Needs to be able to remove ineffective personnel, 
teachers and admin Human Cap Dev/Sup

1033 1/14/17 No Bully School Zone Comm/Cul/Lead Safety in our kids education&locations Comm/Cul/Lead

1034 1/14/17

utilizing human resources: empowering and 
growing teachers instead of relying on outside 
consultants and paid materials Human Cap Dev/Sup

encouraging social media learning, advocacy, and 
communication Comm/Cul/Lead



1035 1/14/17 If we raised some fees that would help the budget. Resources/Operations

No child left behind is Sad. Every kid that 
STRUGGLES get pushed aside and then moved 
on to the next grade. That's NOT fair to the child or 
right.  Everyone has learning disabilities and 
Schools don't care anymore. Kids need 
consistency. Not a different teacher like my kids 
class has had since Oct 2016.rae woodman 
school. It's very upsetting and the principal doesnt 
even care.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

1036 1/14/17 Preme drops Comm/Cul/Lead Having school during preme drops Comm/Cul/Lead

1037 1/14/17 School Funding Resources/Operations Preparing students for college Student Success Factors

1038 1/14/17

Ability to play the hand they're dealt with out 
complaining. Comm/Cul/Lead

Advocate for helping development of responsible 
kids Human Cap Dev/Sup

1039 1/14/17 Keeping our children at the educational advantage Student Success Factors Wanted advantage in attending to college Educational Program

1040 1/14/17 curriculum Educational Program budgets Resources/Operations

1041 1/14/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Vision Comm/Cul/Lead

1042 1/14/17 Happy teachers engage kids who want to learn. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Not all schools have the same needs. Every school 
is unique and require different resources to meet 
the needs of their students. Resources/Operations

1043 1/14/17 Budgetary constraints that the district faces Resources/Operations Advocate for public education Comm/Cul/Lead

1044 1/14/17  Some schools seem to be still segregated Comm/Cul/Lead

 We still have schools that are dominantly Mexican 
dominantly white dominantly black this needs to be 
changed Comm/Cul/Lead

1045 1/14/17

Disconnect between classroom curriculum 
expectations and resources Educational Program

communication between administrators and 
ground level teachers Comm/Cul/Lead

1046 1/14/17 Most of us are poor Comm/Cul/Lead

1047 1/14/17 Load of work for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Keeping kids in mind Student Success Factors

1048 1/14/17 Budget constraints Resources/Operations Racial issues Comm/Cul/Lead

1049 1/14/17

All students are different and have different 
experiences. These experiences and differences 
effect how the learn. Student Success Factors Our students come first. Their needs. Student Success Factors

1050 1/14/17

Budget cuts and how detrimental it has been to our 
schools, teacher and students. Resources/Operations

1051 1/14/17

They need to listen to the parents of the students if 
parents have issues with a school not taking action 
on subject they better take care of the school  Student Success Factors

1052 1/14/17 Allow exceptional students to excel, Student Success Factors

Prevent poor performing students from placing 
burdens on motivated students Educational Program

1053 1/14/17

Budget, so can stop cutting programs and supplies 
for schools Resources/Operations

Budget, so can pay enough to have quality 
teachers and not lose them to other cities Resources/Operations



1054 1/14/17 Hire a superintendent from within USD259 Human Cap Dev/Sup Get someone loyal to our district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1055 1/14/17 Must be familiar with budget issues Resources/Operations

1056 1/14/17 Put the interest of the children and staff first. Student Success Factors Caring and kind person that is competent. Comm/Cul/Lead

1057 1/14/17

Get rid of common core education. If you have a 
diversity of kids in a district then you can not teach 
in a blanket fashion.  There are hundreds of ways 
to teach.  Teachers must be able to be just as 
diverse in their ways of teaching. Educational Program

Kids have more power than the teachers.  Kids 
must learn accountability for their actions.   Kids 
must be allowed to fail.  If a child doesn't learn how 
to overcome failure in school they won't learn in 
life.  Standards must be raised.  Educational Program

1058 1/14/17

Teaching to our children's needs, not the needs of 
the test. Student Success Factors

Acknowledge the fact that teachers unions are not 
always focused on how to best serve our children. 
The primary focus should always be serving our 
students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1059 1/14/17 Budgets for students and teachers Resources/Operations Different walks of life Comm/Cul/Lead

1060 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations Fine Arts Educational Program

1061 1/14/17

maybe listen to the main issues that the parents 
have and if 1 or more parents have an issue 
maybe get get rid of the main problem that could 
harm our kids! instead of pretending you 
care.......... Educational Program

1062 1/14/17 The parents and kids hate Common Core Educational Program Must cut the budget, unfortunately Resources/Operations

1063 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Immigration Comm/Cul/Lead

1064 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Student education Educational Program

1065 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations

Longer school days effect on performance and 
families. Educational Program

1066 1/14/17 Transportation on buses Comm/Cul/Lead Gangs Comm/Cul/Lead

1067 1/14/17

Equitable pay according to experience, 
achievement, and position. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Not losing touch what's happening at the building 
level.  Comm/Cul/Lead

1068 1/14/17 Budgeting/ funding Resources/Operations Community involvement/strength Comm/Cul/Lead

1069 1/14/17

We need a strong vocal leader willing to stand up 
for our public schools against state leadership 
about issues like education budget and teacher 
benefits. Resources/Operations

A person willing to evaluate and if needed change 
the curriculum and it's I mplementation to help the 
children prepare for the modern world. i.e. fact 
checking against the stream of information 
overload and a mandatory lesson in life skills like 
personal finance/ budgeting and applicable job 
skills in a new job market. Resources/Operations

1070 1/14/17

Improvement of overall ratings for Wichita public 
schools. We range from 1-5 and should improve 
that. Educational Program

Hold students accountable for behavior and 
performance. Policies need to be enforced, 
students should not be allowed to destroy property 
or disrupt the learning of those students who want 
to be there. Student Success Factors

1071 1/14/17 School cirriculum Educational Program Better school budget/programs Resources/Operations



1072 1/14/17

Standardized testing and it's lack of benefits to our 
students. Educational Program Budget. Resources/Operations

1073 1/14/17 Funding to keep strong programs in public schools Resources/Operations

Funding to keep highly qualified staff--librarians, 
music, gifted teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1074 1/14/17

The time slot for elementary school is a problem 
for a lot of parents.  The Kids don't get out of 
school until 4:40 pm and get home around 5 
o'clock.  This makes evening activites (sports, 
dinner, homework, etc.) hard to plan for. Educational Program

1075 1/14/17 Building Youth Leadership Educational Program Bureaucracy Comm/Cul/Lead

1076 1/14/17 Financing the schools Resources/Operations More opportunities for parental involvement Educational Program

1077 1/14/17 Drop no kid left behind Student Success Factors No Spanish language period Educational Program

1078 1/14/17

The budget issue, it is felt as if school talk about all 
these budget issues yet we waste so much money 
on unless are things. The issue is, is that we need 
to learn how to prioritize and not use the very 
minimal funds we have on items that will have no 
use. Resources/Operations

Now it may not be every school but evacuations, 
drills and videos of "school issues" have taken a lot 
of students time. Now it may sound useless to 
even bring this up as a critical issue but these 
evacuations are sometimes truly excessive and 
unnecessary. It is known that it is a safety 
precautions but the frequency of these things have 
just become absurd. Comm/Cul/Lead

1079 1/14/17 We need Christ back in the schools Educational Program

We as parents want more involvement in what the 
school is doing Educational Program

1080 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations

1081 1/14/17 Impact of poverty on children & how to mitigate it. Student Success Factors

Kids need time to be kids & be active.  Lunches 
are too short and the school day is too long for only 
1 recess. Educational Program

1082 1/14/17 special needs kids Student Success Factors parents opinions matter Comm/Cul/Lead

1083 1/14/17 Safety of students Student Success Factors

Budget that reflects an excellent standard of 
education Resources/Operations

1084 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Organization Comm/Cul/Lead

1085 1/14/17 Pay your teachers! Human Cap Dev/Sup Trim the fat within the district! Resources/Operations

1086 1/14/17 Budget Crisis Resources/Operations

Educator Salaries need raised to recruit more 
qualified teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1087 1/14/17 We are the lowest scoring schools in the country Educational Program

More help is needed for teachers of students with 
disabilities Human Cap Dev/Sup

1088 1/14/17 Budget Cuts Resources/Operations Needing higher security Resources/Operations

1089 1/14/17 Curriculum consistency and longevity Educational Program Diversity...socioeconomic and race Comm/Cul/Lead

1090 1/14/17

Student achievement - providing engaging, 
meaningful learning opportunities for all students Educational Program

Use of resources - understanding the needs, 
challenges, and opportunities facing our schools 
and students Resources/Operations



1091 1/14/17

Consider night classes for entire district to help 
lower student to teacher ratio and to help 
financially with families who work during those 
hours and possibly save on school funding. Resources/Operations Do nothing to harm special education programs Educational Program

1092 1/14/17 Need more funding Resources/Operations School day is too long Educational Program

1093 1/14/17 Every kid is not the same. Student Success Factors Bullying is still alive Comm/Cul/Lead

1094 1/14/17 Budget constraints Resources/Operations Income & ethnic diversities Comm/Cul/Lead

1095 1/14/17 Get rid of common core!! Educational Program Keeping government out of our childrens education Comm/Cul/Lead

1096 1/14/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Disciplinary issues Comm/Cul/Lead

1097 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations Class sizes and length of school day Educational Program

1098 1/14/17 Keeping the teachers and kids first in their minds Human Cap Dev/Sup

Stop cutting back essential school programs due to 
"budget" faults Resources/Operations

1099 1/14/17 school needs Resources/Operations the food Resources/Operations

1100 1/14/17 Budget cuts are too much Resources/Operations

Does not follow through on feedback from teachers 
and students Comm/Cul/Lead

1101 1/14/17

To better the district, it is best to grow and build 
leadership from within...hire/promote those who 
are already working for 259 for the job.  STOP 
going to outsiders!!! Comm/Cul/Lead

1102 1/14/17 Student 1st! NO MORE COMMON CORE Educational Program

FUNDING SPENT ON STUDENTS AND 
TEACHERS 1ST Resources/Operations

1103 1/14/17 School funding issues Resources/Operations Educational success of students Educational Program

1104 1/14/17 Brownback Comm/Cul/Lead Bad reputation Comm/Cul/Lead

1105 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Diverse population Comm/Cul/Lead

1106 1/14/17 long school hours for elementary school Educational Program bullying issues Comm/Cul/Lead

1107 1/14/17 Budget concerns Resources/Operations Transparency Comm/Cul/Lead

1108 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations State Testing Educational Program

1109 1/14/17

More focus on honors/gifted programs would be 
great. Educational Program Please focus less on sports. Educational Program

1110 1/14/17 Professional attitudes Human Cap Dev/Sup Connect with the parents Comm/Cul/Lead

1111 1/14/17 Latch key for middle school. Comm/Cul/Lead Too many days off throughout the year. Educational Program

1112 1/14/17

This district needs somebody that will fight for 
appropriate funding Resources/Operations

This district needs somebody that understands 
how to retain good teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1113 1/14/17 Take good care of the teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup Less focus on testing. Educational Program

1114 1/14/17 Budget cuts taking away from our kids! Resources/Operations

1115 1/14/17 Demographics Comm/Cul/Lead Low Income Famlies Comm/Cul/Lead

1116 1/14/17 Kids first Student Success Factors Money last Resources/Operations

1117 1/14/17 We need our teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup We can't aff
1118 1/14/17 Diversity Student Success Factors



1119 1/14/17

Bullying and the tolerance level our schools have 
currently Comm/Cul/Lead The attitudes and efforts of the teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1120 1/14/17 budget Resources/Operations

1121 1/14/17 Teacher budget Resources/Operations School fundings Resources/Operations

1122 1/14/17

Maintaining arts programs within our schools 
(music, theater, art, etc) Educational Program

Keeping and attaining quality teaching staff and 
rewarding them for job well done. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1123 1/14/17 Children first...reduce hours of regular school day. Educational Program

Children first...balance budget that reflects children 
first Resources/Operations

1124 1/14/17 Funding Resources/Operations How money is spent improve schools Resources/Operations

1125 1/14/17 Improving education with less resources Educational Program Taking great care of teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1126 1/14/17 Special Education  Services Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

1127 1/14/17

Need to understand importance of education in 
kids Student Success Factors

Need to have energy and motivation to do what it 
takes Comm/Cul/Lead

1128 1/14/17 Safety of students/faculty Student Success Factors Highest level possible if education Educational Program

1129 1/14/17 Difference between a child and an adult. Comm/Cul/Lead Wasteful spending. Resources/Operations

1130 1/14/17

That when its very cold outside for the bus riders( 
under 32 degrees) they should have a delay of 
school until futher notice Comm/Cul/Lead Change the schedule of schools Educational Program

1131 1/14/17 Poverty Student Success Factors Too much testing! Educational Program

1132 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher Shortage Human Cap Dev/Sup

1133 1/14/17 The unbearable workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

The need to do what is best for OUR students 
despite mandates Student Success Factors

1134 1/14/17 Collaborative with willingness to try new things. Comm/Cul/Lead Larger district experience Comm/Cul/Lead

1135 1/14/17

The consequences of our current state school 
funding Resources/Operations

Employees within the district are increasingly 
frustrated with their pay and benefits. We 
understand some of this is out of the district's 
control, but we can only get by without a true raise 
for so long, especially when we are now having to 
pay out for our benefits on top of increased taxes 
and cost of utilities and groceries within the 
community Human Cap Dev/Sup

1136 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations

 Support in schools due to diverse race and 
socioeconomic differences Comm/Cul/Lead

1137 1/14/17

MTSS: we need to continue what path has already 
been created. Student Success Factors Teachers need a decent raise Human Cap Dev/Sup

1138 1/14/17 Autism needs Student Success Factors Gifted needs Educational Program

1139 1/14/17

Willingness to be present on the political scene 
and fight fight for teachers and PUBLIC education Human Cap Dev/Sup

That even though we are a unified district, each 
school has their own climate and community. My 
hope is that when blanket policies or expectations 
are being considered, that they will think about the 
impact it will have on the schools.  Human Cap Dev/Sup



1140 1/14/17 achievement gap Student Success Factors stretching resources Resources/Operations

1141 1/14/17 Revisit school schedule Educational Program Budget. Teacher salary Human Cap Dev/Sup

1142 1/14/17 Engage with community Comm/Cul/Lead Local Comm/Cul/Lead

1143 1/14/17

undeserved community, children have issues at 
home the spew into the school Student Success Factors parents not involved Educational Program

1144 1/14/17 Pay teachers appropriately Human Cap Dev/Sup Do not tie student outcomes to teacher pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

1145 1/14/17 Budget Resources/Operations More partnerships with local community colleges Educational Program

1146 1/14/17 School finance Resources/Operations Demographics of district Comm/Cul/Lead

1147 1/13/17 state finances and potential new funding formula Resources/Operations

value and advocate for the needs of the diverse 
school district population Comm/Cul/Lead

1148 1/13/17

Change in student needs/behavior due to mental 
illness, poverty and severe behaviors. Student Success Factors

Understand the need to change instructional 
practices and strategies that are implemented 
within the district. Educational Program

1149 1/13/17 Must fight for funding and equality from the state Resources/Operations

Must understand need for technology but also 
respect older teachers' styles. Tech will go unused 
by those who don't want it. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1150 1/13/17 eliminate the top heavy administrative staff Human Cap Dev/Sup reduce waste of tax payer monies Resources/Operations

1151 1/13/17

the nees to have fair, consistant fees within the 
different schools Comm/Cul/Lead the nees to increase our graduation rates. Educational Program

1152 1/13/17 Our current budget crisis Resources/Operations

The diversity and needs of the kids; special ed, 
mental health, low income.  Needs get greater 
each year. Comm/Cul/Lead

1153 1/13/17 Budgeting Resources/Operations Managing resources Resources/Operations

1154 1/13/17 Support for Technical Education Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

1155 1/13/17 Fiscally responsible Resources/Operations

Maximizing Talent and strategically putting 
instructors where they best fit . Human Cap Dev/Sup

1156 1/13/17 Federal/State Funding Resources/Operations

Transparent communication with 
employees/teachers union. Comm/Cul/Lead

1157 1/13/17 Budget Managment Resources/Operations Community visability Comm/Cul/Lead

1158 1/13/17 Teachers and classrooms come first for spending Human Cap Dev/Sup Lessen the administrative burden on teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1159 1/13/17 socio-economic diversity of students Student Success Factors state budget constraints Resources/Operations

1160 1/13/17 Diversity Student Success Factors The lack of black male teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1161 1/13/17 the budgetary issue Resources/Operations

understanding the challenges of diversity and 
students with low socioeconomic status Comm/Cul/Lead

1162 1/13/17 educational effects of residential segregation Comm/Cul/Lead

influence of out-of-school factors on student 
achievement Student Success Factors

1163 1/13/17

Employees are important and we must be able to 
keep/hire competent people to instruct and 
educate our students Educational Program

Understand the budget problems and be able to 
come up with ideas to run the district and keep 
employees/teachers from seeking jobs elsewhere. 
(Budget) Resources/Operations



1164 1/13/17

Teachers' morale is at an all time low with feelings 
of political hostility. Comm/Cul/Lead

Teachers' stress level is at an all time high with the 
work loads and feelings of hostility from political 
bodies. Comm/Cul/Lead

1165 1/13/17 Need for trauma-focused schooling Student Success Factors

Need for more diversity training for teachers and 
staff Comm/Cul/Lead

1166 1/13/17 The relationship between teachers and the board Human Cap Dev/Sup Lack of trust between teachers and the board Human Cap Dev/Sup

1167 1/13/17 Truly respecting teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Not taking a huge bonus while the teachers' 
salaries are frozen. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1168 1/13/17

Current climate regarding public education in the 
state and nation Comm/Cul/Lead Collaboration with community Comm/Cul/Lead

1169 1/13/17 continued improvement in graduation rates Educational Program financing Resources/Operations

1170 1/13/17 Dwindling revenues from state. Resources/Operations Diversity. Comm/Cul/Lead

1171 1/13/17

Budgeting State and Federal Funds to allow for top 
notch programs Resources/Operations

The appearance of a top heavy system, while 
cutting teachers and programs. Educational Program

1172 1/13/17 Knowledge of the demographics Comm/Cul/Lead Understanding of KS political scene Comm/Cul/Lead

1173 1/13/17

Dealing with the need for more money in the 
district. Resources/Operations

Helping teachers feel good about their value to the 
district. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1174 1/13/17 Cleaning up our high schools. Make them safe. Comm/Cul/Lead Establish a universal early learning program. Educational Program

1175 1/13/17

Fiscal challenges brought about by local economy 
and State of Kansas funding cuts Resources/Operations

Programs and curricula which graduate students 
able to read, write and complete math at the level 
needed for today's workforce demands Educational Program

1176 1/13/17

I think the next superintendent should be able to 
address our budget concerns with a clear head 
and a kids first mentality. Resources/Operations

I think the next superintendent should be able to 
address the challenges that come with having a 
very large and diverse district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1177 1/13/17

Connection between education and vocational 
opportunities in our area Educational Program

Develop better learning environemnt for low-
income children to succeed Student Success Factors

1178 1/13/17

Must be able to demonstrate  and represent the 
qualities any parent would as if they were there 
themselves vicariously. Comm/Cul/Lead

Be a leader, a positive example for those that will 
look up to him/her, even when in trouble. A guide 
source for parents as well!! Comm/Cul/Lead

1179 1/13/17 Budgetary Issues Resources/Operations Cirruculum Concerns Educational Program

1180 1/13/17 Curriculum and Instruction Leadership Educational Program

1181 1/13/17 budget issues Resources/Operations diversity and needs of all the students Comm/Cul/Lead

1182 1/13/17 Knowledge of historical issues in the district Comm/Cul/Lead Alternative budgeting options Resources/Operations

1183 1/13/17

We have diverse students and therefore diverse 
needs. Student Success Factors

1184 1/13/17

Division in the state government regarding school 
funding Resources/Operations

Maintaining support of the arts, music, and 
languages Educational Program

1185 1/13/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Socioeconomic status/diversity within district Comm/Cul/Lead

1186 1/13/17 Continuing to keep middle class families in district Educational Program

Meeting the diverse socio economic and race 
diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1187 1/13/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Teacher morale is low: overworked, underpaid Human Cap Dev/Sup



1188 1/13/17 Lack of constant support for schools Comm/Cul/Lead Number of low performing schools Educational Program

1189 1/13/17 Providing a quality education Educational Program Opportunity for students Student Success Factors

1190 1/13/17 Morale of staff Comm/Cul/Lead Retaining students Student Success Factors

1191 1/13/17

Budget, and repairing harm (real or imagined) to 
district certified staff Resources/Operations

1192 1/13/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations

Listen to teachers because they know what goes 
on in the schools better than anyone. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1193 1/13/17

Work with teachers and staff to create a more 
positive environment Human Cap Dev/Sup

Prioritize budget to support staff instead of 
programs Resources/Operations

1194 1/13/17

That teachers are on the front lines, not those at 
AMAC or even administrators. We are the ones 
doing to hard work and we should be respected 
both professionally and monetarily. If the money 
isn't there, then show us other ways that you care 
and DON'T accept a $4k bonus just because that's 
the "equivalent to what teachers received."  If they 
really care about teachers, they'll support us in 
action, not just another redundant and insulting 
email. Resources/Operations

Early childhood- our PreK and Kindergarten 
students are not robots!  They are little people who 
NEED time to socialize and problem solve, but 
also do things like centers and the "fluff" that the 
district has stolen from teachers. They are tired. 
And they need to be allowed to learn at the pace 
that a four or five year old child should be learning. 
Quit trying to make them into tiny test takers!  It's 
NOT developmentally appropriate! Educational Program

1195 1/13/17 Able to efficiently use resources Resources/Operations Collaboration and forward thinking Comm/Cul/Lead

1196 1/12/17  Special education In our middle and high school Educational Program Special ed needs are met Educational Program

1197 1/12/17 Experience in 259 to understand it's unique needs Comm/Cul/Lead

1198 1/12/17

the culture of defeatist thinking, poor morale 
among overworked teachers and staff that flows 
into student body Comm/Cul/Lead

with a move toward more inclusive Wichita schools 
for special education students, it is important to 
know that ALL teachers need training to support 
those students in a truly inclusive environment Educational Program

1199 1/12/17 Ability to work with current budgetary constraints Resources/Operations Communication with key groups in the city Comm/Cul/Lead

1200 1/12/17 Ability to juggle mutiple priorities Comm/Cul/Lead Keeping/obtaining qualified employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

1201 1/12/17

 Be able to communicate and understand what 
teachers have to work with difficult students. Comm/Cul/Lead

Be aware of how school Administrators run their 
schools. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1202 1/12/17

Need teachers to be valued and compensated 
accordingly Human Cap Dev/Sup

Must be able to give schools the resources they 
need to ensure student success Resources/Operations

1203 1/12/17

Employees are feeling uappreciated due to lack of 
funds for appropriate compensation. Resources/Operations

Must be able to advocate for the district at the state 
and federal level, and willing to do whatever it 
takes to ge them to fund education!!! Educational Program

1204 1/12/17

They must understand the diversity that exists and 
how that contributes to challenges in education 
students. Student Success Factors

Understanding that being able to stand strong on 
issues that require that while also being able to be 
flexible will important in obtaining success within 
the district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1205 1/12/17 Special Education for kids within the ASD Educational Program Teacher training Human Cap Dev/Sup



1206 1/12/17

Spending huge amounts of money on 
programs/initiatives tends to be a waste of money. 
Most of the material is the same as that teachers 
learned in college - it's just a new name for the 
same information. Marzano, etc. Resources/Operations

Our school has a large number of special ed, ESL 
and students of poverty. It is important that the new 
leader be aware of the difference this makes within 
a school. Student Success Factors

1207 1/12/17 how to prioritize student needs Student Success Factors how to work with a tight budget. Resources/Operations

1208 1/12/17 Understand Diversity and Community Leadership Student Success Factors

Ability to advocate for education and Manage a 
budget! Resources/Operations

1209 1/12/17 Kids must come first, rather than administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

Willingness to look outside the box for solutions - 
check out how the Catholic schools can educate a 
child for a lot less and see how USD259 can 
implement some of those policies/ideas Educational Program

1210 1/12/17 state funding Resources/Operations budget Resources/Operations

1211 1/12/17

Teacher's deserve to paid more.  I can't afford to 
go back to school and get a masters with my 
current salary. Resources/Operations

Believe and trust in your teacher's.  We do our best 
with what we are given. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1212 1/12/17

the schools that are succeeding already are being 
granted with money instead of helping other 
schools Resources/Operations

the budget cuts are terrible for the schools that 
need it most Resources/Operations

1213 1/12/17

Finding a balance between "luxury" and necessity 
when it comes to budget Resources/Operations Doing what is best for the students Student Success Factors

1214 1/12/17 Race Comm/Cul/Lead Snow Days
1215 1/12/17 Bullying Comm/Cul/Lead Drug Use Comm/Cul/Lead

1216 1/12/17 Budget Resources/Operations N/A
1217 1/12/17 Budget Resources/Operations Budget Resources/Operations

1218 1/12/17 Rescheduling Educational Program Consideration

1219 1/12/17 Preparing students for the future Student Success Factors

Teacher relations/Teacher Retention and 
Recruitment Human Cap Dev/Sup

1220 1/12/17 Relationships within district and community Human Cap Dev/Sup Understanding changing demographics of district Comm/Cul/Lead

1221 1/12/17 Funding Resources/Operations Raises Human Cap Dev/Sup

1222 1/12/17 There needs to be tax dollars devoted to education Resources/Operations

Employees will not be retained without decent pay 
and raises Human Cap Dev/Sup

1223 1/12/17 need to lift low teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead show respect for teacher's ability to teach Human Cap Dev/Sup

1224 1/12/17

Building teacher morale - in the end, their attitude 
and efforts lead our school district into success or 
failure. Comm/Cul/Lead

1225 1/12/17

experience in Wichita Public schools: 
demographics, challenges etc Comm/Cul/Lead state budget issues Resources/Operations

1226 1/12/17 Budget issues - we are in a mess as a state Resources/Operations

Advocate for our district with state and local 
leaders Comm/Cul/Lead



1227 1/12/17 Understanding the unique needs of our district Comm/Cul/Lead

Willing to do whatever it takes to keep the budget 
down without impacting our students Resources/Operations

1228 1/12/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staff Disrespected Human Cap Dev/Sup

1229 1/12/17 Teacher Morale Comm/Cul/Lead Student Acheivent and Choice Student Success Factors

1230 1/12/17 State and district budget issues Resources/Operations Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1231 1/12/17

our Govenor has put our State in the worst 
financial situation, which is effecting our students 
advancement on learning, and has tied teachers 
hands. Can the new superintendent give students 
and teachers what they deserve Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our district is very diverse in areas of race, income 
levels, special needs. The people of Wichita are 
part of a caring community that want what is best 
for our future business leaders and community 
memebers of our city. We need to retain great 
teachers, and the students need access to cutting 
edge technologies while at the same time have a 
strong foundation of basic reading, math, science 
skills - they will apply to their daily lives. We need 
to stand strong and united to push for our students 
future! They are our future!!! Comm/Cul/Lead

1232 1/12/17

Advocacy at the state level, due to the current 
economic situation in Kansas Comm/Cul/Lead

Wichita is extremely diverse and it is important as 
a former student to keep the schools diverse Comm/Cul/Lead

1233 1/12/17 State budget issues Resources/Operations

changing demographics and differences between 
schools/feeder patterns/areas of town Comm/Cul/Lead

1234 1/12/17 Urban issues Comm/Cul/Lead Budget contraints Resources/Operations

1235 1/12/17

Morale - Teacher morale is low. Teachers don't 
feel like they're being treated as professionals and 
they feel disrespected. Morale must be boosted to 
keep high quality teachers. Comm/Cul/Lead

Budget - The state of our state's budget 
dramatically impacts what's happening in the 
classroom every single day. Resources/Operations

1236 1/12/17 Morale of employees is low Comm/Cul/Lead Getting rid of the "Good ol' boy" system Comm/Cul/Lead

1237 1/12/17

They must be more willing to work with and for the 
teachers, we have no schools without us. Human Cap Dev/Sup That teacher workload is too high. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1238 1/12/17 Budget Resources/Operations teacher's work load/moral Human Cap Dev/Sup

1239 1/12/17 Kids 1st Student Success Factors Community 2nd Comm/Cul/Lead

1240 1/12/17

Procuring and defending state funding for our 
schools and at risk kids. Resources/Operations

Showing respect and belief in our teachers and 
students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1241 1/12/17

We are losing/have lost some curriculum experts 
because they are not the favorites of some high up 
district personnel.  Educational Program

Most teachers are extremely invested in their 
students. Our morale is low though because we 
don't feel as if we are appreciated. Human Cap Dev/Sup



1242 1/12/17

Teachers ARE the most important asset we have 
in the district and should be a priority in pay and 
benefits, minimally a cost of living raise equivalent 
to that of every other profession or legislator. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our district is hyper-sensitive to special education. 
Categorical students are out of control in many of 
our schools, staff members are physically 
assaulted, there is NO accountability or 
responsibility. Things get covered up, buried, or 
NOT reported. Why is this? Why is there little 
action? Why are we so afraid of legal 
repercussions? This is true at the elementary level 
on up the chain. Griffenstein is only a temporary 
solution. Then what happens when 45 days are 
passed? This needs serious attention.  Educational Program

1243 1/12/17 Elementary teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup Curriculum Educational Program

1244 1/12/17

There are many risk factors schools face in 
educating students and there isn't a one program 
fits all solution Educational Program

Care about teachers because they care about kids. 
When your people genuinely feel appreciated, they 
will perform. This goes for teachers too. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1245 1/12/17 Teacher appreciation and retention Human Cap Dev/Sup Needs of diverse student populations Comm/Cul/Lead

1246 1/12/17 School funding shortfalls. Resources/Operations Student safety, anti-bullying policy review Comm/Cul/Lead

1247 1/12/17

Removing unnecessary positions at district office 
and allocating that money to the schools Resources/Operations

Not being afraid to understand and endorse all 
types of diversity, specifically LGBTQ, regardless 
of beliefs Comm/Cul/Lead

1248 1/12/17

teachers must be a priority. financially compensate 
then for their work. make their work load 
manageable Human Cap Dev/Sup

get more certified personnel out of offices and into 
classrooms Human Cap Dev/Sup

1249 1/12/17

The teachers do not feel valued in this district. We 
always take cuts. Enough is enough. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our district has so many resources and we can't 
use them because we are told what programs to 
teach. Resources/Operations

1250 1/12/17 Horrible budget issues Resources/Operations

Destructive, adversarial attitude of state 
government toward schools, education, and 
students. Educational Program

1251 1/12/17 Collaboration with stakeholders must be a priority Comm/Cul/Lead

Ways to be responsible with the resources we 
have Resources/Operations

1252 1/12/17

The district is too heavy in administration and 
wasteful spending Human Cap Dev/Sup

Students need to be accountable for their actions 
and not bowing down to the poor parenting in the 
district Comm/Cul/Lead

1253 1/12/17 Improving outcomes of lower income kids Educational Program

Developing critical thinking and decision making 
skills Educational Program

1254 1/12/17 Salaries Resources/Operations What teaching really is. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1255 1/12/17 Budget: student focused Resources/Operations Teacher work load Human Cap Dev/Sup



1256 1/12/17

The political climate and how we need to get 
teachers feeling valued again. Human Cap Dev/Sup

 To acctually follow our mission statement. To 
empower all students with the 21st century skills 
and knowledge necessary for success by providing 
a coherent, rigorous, safe and nurturing, culturally 
responsive, and inclusive learning community. 
Which includes engaging and relevent technology. Educational Program

1257 1/12/17

Value teachers and employees by showing them 
they are valued. By giving them raises, paid health 
insurance, and show them that they are important 
to USD259. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1258 1/12/17 School Choice Educational Program

Living within budget without complaining about the 
legislature Resources/Operations

1259 1/12/17 Proper pay for Teaching staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Proper use of school budget money Resources/Operations

1260 1/12/17

Teachers are overworked and underpaid and 
underappreciated Resources/Operations

There is a need to cut the unnecessary, ineffective 
positions starting at the top Human Cap Dev/Sup

1261 1/12/17 School Funding Resources/Operations Working with diverse employees Comm/Cul/Lead

1262 1/12/17 Financial Issues Resources/Operations Music Funds Resources/Operations

1263 1/12/17 budget Resources/Operations demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

1264 1/12/17

Passion for the Wichita community and in depth 
knowledge/background of the diverse demographic 
of USD 259 students Student Success Factors

Servant leadership in which people and 
relationships are prioritized Comm/Cul/Lead

1265 1/12/17 Teacher compensation issues Human Cap Dev/Sup

Learner diversity and doing what's best for kids 
within each school community Comm/Cul/Lead

1266 1/12/17

The district is top heavy...instead money needs to 
get to the schools and the direct teachers. Resources/Operations Get rid of scripted teaching Educational Program

1267 1/12/17 have a teacher first mentality Human Cap Dev/Sup

understand that teacher's expenses are rising just 
like everyone else's Human Cap Dev/Sup

1268 1/12/17 Teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead Student achievement in academics Student Success Factors

1269 1/11/17 The state budget Resources/Operations

How to manage and decrease large diverse class 
sizes Comm/Cul/Lead

1270 1/11/17 We need to do more with less. Student Success Factors students learn and participate or kick them out. Student Success Factors

1271 1/11/17

Continuing to build a system that supports learning 
of all students in all schools Educational Program The leader needs to be collaborative. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1272 1/11/17

Undo the good ole boys club that has ineffective 
people doing jobs they are not qualified for. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Cares about their employees and actually tries to 
come out and meet them. Acknowledge that we do 
our best to do what is best for our students Human Cap Dev/Sup

1273 1/11/17 Funding Resources/Operations Socio-economic gap Comm/Cul/Lead

1274 1/11/17 teacher apathy Human Cap Dev/Sup district reputation Comm/Cul/Lead

1275 1/11/17 prove that the perception of USD259 is incorrect Comm/Cul/Lead be seen as a true community leader Comm/Cul/Lead

1276 1/11/17 Fighting the government for rights of education Comm/Cul/Lead Communicating effectively with a large population Comm/Cul/Lead



1277 1/11/17 Job cuts need to be announced in a timely manner Human Cap Dev/Sup

1278 1/11/17 Mental Illness Student Success Factors Youth Leadership Educational Program

1279 1/11/17 Protecting teachers and their income Human Cap Dev/Sup Standing with teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1280 1/11/17

Getting teachers' salary back on track after years 
of underpayment and disregard Resources/Operations

cutting/consolidating wasteful spending and 
personel positions at the administrative level, 
instead of protecting long standing positions if they 
are no longer necessary or efficient Resources/Operations

1281 1/11/17 Inequality in access to transportation (bussing) Resources/Operations

The challenge of high mobility within the district, 
especially at certain schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1282 1/11/17 Navigating the funding environment Resources/Operations

Attracting and retaining talent given retirements 
and declining funding Resources/Operations

1283 1/11/17

Diversity of students and staff and the implications 
on learning. Student Success Factors

As teachers, we need to be able to focus on how to 
best instruct our students to meet their needs. 
Please don't push a bunch of extra district 
initiatives that don't fall in line with that and actually 
take away from the time that we have to prepare 
for and instruct our students. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1284 1/11/17

Operate efficiently and do NOT publish false 
information.  Be Honest. Resources/Operations

Cut administrators and unecessary positions.  Too 
top heavy. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1285 1/11/17 Keeping schools open Resources/Operations maintaining Funding Resources/Operations

1286 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Student Needs Student Success Factors

1287 1/11/17 Budget management Resources/Operations Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1288 1/11/17

Mobility of Students and Teacher turn over is very 
high - how do we address this issue Human Cap Dev/Sup

Mental Health issues of students has skyrocketed - 
how can we address this issue Educational Program

1289 1/11/17 Attempts to meet classroom needs Student Success Factors Wise consumer of resources Resources/Operations

1290 1/11/17 They must represent every child on the district Comm/Cul/Lead We have a state that doesn't support us Comm/Cul/Lead

1291 1/11/17 District is very diverse Student Success Factors Very tight budget Resources/Operations

1292 1/11/17 When staff is valued, students are valued Human Cap Dev/Sup

We can't keep doing the same things over and 
over and expect to get better results Comm/Cul/Lead

1293 1/11/17 budget Resources/Operations out of box thinker Comm/Cul/Lead

1294 1/11/17

The longstanding budget issues we have been 
facing Resources/Operations The large and diverse population he/she will serve. Comm/Cul/Lead

1295 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staff Confidence and Trust in Administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

1296 1/11/17 Fair compensation for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Supportive of special education Educational Program

1297 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher retention Human Cap Dev/Sup

1298 1/11/17

Focused, determined and be a strong advocate for 
great instruction for every child Comm/Cul/Lead

Purposeful leader that believes that building bonds 
with staff is a deliberate decision, and a necessary 
one. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1299 1/11/17 Communication between district and schools Comm/Cul/Lead

The district needs to implement things that actually 
help trachers learn to teach better and help 
students learn more Human Cap Dev/Sup



1300 1/11/17 Quality of education translating into graduation Educational Program Topeka and money are not the vital issue. Resources/Operations

1301 1/11/17

Diversity and ways to bring children of all races 
together to look beyond the color of their skin. Student Success Factors

Creative in spending since we always get budget 
cuts Resources/Operations

1302 1/11/17 Understand the diversity within the community Student Success Factors

Understand budgets and effectively manage 
budgets Resources/Operations

1303 1/11/17 how to work with community Comm/Cul/Lead

1304 1/11/17 communication and collaboration Comm/Cul/Lead core knowledge competencies Educational Program

1305 1/11/17

Not all schools need to or should operate the same 
way based on the needs of each school. Student Success Factors

Advocating for teachers and students - financial, 
political, and trust within. Resources/Operations

1306 1/11/17 Funding Resources/Operations Funding Resources/Operations

1307 1/11/17 hire and retain the most talented teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

address the budget shortfall in an innovative 
approach that lessens the impact on studnets Resources/Operations

1308 1/11/17

Understand the basis for solid instruction, 
understand  deficits of common core, understand 
effects of video and other digital media on kids; 
brains, understand the sensory and experiential 
deprivation children have in a digital society Educational Program

Understand the differences that culture and 
socioeconomic status make in a child's life, also 
understand basics of how to conserve resources 
while also supporting teachers in their efforts to get 
through to children and provide them with a solid 
education Resources/Operations

1309 1/11/17

Our systems currently are holding back our 
teachers and as a result our students because we 
have not upgraded our technology in a way that 
truly leverages the use of technology for instruction 
and student learning. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Resources and support need to be put into the 
classroom and supporting growing teachers and 
improving their instruction. Resources/Operations

1310 1/11/17 Funding our schools properly Resources/Operations Caring for our kids anddoing what is best for them Student Success Factors

1311 1/11/17 Staff Morale Comm/Cul/Lead Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1312 1/11/17

We must move forward with technology. We are 
way behind the rest of the country. Educational Program

Teachers have no creativity with lesson planning 
anymore.The school day in elementary is too 
scripted. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1313 1/11/17 teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead

children do not start at the same place, need for 
remedial education so they can succeed Educational Program

1314 1/11/17

Someone that has experience with our district and 
is visible at all levels. Comm/Cul/Lead

Someone who understands and has experience 
with racially diverse students and parents. Comm/Cul/Lead

1315 1/11/17 Diverse Socioeconomic Status in the district Student Success Factors Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1316 1/11/17 Value of employees Human Cap Dev/Sup State funding Resources/Operations

1317 1/11/17 Budget Needs: Need to Retain TOP Teachers Resources/Operations

Political Advocate: Need to Advocate for Better 
Funding Comm/Cul/Lead

1318 1/11/17 Must have  respect for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Must  build respect for teachers among at state 
and  local level and among building-level and 
central administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

1319 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staffing Human Cap Dev/Sup



1320 1/11/17

We need to make the most of the limited funding in 
a way that best benefits the STUDENTS. Resources/Operations

Understand that there are a variety of students 
from diverse backgrounds (ethnic, financial, 
otherwise) and we need to be sure funding 
accurately supports ALL students. Comm/Cul/Lead

1321 1/11/17

Budget woes and be able to look at wasted 
spending Resources/Operations

Takes care of his/her employees so they can do 
the best job possible Human Cap Dev/Sup

1322 1/11/17 Unorthodox person. Sparks interest and change. Comm/Cul/Lead State funding/funding. Resources/Operations

1323 1/11/17 Look at cancelling certain programs to save money Resources/Operations

getting back to being out at 4:10-more receptive to 
moving start time up Educational Program

1324 1/11/17

All children are not held accountable in the same 
fashion. Before kids are persecuted for offenses 
their class participation,home life, skills the child 
has gained, & what economic circumstance it will 
put the child and thier family in,  before the child is 
kicked out of school. Student Success Factors

The curriculum needs to be broaden to fit the 
students different cultural, social, and economic 
needs as adults. Give tools for a successful life not 
just for graduation Educational Program

1325 1/11/17

Teacher advocate and supporter - without 
satisfied, supported and engaged teachers our 
district will not be it's best Human Cap Dev/Sup

Times are changing and challenging. We need to 
change but not loose the academic rigor and 
integrity for the students' sake Educational Program

1326 1/11/17

we can not cut any more money from our school 
district! Resources/Operations no more pay cuts but rather pay increases! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1327 1/11/17

Teacher frustration with current issues (work load, 
pay, class size, etc) Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

1328 1/11/17 Budget cuts Resources/Operations Merit pay is not acceptable. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1329 1/11/17 Budget cuts Resources/Operations Socioeconomic divide Comm/Cul/Lead

1330 1/11/17 Embracing the diversity of our community Student Success Factors

Working/fighting the underfunding of public 
education in Kansas. Comm/Cul/Lead

1331 1/11/17

We have great teachers who deserved to be paid 
for their correct years of service. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We have great kids who deserve to have 
passionate teachers that are allowed to create, not 
just follow programs and scripts. Educational Program

1332 1/11/17

Getting the district more money through grants and 
other means. Resources/Operations Diversity. Comm/Cul/Lead

1333 1/11/17 The '' NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND '' Theory Educational Program

1334 1/11/17 Teacher workload needs to be reduced Human Cap Dev/Sup

Kids need to get what they need not what is 
convienient Student Success Factors

1335 1/11/17 Budget Issues related to State Politics Resources/Operations Overworked teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1336 1/11/17 Allocating budget fairly Resources/Operations Teacher and student support Human Cap Dev/Sup

1337 1/11/17

Communicate with curriculum "downtown" staff 
and the teachers so there is not a disconnect about 
what is expected of staff that works directly with 
students. Comm/Cul/Lead

We have many high needs students in terms of 
SpEd, ESOL and refugee status that more staff are 
needed to meet their needs. Our superintendent 
needs to go to bat for resources for these students. Human Cap Dev/Sup



1338 1/11/17

kid first means just that, put what's best for 
students at the top of the list, not the budget Resources/Operations

weed out our top heavy downtown, put people 
back in the classroom to help solve immediate 
staffing issues Human Cap Dev/Sup

1339 1/11/17

There is a disconnect between teachers and the 
school board Human Cap Dev/Sup

Educators will continue to leave the district if the 
level of respect they receive remains as it is, little 
to none. Educational Program

1340 1/11/17 Kids Student Success Factors Community Comm/Cul/Lead

1341 1/11/17 Budgetary concerns stemming from State. Resources/Operations

Evolving demographic changes in the student 
population of the district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1342 1/11/17 Diverse District Student Success Factors

1343 1/11/17 Budget Concerns Resources/Operations KS State Legislature Comm/Cul/Lead

1344 1/11/17

Budget! Advocating with Topeka for proper 
funding. Resources/Operations

Don't cut programs, but also get us back to 
previous school hours. Getting out at 4:40, just in 
time for rush hour, is TOO LATE. Educational Program

1345 1/11/17 limited spending Resources/Operations must be non-political Comm/Cul/Lead

1346 1/11/17 State funding Resources/Operations

That it will be okay to let a couple upper people go--
they should have been gone a long time ago. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1347 1/11/17 funding Resources/Operations hiring qualified personal Human Cap Dev/Sup

1348 1/11/17 Student support Educational Program

Labor relations need to be a priortiy to continue the 
work that has been put in place Human Cap Dev/Sup

1349 1/11/17

Think about staff... unfreeze salaries/steps to keep 
staff around or they will keep moving to alt districts Resources/Operations

Budget accordinlgy... make sports/music "pay to 
play" to save money Resources/Operations

1350 1/11/17 Education Reform Educational Program Educational Funding Resources/Operations

1351 1/11/17 A one size fit all approach will not work Educational Program Teachers need more appreciation. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1352 1/11/17 How to motivate/encourage teachers/staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Alignment of Curriculum with testing goals Educational Program

1353 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Student success Student Success Factors

1354 1/11/17 Understanding that schools are not businesses Comm/Cul/Lead Creating an environment with positive morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1355 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations

1356 1/11/17 Teacher budgets Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1357 1/11/17 State funding Resources/Operations Teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1358 1/11/17 Understanding changes in community Comm/Cul/Lead Efficiency and student achievement Resources/Operations

1359 1/11/17 Preparing students for a knowledge economy Educational Program Anti-public education activists and businesses Comm/Cul/Lead

1360 1/11/17 Teachers Pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Curriculum Educational Program

1361 1/11/17 Support teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Address needs of special education students Educational Program

1362 1/11/17 budget Resources/Operations diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1363 1/11/17

Get programs and classes for behavioral issues so 
teachers can teach Human Cap Dev/Sup Bring back basic teaching, like spelling, for kids Student Success Factors

1364 1/11/17

Poor relations between teachers and 
administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

Destroy employee entitlements by purging 
administration Human Cap Dev/Sup

1365 1/11/17 Teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead State funding Resources/Operations



1366 1/11/17 Lack of support among many area legislators Educational Program

Children's physical and emotional safety should be 
a priority. Comm/Cul/Lead

1367 1/11/17

Must be willing and able to advocate for the 
diverse needs of students and teachers. Student Success Factors

A good BALANCE: Must do what is right for 
students educationally while keeping teacher 
workload and health in mind. Educational Program

1368 1/11/17 Anti sports Educational Program Zero tolerance for bullies Comm/Cul/Lead

1369 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Advocating for Wichita Teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1370 1/11/17 Everything that affects us students and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget and education Resources/Operations

1371 1/11/17 Curriculum  engage NY is a nightmare Educational Program Resources to go back to normal school schedule Resources/Operations

1372 1/11/17

Treating teachers with respect under the 
assumption that they are qualified to teach Human Cap Dev/Sup Paying salaries with NO threats Human Cap Dev/Sup

1373 1/11/17 Low Teacher Morale/High Teacher Turnover Comm/Cul/Lead Bad Community Perception Comm/Cul/Lead

1374 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

1375 1/11/17

Correct the budget crisis and return to traditional 
school calendar Resources/Operations

Removal of common core, focus on student growth 
rather than test scores Educational Program

1376 1/11/17

Correct the budget crisis and return to traditional 
school calendar Resources/Operations

Remove common core and focus on student 
growth instead of test scores Educational Program

1377 1/11/17 moral Comm/Cul/Lead budget Resources/Operations

1378 1/11/17 School funding and distribution Resources/Operations Math and reading curriculum is terrible Educational Program

1379 1/11/17

Understanding and helping students from low SES 
and/or with diabilities Student Success Factors Designing creative solutions for challenges Comm/Cul/Lead

1380 1/11/17 Leadership in buildings Comm/Cul/Lead Trust Human Cap Dev/Sup

1381 1/11/17

Having an open dialogue with people of the 
community Comm/Cul/Lead

Mindful of the budget. Make good use of school 
funding Resources/Operations

1382 1/11/17 Staff morale Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

1383 1/11/17 Teachers must come first Human Cap Dev/Sup We need to pay our bills Resources/Operations

1384 1/11/17

Must be able to help us survive the direction 
government is taking. Comm/Cul/Lead

Teacher pay and respect for our jobs that we do 
well. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1385 1/11/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

1386 1/11/17

Taking time to visit school more often eat lunch 
with the kids . Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

1387 1/11/17 State funding Resources/Operations Teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1388 1/11/17 Teachers salary Resources/Operations Insurance Resources/Operations

1389 1/11/17

How to help with growing behaviors and trauma 
woth students Student Success Factors Decrease workload on staff....teachers amd admin Human Cap Dev/Sup

1390 1/11/17 The classroom must come first! Educational Program Work load Human Cap Dev/Sup

1391 1/11/17

Build positive relationship with ALL staff and 
faculty. Human Cap Dev/Sup Be present in classrooms. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1392 1/11/17 Teachers are demoralized. Human Cap Dev/Sup

"Passing on" students who fail is hurting our 
community. Student Success Factors

1393 1/11/17 Rebuild and repair relationships with teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup



1394 1/11/17

Teachers are professionals and should be trusted 
as such. Human Cap Dev/Sup Open mind and listen to all sides of story. Comm/Cul/Lead

1395 1/11/17

To learn about the community and teachers 
relationships Human Cap Dev/Sup

To budget the best way possible within reason. To 
advoid hurting students and teachers. Resources/Operations

1396 1/11/17

I think we need to take a look at where money is 
being spent with in the district.  Are we "top" 
heavy".  Why are we trying to cut at the classroom 
level and not away from the classroom if there are 
so many budget issues.  This has affected our 
students so much!  Resources/Operations

We need someone who will go and advocate for us 
at the State Level.  Who will stand with our 
teachers and fight for adequate funding for our 
district.  Resources/Operations

1397 1/11/17 Two-way communication with employees Comm/Cul/Lead

Understanding that employee attitude directly 
impacts end results. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1398 1/11/17

Implement a new century program. Educate more 
on drugs,health, criminal justice and things costing 
our nation a fortune Educational Program

Someone capable of putting brilliant people in key 
positions Human Cap Dev/Sup

1399 1/11/17 Budget fixes Resources/Operations Relationship building Comm/Cul/Lead

1400 1/11/17 Budgets- Salaries (teachers) Resources/Operations

1401 1/11/17 budjet issues Resources/Operations longer school day issue Educational Program

1402 1/11/17 Adequate pay for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Updates/relevant curriculum and the option for 
buildings to customize curriculum Educational Program

1403 1/11/17 Teacher moral and retention Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

1404 1/11/17 Teachers work hard and need to be compensated. Human Cap Dev/Sup Mariano sucks and has brought morale way down. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1405 1/11/17

How to create change and make it sustainable in a 
large urban district Comm/Cul/Lead Understanding of Kansas MTSS Educational Program

1406 1/11/17

The time changes and affects they have on 
students and staff! Not that they need to revert 
back, but there has to be a better management of 
it. Pole the elementary and secondary schools 
separately and see that they are divided!! Educational Program

The morale! New or returning staff get the benefit 
of the doubt while veterans are not rewarded for 
their "loyalty." Human Cap Dev/Sup

1407 1/11/17

Puts teachers before purchased programs or 
consultants Human Cap Dev/Sup Invests in people not products Human Cap Dev/Sup

1408 1/11/17 Take care of your teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Fight state for fair teacher wages Human Cap Dev/Sup

1409 1/11/17

The disconnect between  administrative level and 
everyone else Human Cap Dev/Sup The districts budget and how it is decidef Resources/Operations

1410 1/11/17 Morale--support/defend teachers Comm/Cul/Lead

1411 1/11/17 Business mangement expert Resources/Operations ethical leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

1412 1/11/17

There is a huge disconnect between administration 
and teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We keep jumping from one initiative to another 
with no apparent plan or reason. Educational Program



1413 1/11/17

Teacher morale is low. Listen to and value teacher 
input. Our board and Allison are out of touch with 
what teachers deal with daily. Comm/Cul/Lead

Give teachers back some freedom! Having 
downtown make our schedules and all of the 
scripted materials has stifled our teachers and 
affected students love of learning. Each school is 
different and are the experts at what type of 
schedule works best. Treat us like the 
professionals that we are! Educational Program

1414 1/11/17 Keep magnet school choices Educational Program Funds in the classroom Human Cap Dev/Sup

1415 1/11/17 Staff morale Comm/Cul/Lead Budget without cutting staff Resources/Operations

1416 1/11/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Current initiatives Educational Program

1417 1/11/17

support to build quality instruction has been 
inadequate for several years Educational Program

teacher burnout must be addressed through 
reduced workload or financial compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup

1418 1/11/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

1419 1/11/17

The need to support the teachers not just lip 
service Human Cap Dev/Sup Let the teachers teach Human Cap Dev/Sup

1420 1/11/17

Re-evaluating the need (or not) for all the 
curriculum support personnel. Educational Program

Our students are humans. The curriculum is too 
structured and rigid. It also costs an inordinate 
amount! Our teachers are our greatest assets; 
please let us teach! Educational Program

1421 1/11/17

Staff needs a raise. Real, concrete appreciation for 
our work in the trenches. Student Success Factors

Flexibility in thinking regarding issues such as 
curriculum and new, informed research about 
movement in regards to learning Educational Program

1422 1/11/17 Teachers evaluation tool Human Cap Dev/Sup Tecaher moral due to work load Human Cap Dev/Sup

1423 1/11/17 Staff stressors and low morale Comm/Cul/Lead Understand and invest in early childhood programs Educational Program

1424 1/11/17

Our teachers need to be allowed to teach with 
some freedom and not be told how and when to 
teach. Teachers must be allowed to be creative!! Human Cap Dev/Sup

Teacher morale is extremely low and need to know 
that they matter! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1425 1/11/17

This district should NOT implement any more one-
size-fits-all policies, protocols, or curricula Educational Program

Teacher/principal/staff morale that is lower than 
rock bottom at preaent Human Cap Dev/Sup

1426 1/11/17 The real need for boosting teacher morale Comm/Cul/Lead How to budget and invest in loyal, quality teachers Resources/Operations

1427 1/11/17

students are struggling to meet benchmark goals 
in Reading and Math Student Success Factors

students and teachers are not happy about the 
extended day Educational Program

1428 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations

1429 1/11/17 Fractured relationship between teachers and BOE Human Cap Dev/Sup Our district doesn't take care of it's teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1430 1/11/17

Prepare 21st century students through 
library/information technology and understanding 
the effects of social networking in the Information 
Age. Educational Program

Developing research oriented students, always 
searching for the best information and how it 
effects our lives. Student Success Factors

1431 1/11/17 The importance of the district's teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup The importance of the district's teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1432 1/11/17 Demographics and lack of resources for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Teacher compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup



1433 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations Lack of teacher/para pay and raises Human Cap Dev/Sup

1434 1/11/17 Making teachers feel respected Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

1435 1/11/17

Must find a way to raise morale among teachers. 
When teachers lose, kids lose. Comm/Cul/Lead Managing a school board. Betty Arnold had to go. Comm/Cul/Lead

1436 1/11/17

Teacher workload, get to know teachers and what 
we do on a daily basis, find ways to help us to our 
jobs instead of creating a divide between teachers 
and administrators Human Cap Dev/Sup

Cut money from administration so the budget cuts 
don't reach the schools any further Resources/Operations

1437 1/11/17

For students to be successful, teachers need more 
support Human Cap Dev/Sup

Put student interests before personal interests and 
be transparent. Comm/Cul/Lead

1438 1/11/17

An understanding and belief in Kansas MTSS and 
closing the achievement gap Educational Program Understanding of how to budget resources Resources/Operations

1439 1/11/17 Teacher burnout/workload and compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget issues Resources/Operations

1440 1/11/17 State funding budget crisis Resources/Operations

working with a very diverse student/faculty 
population Comm/Cul/Lead

1441 1/11/17 Improving Teacher/staff morale Comm/Cul/Lead

Understanding student needs with 259's diverse 
demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

1442 1/11/17

Some current assistant superintendents need to 
move on. Their practices over the years have led 
to ineffective practices in the elementary schools, 
and the favoritism must stop. Our students will 
never be successful until new leadership is brought 
in. Human Cap Dev/Sup

District administrators need to be hired for their 
expertise, not because of who they know. We have 
lost many outstanding educators to surrounding 
districts due to the "dirty politics" at AMAC that the 
board never realizes. Educational Program

1443 1/11/17

How to build a system of gung-ho emplyees and 
raving fan customers(community), while 
advocating for and adminstering a reasonable 
budget, that creates a culture for our students to 
succeed. . Resources/Operations

(2) We currently have a divisive and ineffetive 
management/administrative system.  We have alot 
of "nice" and "good people" in district/building 
leadership positions, but they are ineffective.  Our 
district try to do to much (fly with the latest fad), 
rather than narrowing our focus, and do less better.  
We need to focus on our core values. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1444 1/11/17 Understand how to work with kids from hard places Student Success Factors

Understand how to use resources wisely so as to 
have most personalized support for the children Resources/Operations

1445 1/11/17 marketing of community Comm/Cul/Lead morale of staff - retention of talent Human Cap Dev/Sup

1446 1/11/17 Relationship with the teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Diverse populations Comm/Cul/Lead

1447 1/11/17

All students able to get educational needs met 
(Regular and special education) Educational Program

Addressing emotional and behavior concerns 
quickly so teachers can teach and students have 
an opportunity to learn without fear and 
distractions. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1448 1/11/17 Fair compensation and benefits for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

Collaboration between district policy makers and 
teachers/building staffs Human Cap Dev/Sup



1449 1/11/17 The value of creativity in 21st century Educational Program

Innovative educational successes to help educate 
income and race disparities Educational Program

1450 1/11/17 the fluid nature of our student population Student Success Factors student success as individual progress Student Success Factors

1451 1/11/17

Who we are! They need to understand our 
struggles as educators! Student Success Factors They need to know our parents and kids! Student Success Factors

1452 1/11/17 What has been successful in the past Student Success Factors How to manage change in the district Comm/Cul/Lead

1453 1/11/17 Recess time-increase Educational Program Homework-decrease Educational Program

1454 1/11/17

Less is more. It appears we are running a mile 
wide vs a mile deep. Educational Program

How can Morazano truly enhance learning when it 
is presented in one of the least innovative ways?  
There could be a a lot of tools used to enhance 
inservices, PDs, and team building. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1455 1/11/17

Needs to fix corrective feedback loop.  Downtown 
needs to listen to building needs. Comm/Cul/Lead

Understand how to build True leadership capacity 
from within.  Not just a few running the show. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1456 1/11/17 Budget at state level Resources/Operations Understand the challenges of a district our size Comm/Cul/Lead

1457 1/11/17

Our children are the future.. Better funding for 
teachers and school to provide the best education Resources/Operations

Legalizing marijana helps school funding just like 
in some states Resources/Operations

1458 1/11/17 Budget Resources/Operations New curriculum for elementary Educational Program

1459 1/11/17 Lack of funds Resources/Operations Diverse nature of the community Comm/Cul/Lead

1460 1/11/17 School lunches Resources/Operations Crime in schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1461 1/11/17

Students with special needs and the Federal and 
State laws that apply to them Student Success Factors Curriculum and instruction over sports Educational Program

1462 1/11/17

Elementary curriculum does not prepare students 
for common core Educational Program Special education Educational Program

1463 1/10/17 Funding /budgeting Resources/Operations Curriculum Educational Program

1464 1/10/17

Elevating our curriculum and expectations with 
adequate and appropriate assessments. Educational Program

Eliminating waste and appropriating funds 
equitably across e district Resources/Operations

1465 1/10/17 Prior experience with a large urban district. Human Cap Dev/Sup Positive relationships with teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1466 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Workload for both students and teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1467 1/10/17

Ability to put students and staff first, regardless of 
race & socioeconomic status Human Cap Dev/Sup

Creative, innovative, compassionate, driven, and a 
political advocate Comm/Cul/Lead

1468 1/10/17 Teacher workload/pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Budgeting Resources/Operations

1469 1/10/17 Staff moral Comm/Cul/Lead Lack of technology useage on a district level Resources/Operations

1470 1/10/17

Budget cuts have deeply hurt some programs that 
really help students, and we need to restore or 
replace some of those programs/positions. Resources/Operations

We need to move faster toward getting students 
ready for 21st century challenges, which means 
more than just putting a computer in their hands 
(though we need to do that too!) Educational Program

1471 1/10/17

Make decisions and not be involved in the good 
old boy ways of the School Service Center. By Comm/Cul/Lead Tell the truth, do not lie. Comm/Cul/Lead

1472 1/10/17 Stagnant movement in regards to performance Educational Program Budget constraints Resources/Operations

1473 1/10/17 Increased achievement of students Student Success Factors Fiscal leadership Resources/Operations

1474 1/10/17 Diversity of the school population Student Success Factors Concerns of teachers in all areas Human Cap Dev/Sup



1475 1/10/17 Support those who are in classrooms, not offices. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Work with the different ethnic and socio economic 
groups in our community. Comm/Cul/Lead

1476 1/10/17 Teacher Salaries and workload Resources/Operations What's best for kids Student Success Factors

1477 1/10/17

Pursue cooperation and understanding from 
community citizens Comm/Cul/Lead

Sheer volume of our district and its problems due 
to our size Comm/Cul/Lead

1478 1/10/17

how to move the district forward within the budget 
constraints the state has forced on us. Resources/Operations teacher hiring and retention Human Cap Dev/Sup

1479 1/10/17 resource/budget management Resources/Operations curriculum changing constantly Educational Program

1480 1/10/17

Building a district that attract the best educational 
candidates Human Cap Dev/Sup

Advocating for fine arts and elective courses - not 
just working to meet standards only criteria Educational Program

1481 1/10/17

Not every school is the same and expecting 
magnet schools or schools with less ESOL or a low 
population of low expectancy learners to teach the 
same way does not make sense. There needs to 
be more flexibility for schools to what they need to 
do to meet the needs for kids. Student Success Factors

Curriculum Updates-Most elementary curriculum 
has not been changed since 2004. Science 
textbooks that have the incorrect information 
makes it difficulty to teach science. There needs to 
be more updates and plans for updates every 10 
years. Educational Program

1482 1/10/17 Lack of funding for education Resources/Operations Attracting and retaining excellent teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1483 1/10/17

Raise morale of employees. For too long they have 
balanced the budget on their backs with a lack of 
raises and increased insurance deductibles and 
premiums. Resources/Operations

Raise awareness of the good things employees 
(certified, classified and technology support) do so 
the. Immunity realizes how hard these people 
work. By the way-correct "manger" to "manager" in 
above question. Misspelled words don't look 
professional. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1484 1/10/17

Our district is very diverse in many ways and quite 
a few groups are currently marginalized and/or 
undersupported. Student Success Factors

District level problems (such as budget) need to be 
resolved without incriminating teachers- and the 
longer school day that was all but forced on us 
should be reversed. Resources/Operations

1485 1/10/17

They must understand the curriculum in place 
within the district and determine what needs to be 
maintained, modified, or replaced to ensure 
student learning. Educational Program

The next leader must be able to advoacted at the 
local, state, and federal level for adequated 
funding of education. Educational Program

1486 1/10/17

The new superintendent must understand the 
political (local and state) climate. Comm/Cul/Lead

He/she needs to have some ideas to make K-12 
education relevant for society as a whole. Educational Program

1487 1/10/17

Someone who MUST solve the discipline issues in 
our schools Comm/Cul/Lead Critical need to re-assess students with disabilities Student Success Factors

1488 1/10/17  Budget issues Resources/Operations Teacher salaries Human Cap Dev/Sup

1489 1/10/17

ability to analyze current systems and make 
necessary adjustments in order to move forward Comm/Cul/Lead

be involved and aware of decisions being made by 
district leaders and the positive and negative 
effects of those decisions Comm/Cul/Lead

1490 1/10/17 Budgetary constraints Resources/Operations Operational management with a district this size Resources/Operations



1491 1/10/17 Finance Resources/Operations

Getting the community behind and supportive of 
the schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1492 1/10/17 New Ideas Educational Program Ideas to help diverse students Comm/Cul/Lead

1493 1/10/17 Financial Issue Resources/Operations Diversity & Student Needs Comm/Cul/Lead

1494 1/10/17

District's Demographics - Ex: Bilingual and poverty 
are very high Student Success Factors State funding is very low, and state has no money Resources/Operations

1495 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Lack of resources in classrooms Resources/Operations

1496 1/10/17 Know our community. Comm/Cul/Lead Problem solver Comm/Cul/Lead

1497 1/10/17

Recognize that teacher work continually increases, 
pay is stagnant, moral decreases. Comm/Cul/Lead

1498 1/10/17

Reduce chiefs and increase the positions of front 
line educators Human Cap Dev/Sup

Reduce adminstrative costs and increase student 
resources Resources/Operations

1499 1/10/17

Teachers are extremely overworked and have not 
had a decent pay raise. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1500 1/10/17 Union Protocol and bargining Human Cap Dev/Sup Collaborative Model Comm/Cul/Lead

1501 1/10/17

de facto racial/socioeconomic segregation of 
schools Comm/Cul/Lead teachers and staff union relations Human Cap Dev/Sup

1502 1/10/17 Understanding issues from the teacher's viewpoint Human Cap Dev/Sup Doing what's best for students Student Success Factors

1503 1/10/17

Value teacher input and create positive 
atmosphere of respect for district employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

Top down, central office decision making in 
finance, curriculum, etc, needs to incorporate the 
diversity of Wichita schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1504 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Support teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1505 1/10/17 Economical problems within Resources/Operations Be open to racial matters Comm/Cul/Lead

1506 1/10/17 The extreme diversity int he school district Student Success Factors

The importance of valuing teachers under difficult 
budget constraints. Resources/Operations

1507 1/10/17

They must understand the issues USD259 is 
facing with the harsh budgetary conditions it is 
facing due to inadequate funding, and they must 
fight on behalf of the students and teachers of 
USD259 to solve it. Resources/Operations

They should have experience with USD259. No 
one knows this district better than those who are 
already working in it, and I think they would do the 
best job at improving it. Comm/Cul/Lead

1508 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Doing what is right for teachers and students Human Cap Dev/Sup

1509 1/10/17 Race issues Comm/Cul/Lead Classroom control for learning to happen Human Cap Dev/Sup

1510 1/10/17 Leadership is key. Our district is stuck in a rut. Comm/Cul/Lead

Vision is key. We need someone who can narrow 
our focus to do a few things well. We have a million 
plates we are attempting to juggle. Comm/Cul/Lead

1511 1/10/17 budget restraint Resources/Operations

1512 1/10/17 developmentally appropriate curriculum Educational Program adequate professional development opportunities Human Cap Dev/Sup



1513 1/10/17

Curriculum and instruction within the confines of 
the budget Resources/Operations

Working with parents (why isn't parent listed above-
just community member?) For instance, parents 
should have gotten input on changing the length of 
the school day/calendar instead of just 
teachers...not enough parent input! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1514 1/10/17

MTSS Processes around Literacy and importance 
of foundational skills in literacy Educational Program

That teachers are the bedrock of our district, and 
should be treated as professionals, and paid as 
professionals Human Cap Dev/Sup

1515 1/10/17 Teacher expectations vs time alottment Educational Program Budget downfall issues Resources/Operations

1516 1/10/17 Kansas budget realitities Resources/Operations Support from teachers/staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

1517 1/10/17 High poverty and very diverse Student Success Factors

managing financial resources of this sparse time 
period Resources/Operations

1518 1/10/17

High positions and district leaders should not 
continue to receive constistent raises, while other 
district personnel have basically been on a pay 
freeze for several years.  This past "raise" was 
minimal, and far from any cost of living raise. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1519 1/10/17 Early Childhood Education Educational Program Crime Comm/Cul/Lead

1520 1/10/17 staff comperastion Human Cap Dev/Sup special education needs Educational Program

1521 1/10/17 Fiscal responsibility Resources/Operations Support teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1522 1/10/17

If teachers do not get a raise, leadership should 
not get a raise. Human Cap Dev/Sup

If teachers get a raise, it should be the same as 
leadership. (not $500 compared to thousands) Human Cap Dev/Sup

1523 1/10/17

Teachers and staff have given up a lot in the past. 
Appreciate them finacially. You may have to let a 
teacher transfer or let go where there is too much 
fat; in order to accomplish this. They/we are tired of 
taking the pressure. Human Cap Dev/Sup

In my opinion busing and PD are logistical issues. 
Buses should not be picking kids up at the door on 
a 2 block street. PD needs to be available during 
plan times for virtual PD. PD for new teachers 
needs to be in the building with mentors. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1524 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Test scores/student achievement Educational Program

1525 1/10/17 budget Resources/Operations socio economic demographics Comm/Cul/Lead

1526 1/10/17 Support Staff Human Cap Dev/Sup Raises for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1527 1/10/17 kids first Student Success Factors give the teachers the tools to teach Human Cap Dev/Sup

1528 1/10/17 retaining quality teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup speaking truth to parents Comm/Cul/Lead

1529 1/10/17 Overpaid staff at administration building Resources/Operations making work difficult for teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1530 1/10/17

They MUST understand what it's like to be a 
teacher. Human Cap Dev/Sup

They MUST be selfless and build a positive 
perception of schools. Comm/Cul/Lead

1531 1/10/17

Needs to understand how to encourage teachers 
to build relationships with children from hard 
places Student Success Factors

Needs to facilitate creative outside-the-box 
strategies for teaching rather than locked into 
standardized testing and Common Core thinking 
patterns Educational Program

1532 1/10/17

The diversity and challenges of the WPS 
population Student Success Factors Children are people not test scores and data Educational Program



1533 1/10/17 budget Resources/Operations political issues Comm/Cul/Lead

1534 1/10/17

Teacher Workload - More and more expectations 
for no extra pay Human Cap Dev/Sup Achievement Gap Educational Program

1535 1/10/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Extremely diverse and low income population Comm/Cul/Lead

1536 1/10/17 Horrible reputation of 259 schools Comm/Cul/Lead Budget and resource allocation, need innovation Resources/Operations

1537 1/10/17

Adequate funding of all school districts at the state 
level. Resources/Operations

New ways to educate an increasingly diverse 
student body for careers in the 21st century. Comm/Cul/Lead

1538 1/10/17

The "us" against "them" -- leadership against 
teachers mentality must end; we must work as a 
team, and teachers must be supported as best 
they can in the Brownbackistan/spineless congress 
climate. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Prioritize initiatives:  There is miuch to do, but it 
cannot be done all at once.  When we try we get 
"C" and "D" and sometimes "F" execution.  That is 
waste of time and energy and ultimately it "wastes" 
our students.  Because there is no other place to 
add it, I disagree that we have the superintendent 
caliber leadership within the district.  Our ninth 
floor is weak and ineffective.  They probably could 
be strong, but reports are that although Allison is 
good politically, he wouldn't make decisions that 
allow people to move forward.  We need someone 
who can develop those who are developable, and 
move those who aren't on. Comm/Cul/Lead

1539 1/10/17

Hold he building principals accountable for their 
actions and policing of supplemental contracts. Human Cap Dev/Sup Work closer with UTW. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1540 1/10/17 Politics e.g. budget cuts, etc. Resources/Operations Common Core Educational Program

1541 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Importance of quality teachers and their pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

1542 1/10/17

How the bugetary restraints have impacted the 
staff and student's. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Longer school days has had negative impact on 
the staff and student's. Especially at the 
elementary level. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1543 1/10/17

Obtain appropriate level of resources and prioritize 
to ensure success Resources/Operations

Ensure curriculum results in students who can be 
successful as adults Educational Program

1544 1/10/17 Our socioeconomic & racial diversity Student Success Factors Out budget crisis at the state level Resources/Operations

1545 1/10/17

have a open mind to questions not have a agenda 
? Comm/Cul/Lead respect teachers & staff needs ? Human Cap Dev/Sup

1546 1/10/17

Budget Crisis. We are in yet another year of 
budgetary crisis. Resources/Operations

Continued MTSS work. We cannot afford to 
abandon the work we've done with MTSS for some 
new "bigger and better" idea. Educational Program

1547 1/10/17 value and appreciation of teachers & staff Human Cap Dev/Sup cut the overhead Resources/Operations

1548 1/10/17 Poverty Student Success Factors Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead



1549 1/10/17

The population we serve has a lot of need and we 
ask our staff to so much. Please make sure that we 
are taking good care of the building level staff so 
they don't leave the district. Student Success Factors

We do so many wonderful things in this district but 
there are situations where we block ourselves from 
using creative problem solving strategies. Please 
take the outside of the box solutions into 
consideration. Comm/Cul/Lead

1550 1/10/17

Too much money spent on programs and people 
outside of classrooom.  Need to invest in teachers 
and kids!  We waste so much money! Resources/Operations

Kids need programs that will get them 
involved/commited to their academics (athletics, 
art, tech, job preperatory classes, etc).  Educational Program

1551 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Employee Appreciation Human Cap Dev/Sup

1552 1/10/17 Staff morale Comm/Cul/Lead Wasteful/inefficient spending Resources/Operations

1553 1/10/17 Diversity (in race and income) Student Success Factors Need for innovative educational movement Educational Program

1554 1/10/17 teaching atmosphere Human Cap Dev/Sup health insurance choices, Human Cap Dev/Sup

1555 1/10/17

Budgetary concerns from the state level and how 
to translate that in productivity and progressive 
district Resources/Operations

Continuing to support the staff financially.  It seems 
that decision have been limited to improve working 
conditions and financially support to the staff. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1556 1/10/17

Keep Wichita moving forward - leading edge ideas 
for our students and staff; make USD259 
"attractive" Comm/Cul/Lead Budget at local and state level Resources/Operations

1557 1/10/17

We need someone who will advocate for our 
district on the state level so that we can get funded 
properly, avoid budget cuts and pay our 
employees fairly. Resources/Operations

Our schools should be state of the art and 
technology enhanced. We need to continue 
improving our facilities and adding technology so 
that our students can compete in this high tech 
world.  Educational Program

1558 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Protecting employees from privatization. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1559 1/10/17 Economic implications of school choice/reform Resources/Operations

Breadth of challenges being a Kansas school 
district Comm/Cul/Lead

1560 1/10/17

The need to retain teachers by giving them hope 
for advances in pay. Human Cap Dev/Sup

The need to assure teachers that more won't be 
expected from them at less pay. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1561 1/10/17 lack of funding Resources/Operations overcrowded classrooms/underallocated staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

1562 1/10/17 Budget crisis Resources/Operations Teacher/staff evaluation process Human Cap Dev/Sup

1563 1/10/17 the budget Resources/Operations

1564 1/10/17

Professional Relationships within district personnel 
need mending Human Cap Dev/Sup Better evaluations of Bldg Administrators Human Cap Dev/Sup

1565 1/10/17 relationships with staff Human Cap Dev/Sup budget Resources/Operations

1566 1/10/17

Adequate funding for programs, staff, and 
resources. Resources/Operations MTSS (system of supports - history and current) Educational Program

1567 1/10/17 effective use of resources Resources/Operations what's best for kids Student Success Factors



1568 1/10/17

There is a big divide between administration and 
teachers.  Teachers do not feel valued as 
professionals. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Finances...how are we spending money?  Is the 
majority directly affecting students at their level?  
What district spending can be cut away from the 
schools? Resources/Operations

1569 1/10/17 Maintain and expand Marzano Initiative Human Cap Dev/Sup

Align staffing at all levels of the district with quality 
as defined by Marzano Initiative Resources/Operations

1570 1/10/17 managing budget issues Resources/Operations

making staff feel worthwhile, appreciated. Raising 
morale. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1571 1/10/17 Homeless and poverty stricken students Student Success Factors Dropouts Educational Program

1572 1/10/17 Our need for instructional alignment and direction Educational Program

Allocation of resources; meeting student needs 
with increased efficiencies in business operations Resources/Operations

1573 1/10/17

We are vastly under utilizing our resources among 
our staff Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our students, staff and families need mental health 
support Human Cap Dev/Sup

1574 1/10/17

Needs to be in the schools unannounced to see 
and know what is really going on.  This is a huge 
weakness for our current superindendent. Comm/Cul/Lead

Needs to understand and be involved with special 
education.  These student and staff are different 
and to really be equal need to have an equal voice.  Educational Program

1575 1/10/17

Emotional/behavior concerns interferring with 
success of all students and teachers being able to 
teach. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Lack of educators being valued and providing for 
their needs w/ diverse populations Comm/Cul/Lead

1576 1/10/17 Diverse race and socio economic demographics Student Success Factors Budget issues and teacher workload Resources/Operations

1577 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Political Advocacy Comm/Cul/Lead

1578 1/10/17 Budgetary constraints Resources/Operations Teacher retention Human Cap Dev/Sup

1579 1/10/17 Budget and Morale Resources/Operations

Creating a cohesive, efficient, effective, and 
coherent education system with integrated 
alignment of all the large portions. Educational Program

1580 1/10/17 State Funding Resources/Operations District Budget Resources/Operations

1581 1/10/17 Teacher compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup Fair evaluations Human Cap Dev/Sup

1582 1/10/17 teacher morale is an an all time low Human Cap Dev/Sup teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1583 1/10/17

Moral is low after so many years of budget cuts 
and increasing cost of healthcare. Most of us lost 
money this year, even with the insulting little bonus 
that was given out. Human Cap Dev/Sup

The longer day that teachers were blackmailed into 
voting for is not good for anyone. Student behavior 
has gotten worse, traffic and transportation have 
been negatively impacted making it so that 
students are getting home past dinner time and are 
walking home in the dark in the winter, and 
elementary teachers have lost time with family in 
the evening and can't get their own children to after 
school/evening activities because they are stuck at 
school until after 5:00 because buses aren't picking 
up kids until after 5:00, and then traveling home in 
rush hour traffic. Educational Program



1584 1/10/17 Teacher Salaries Human Cap Dev/Sup Teacher Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1585 1/10/17 the board does not have the truth about the data Comm/Cul/Lead

upper level employees are paid for work not 
related to our district; therefore their focus is not on 
what's best for our kids and community, but what's 
best for their pockets. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1586 1/10/17

State of current and future Kansas budget & 
income and their relationship and impact to 259. Resources/Operations

District morale and how communication plays a 
part in lowered morale.  There's confusion with 
various departments making decisions that affect 
the school level. Comm/Cul/Lead

1587 1/10/17 Disproportionality Comm/Cul/Lead Build stronger relationships with families Comm/Cul/Lead

1588 1/10/17

Rising prevalence of trauma and mental health 
needs in students Student Success Factors Focus on Problem Solving Model Educational Program

1589 1/10/17 rapport with staff Human Cap Dev/Sup use funds wisely Resources/Operations

1590 1/10/17 Build a stellar special education department Educational Program Keep and encourage our Pre-K department Human Cap Dev/Sup

1591 1/10/17 employee morale Comm/Cul/Lead

increasing number and severity of special needs 
kids in our district including kids with mental health 
and trauma issues Educational Program

1592 1/10/17 Scores Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

1593 1/10/17

Be supportive of teachers and those who work with 
kids Human Cap Dev/Sup Not waste district's money on a whim Resources/Operations

1594 1/10/17 Equal education for all students Student Success Factors Budget Resources/Operations

1595 1/10/17

Supporting curriculum for students rather than for 
testing Educational Program Valuing professional educators Human Cap Dev/Sup

1596 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staff Workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1597 1/10/17

Maintaining jobs for employees while keeping 
budget in mine. Resources/Operations

Keeping good relationship with the community, and 
state and federal representatives. Comm/Cul/Lead

1598 1/10/17

Moral of teachers must come first at this point in 
the districts life. Human Cap Dev/Sup

This district is full of professional teachers who 
love their students, jobs and what they do. They 
will go above and beyond when treated with 
respect and professionalism. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1599 1/10/17

Understand that teachers must be the priority.  
When they are properly cared for, the students will 
be better cared for.  They need resources and 
recognition for the job they do.  Truthfully, the next 
superintendent needs to have a better working 
relationship with the union. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Our students need technology.  They need things 
that will help them be successful in the future.  
What they dont need is a new way to teach math 
every 2 years.  It is a waste of resources to change 
the "method" in which math is taught to all.  Resources/Operations

1600 1/10/17 Poverty issues related to student's learning Student Success Factors Political climate in KS Comm/Cul/Lead

1601 1/10/17

Challenges in providing students from culturally, 
socioeconomically, and educationally diverse 
backgrounds Student Success Factors

Teacher morale is low because of demands that 
have been placed on them, but do not necessarily 
affect the classroom or students. Human Cap Dev/Sup



1602 1/10/17

Improving Student Achievement to restore public 
confidence Educational Program Maximizing efficiencies so resources go to schools Resources/Operations

1603 1/10/17 Budget - lack of funds from the state level Resources/Operations

District support staff (i.e. peer consultant, behavior 
specialists, etc.) - lack of communication/follow 
through Human Cap Dev/Sup

1604 1/10/17 Budget Crisis Resources/Operations Hours Of School Educational Program

1605 1/10/17 school funding Resources/Operations importance of teachers to the district Human Cap Dev/Sup

1606 1/10/17 Balancing a budget Resources/Operations Finding a way to honor/retain employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

1607 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1608 1/10/17 Fiscal Budget Issues Resources/Operations Staff Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1609 1/10/17 teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

Kid's first may not mean everyone in the same 
place need to meet the learner not the pacing 
guide Student Success Factors

1610 1/10/17 KIDS FIRST Student Success Factors Community Involvement Comm/Cul/Lead

1611 1/10/17

the diversity & complexity of our student/parent 
population Student Success Factors

the need to listen to teachers, administrators & 
clerical when you ask for their input on a situation Human Cap Dev/Sup

1612 1/10/17

Class room basics, how to identify what kids really 
need. It is not about what some person sitting in 
some political office thinks; how can we best 
educate our children. Student Success Factors

Make sure there are qualified (both academically 
and have good attitudes) administration and 
teachers in every school Human Cap Dev/Sup

1613 1/10/17 Good staff is critical and should be a priority Human Cap Dev/Sup Moral is very low in buildings Human Cap Dev/Sup

1614 1/10/17 Funding/ Raises Resources/Operations

Communication of all the changes taken/taking 
place Comm/Cul/Lead

1615 1/10/17

Fewer Exploratory classes and more interventions 
aren't "fixing" our academic scores.  Purchasing 
another boxed program will not help.  Educational Program

1616 1/10/17

In order to best serve the students in this district, 
the teachers, and staff who work directly with the 
students, need to be well supported and 
appreciated. Human Cap Dev/Sup

This district is very top heavy. Frequent evaluation 
of administrative positions is necessary, as well as 
movement of building administrators within the 
district. Many buildings have been stuck with the 
same administrator for 8+ years and struggle to 
make school improvements due to administration 
complacency. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1617 1/10/17 The budget problem was not resolve on time Resources/Operations salaries are not according to cost of living Human Cap Dev/Sup

1618 1/10/17

seeing teachers as the determining factor of a 
successful classroom and teacher leadership Human Cap Dev/Sup diverse needs of our students Comm/Cul/Lead

1619 1/10/17 Budget issues Resources/Operations Staffing issues Human Cap Dev/Sup

1620 1/10/17 Budget Crisis Resources/Operations Teacher Workload, Pay, and overall morale. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1621 1/10/17 The demographics of the district Comm/Cul/Lead The mission of the district Comm/Cul/Lead

1622 1/10/17

Able to communicate effectively with staff and 
parent and community Comm/Cul/Lead

Understand the diversity of our staff and 
students/families Comm/Cul/Lead



1623 1/10/17

They need to be supportive of our Teachers!  We 
are losing a lot of excellent teachers to other 
districts. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We have a large district.  What will he/she do to 
make sure all kids are successfull? Student Success Factors

1624 1/10/17 Elementary Teachers feel overworked Human Cap Dev/Sup Waste of resources Resources/Operations

1625 1/10/17 Growth and diversity within  the District Student Success Factors Growth of children in District Student Success Factors

1626 1/10/17 Lack of budget Resources/Operations Incrising number of refugees Comm/Cul/Lead

1627 1/10/17

As the leader for the largest school district in the 
state, our next superintendent must be an 
advocate for education at the state level. Allison 
did a great job of representing us and leading other 
districts in creating a united voice. Comm/Cul/Lead

We are a very diverse and large district. Many 
times, policy is made with a particular school, 
grade level in mind that does not work well in other 
buildings. Our next superintendent needs to know 
what things need to be dealt with district-wide and 
which things can be dealt with at a building level. Comm/Cul/Lead

1628 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum and Instruction Educational Program

1629 1/10/17

Negative outcomes that disproportionately affect 
students who are male, of color, who are poor and 
have disabilities Student Success Factors Budgetary Issues caused by the State Resources/Operations

1630 1/10/17 reconize diversity in district Student Success Factors transparency Comm/Cul/Lead

1631 1/10/17

How poverty/low socio-economic status affects 
students. Student Success Factors

employees (leadership especially) are feeling 
overloaded Human Cap Dev/Sup

1632 1/10/17 budget constraints Resources/Operations

putting teachers first puts students first (research 
shows the best way to close the achievment gap is 
to have high quality teachers in the highest needs 
schools); invest in consistent, high quality 
teachers! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1633 1/10/17

Able to use our budget most efficiently and 
effectively Resources/Operations Understand the issues within our district Comm/Cul/Lead

1634 1/10/17

compensation for employees (salary freezes and 
health care) Resources/Operations

Show value towards school staff through 
addressing compensation and increasingly 
unrealistic workloads Human Cap Dev/Sup

1635 1/10/17

The budget is a mess -- thanks to our political 
leadership. Resources/Operations Every employee is as important as the next. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1636 1/10/17

Students AND all levels of employees are 
important. Student Success Factors

Make an attempt to think for yourself and not be 
influenced by trending topics in education. Educational Program

1637 1/10/17 Budget - salaries, using resources wisely Resources/Operations

Being willing to work with people who are stuck in 
the "we've always done it this way, so we aren't 
changing" Human Cap Dev/Sup

1638 1/10/17

We have many resources and experienced and 
highly qualified personnel who are underutilized. 
We do not need thousands of dollars spent to bring 
college friends in to make money off off our district 
to retrain staff and to buy their resources Resources/Operations

Our special ed department needs qualified 
personnel to assist with special needs students 
modified instruction not cushy chairs, fancy writing 
pencils and other items that become play toys. Human Cap Dev/Sup



1639 1/10/17

After many years of no teacher raises, it should be 
top priority.  We are losing great teachers because 
of money.  Resources/Operations Willing to to do what is right for teachers.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

1640 1/10/17 Budget crisis Resources/Operations Political implications at the local and state level Comm/Cul/Lead

1641 1/10/17 State funding for education Resources/Operations Morale of current staff/teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1642 1/10/17

Someone who places teachers FIRST and 
downtown second Human Cap Dev/Sup

Stop creating jobs/renaming too keep staff not 
needed! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1643 1/10/17

Insuring ALL students have an opportunity to learn 
and not letting disruptive, non compliant students 
infringe upon that right. It appears we have put the 
rights of everyone before the rights of students 
who come to school to learn. Student Success Factors

1644 1/10/17 School Budget Resources/Operations Innovative Leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

1645 1/10/17

Students attending preschool is critical for 
providing foundation for all learners. Educational Program

1646 1/10/17 Ability to engage with USD 259 students and staff. Comm/Cul/Lead

Advocate for our district on the local, state and 
federal level. Comm/Cul/Lead

1647 1/10/17 Budget- Low teacher morale from this Resources/Operations Putting the students needs first Student Success Factors

1648 1/10/17 Experience with diversity. Student Success Factors Experiance with communities. Comm/Cul/Lead

1649 1/10/17 Funding Resources/Operations

1650 1/10/17 Funding Resources/Operations Budget Resources/Operations

1651 1/10/17 State Funding Resources/Operations Ways to work with the state funding issue Resources/Operations

1652 1/10/17 distribution and equity of distribution of sped funds Resources/Operations

not giving elementary classroom teachers scripted 
lessons for every minute of the day (they're good, 
let them teach) Human Cap Dev/Sup

1653 1/10/17 Fixing our budget Resources/Operations supporting teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup

1654 1/10/17 There are budget shortfalls. Resources/Operations

Teachers are tired of feeling less than they are 
worth. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1655 1/10/17 budget crisis Resources/Operations employee morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1656 1/10/17 Funding/Budget Resources/Operations Sped/ESL regulations and programs Educational Program

1657 1/10/17

We need more money for our schools and our 
teachers! Resources/Operations Teachers want to feel appreciated and valued!!! Human Cap Dev/Sup

1658 1/10/17 Budget cuts Resources/Operations Keeping libraries Resources/Operations

1659 1/10/17 State of Kansas Budget Resources/Operations Advocating at a state level Comm/Cul/Lead

1660 1/10/17

The work of our district. Where we are and where 
we need to go. Comm/Cul/Lead Alignment of our systems within our system Comm/Cul/Lead

1661 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Staff Morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1662 1/10/17 budget expertize Resources/Operations state and federal advocacy Comm/Cul/Lead

1663 1/10/17

Teachers need to be respected  and be allowed to 
teach using the degree they have received, not 
what the district feels is right at that moment. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We also need someone who will be consistent. We 
can not give up on a program because it was not 
successful immediately. Educational Program



1664 1/10/17 Lack of consistancy across buildings Comm/Cul/Lead Budget Resources/Operations

1665 1/10/17 Budget constraints from state house Resources/Operations

Preparing kids for world they will live in, not world 
he/she grew up in Student Success Factors

1666 1/10/17

Teacher Dissatisfaction and overload/Building 
relationships with teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget  issues Resources/Operations

1667 1/10/17 teacher's morale and livilhood Comm/Cul/Lead budget deficits Resources/Operations

1668 1/10/17 a balanced budget Resources/Operations

takes ownership and does not pass blame to 
state/federal leadership Comm/Cul/Lead

1669 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Employee relations Human Cap Dev/Sup

1670 1/10/17

That change is necessary to advance the student 
academic achievement and systems of the school 
district. Including closing the achievement gap for 
minority groups and forward-thinking regarding 
technology usage and preparing students 
continually changing technology. Student Success Factors

Different perspectives are needed to problem-
solve systemic issues. Conducting business as it's 
always been done, and only valuing voices that 
have only been employed by USD 259, does not 
always lead to proactive, creative change. Comm/Cul/Lead

1671 1/10/17

that teachers should be valued, supported and 
advocated for Human Cap Dev/Sup

to make budget cuts on the administration sides 
where there won't be as much of an impact to 
students and classroom sizes Resources/Operations

1672 1/10/17 teacher's burnout and frustration with programs Human Cap Dev/Sup children being 21 century educated Educational Program

1673 1/10/17

The candidate must understand not only what our 
students' needs are, but must also work to make 
USD 259 a district that values the people working 
with those children every single day. All decisions 
in the district affect most of our employees, but 
often they affect those in the classroom most. We 
need a superintendent who has this at the forefront 
in his mind no matter what type of work he is doing 
or what decisions he is making.. Student Success Factors

1674 1/10/17 challenges of an urban district Comm/Cul/Lead low teacher morale Human Cap Dev/Sup

1675 1/10/17

Help to build the faltering relationship between 
teachers and downtown. Human Cap Dev/Sup

Be willing to listen to UTW in order to apply budget 
cuts at all levels of the district when needed. Not to 
only put it on the backs of students and teachers. Resources/Operations

1676 1/10/17

Importance of both certified and classified staff 
have on the success of our students, morale is 
important to consider when making decisions. Comm/Cul/Lead

Budget and personnel, how many people are 
TRULY necessary to do certain jobs, can they 
assess if our organization is slightly top heavy. 
Can our budget issues be addressed if we 
consider this perspective? Resources/Operations

1677 1/10/17

short sub pools (teachers and bookkeepers) due to 
low pay! Human Cap Dev/Sup

Admin Assistants/Bookkeepers w/combined job 
titles work loads are too demanding Human Cap Dev/Sup



1678 1/10/17 the budget Resources/Operations

Respect for experienced teachers who have 
dedicated their lives to the students of USD #259.  
He/She needs to frequently visit schools and be a 
morale builder for all. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1679 1/10/17

Morale district wide is really poor.  We need 
someone that can build confidence and excite our 
district employees.  In return this will help our 
students.  I have seen this issue through the entire 
district - from schools to non attendance centers.  
It's really as very sad place to work right now. Comm/Cul/Lead

There are too many exceptions to every rule here.  
There needs to be someone that can bring some 
solidarity to our organization.  Comm/Cul/Lead

1680 1/10/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Managing financial resources with integrity Resources/Operations

1681 1/10/17 kids as a top priority Student Success Factors supporting teachers and the union (transparency) Human Cap Dev/Sup

1682 1/10/17

Budget: be able to fix the problems we have 
internally and use what resources we have 
effectively/effeciently. Resources/Operations

Curriculum: stop changing things, pick something 
and stick with it, you will save money on 
professional development, teachers will have a 
deeper understanding of the programs, give 
teachers more autonomy and less SCRIPTED 
materials. Educational Program

1683 1/10/17 funding for programs, staff and curriculum Resources/Operations earning back teacher's respect. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1684 1/10/17 Moving us forward, we are stagnet Comm/Cul/Lead Budgets Resources/Operations

1685 1/10/17 partnership with teachers to work with them Human Cap Dev/Sup

Kids come first...do what is best for them and their 
learning Student Success Factors

1686 1/10/17 Budgets Resources/Operations Resources Resources/Operations

1687 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Curriculum and Instruction Educational Program

1688 1/10/17

Communication - there are many lapses in 
communication across the district. There are 
lapses between teachers/the board & 
superintendent, between departments, and 
between schools. These need to be addressed 
and remedied ASAP Comm/Cul/Lead

Respect - there is a lack of trust between the 
staff/board and superintendent due to a perceived 
lack of respect. This also must be remedied ASAP 
to maintain a strong teaching staff in buildings. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1689 1/10/17 understand finances Resources/Operations understand political climate Comm/Cul/Lead

1690 1/10/17 Large Povery Diverse District Student Success Factors Budget/Resouces Resources/Operations

1691 1/10/17 Must care about the needs of the students first. Student Success Factors

Must develop a good relationship with the teachers 
and staff, and show that they are truly appreciated 
and respected. Human Cap Dev/Sup



1692 1/10/17

We have a moral issue, our employees are 
exhausted and do not feel valued.  Thier work 
environment is becoming more and more difficult, 
with mental illness and behavior issues.When 
moral is down people dont go the extra mile like 
they once did when feeling valued and supported. Comm/Cul/Lead

We do not have and have not had in many many 
years - a viable and reliable curriculum for Reading 
or Math PreK - 12.  We have used put together 
district made curriculums that have led to a down 
turn in data.  We need someone who understands 
curriculum and can oversee that department.  We 
need curriculum we can count on and a leader to 
ensure that what we purchase for reading and 
math is going to get the job done in our diverse 
district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1693 1/10/17 Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup Effective/efficient utilization of district budget Resources/Operations

1694 1/10/17 Topeka--legislature/budget Resources/Operations Health Plans Human Cap Dev/Sup

1695 1/10/17 low staff morale Comm/Cul/Lead increasing diversity of student body Comm/Cul/Lead

1696 1/10/17 Curriculum needs/Instructional support Educational Program Staff Morale/Work Load/Loss of Pay Human Cap Dev/Sup

1697 1/10/17 Workload issues of staff in all areas Human Cap Dev/Sup Budget Resources/Operations

1698 1/10/17 Budget isssues Resources/Operations Communication Comm/Cul/Lead

1699 1/10/17 Must have a college degree Human Cap Dev/Sup

1700 1/10/17

DIversity of abilities, race, ethnicity, language, 
socio-economic status Student Success Factors

What's best for Wichita might not match what's 
best for some other district Comm/Cul/Lead

1701 1/10/17 Behavior Comm/Cul/Lead Students Student Success Factors

1702 1/10/17 lack of clear budget ideas/where budget stands Resources/Operations

how to appropriately allocate budget and 
communicate with staff Resources/Operations

1703 1/10/17 Strength of public schools Comm/Cul/Lead Strength of diversity in public schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1704 1/10/17 Lower income children are being left behind Student Success Factors

Employees who work for USD259 have become 
part of the "working poor" and are struggling to get 
by financially Human Cap Dev/Sup

1705 1/10/17 We're failing teachers and students. Human Cap Dev/Sup Teachers don't feel valued. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1706 1/10/17

Teacher moral is very low.  Teachers feel 
overworked, underappreciated and underpaid. Resources/Operations Budget cuts. Resources/Operations

1707 1/10/17

maintaining a budget that supports comprehensive 
services for students Resources/Operations quality education for all students Educational Program

1708 1/10/17 Have been a principal in our school district Human Cap Dev/Sup

Forward thinking g on educatiing our students for 
the future Student Success Factors

1709 1/10/17 Sources of funding. Resources/Operations N/A

1710 1/10/17

That unhappy teachers, makes for less learning 
and unhappy kids.. Although we make decisions 
on what is best for kids, the morale of your staff is 
the most important. Comm/Cul/Lead

Consistency: Find a STRONG program...and stick 
to it. Quality OVER quantity is where this district 
struggles the most in...they always want more, 
more, more...and we aren't spending time on 
making something of QUALITY. Educational Program



1711 1/10/17

district unity instead of division - supporting and 
respecting all staff, including honest 
communication instead of manipulation Comm/Cul/Lead

understanding that staff are important too if you 
want your schools and students to be as 
successful as possible - respected and fairly 
compensated staff will work even harder for the 
schools and kids Human Cap Dev/Sup

1712 1/10/17 teachers are drowning Human Cap Dev/Sup teachers are leaving Human Cap Dev/Sup

1713 1/10/17 Curriculum - how to allow for diverse learners Educational Program Budget Resources/Operations

1714 1/10/17 We, as a whole, are a group of diverse people. Student Success Factors

Always keep the kids' best interest in front of 
everything else. Student Success Factors

1715 1/10/17

we are fighting uphill battle against government 
that does not value public education Comm/Cul/Lead

I'm not a teacher but I think they feel under- 
appreciated Human Cap Dev/Sup

1716 1/10/17 Understand the importance of good teachers. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1717 1/10/17

How the current state legislature has impacted 
students and employees. Comm/Cul/Lead The vast network of employees. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1718 1/10/17 Money (salaries, cost of living, per student ....) Resources/Operations

That you must take care of your people for them to 
take care of the little people.  Human Cap Dev/Sup

1719 1/10/17

teachers must have a raise this next year or we will 
lose hundreds of current staff members Human Cap Dev/Sup

the school calendar of going 30 extra minutes a 
day is not good for kids or staff.  Find other ways to 
save money Resources/Operations

1720 1/10/17

lack of understanding between district officials and 
teachers Human Cap Dev/Sup budget Resources/Operations

1721 1/10/17 Finance/ Current Buget Deficit Resources/Operations Employee morale/workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1722 1/10/17 budget management Resources/Operations teacher respect Human Cap Dev/Sup

1723 1/10/17

Diversity--socio-economic, racial, academic--must 
be taken into account as district moves forward. Student Success Factors

Employee morale--at an all-time low. Fear and 
fatigue dominate. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1724 1/10/17 Teacher morale and workload Comm/Cul/Lead Diversity of student learners Comm/Cul/Lead

1725 1/10/17 Budget crisis Resources/Operations Staff morale/compensation Human Cap Dev/Sup

1726 1/10/17 Students are the reason they are here Student Success Factors

Supportive of teachers and staff that see students 
daily Human Cap Dev/Sup

1727 1/10/17

Our governor says he supports education, then 
takes away the money we need to run our schools. Resources/Operations

1728 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Socioeconomic diversity of our district Comm/Cul/Lead

1729 1/10/17 KS education crisis Comm/Cul/Lead complexity of USD 259 Comm/Cul/Lead

1730 1/10/17 Many of our kids are hurting and failing Student Success Factors There are too many administrators Human Cap Dev/Sup

1731 1/10/17 Restoring the budget Resources/Operations Teacher workload Human Cap Dev/Sup

1732 1/10/17 Supporting minority students Human Cap Dev/Sup Curriculum Alignment Educational Program

1733 1/10/17 Always facing budget shortfalls Resources/Operations This district has many low-income families. Comm/Cul/Lead

1734 1/10/17 kansas budget Resources/Operations

out of the box thinking to make our money stretch 
better Resources/Operations



1735 1/10/17

Socioeconomic diversity within district and costs 
associated with that Student Success Factors

Open communications with district employees, 
parents, and community people Comm/Cul/Lead

1736 1/10/17

This district is broken. There is an "us versus 
them" (teachers vs BOE and superintendent 
mentatlity. We need someone to unite us and put 
politics aside. Human Cap Dev/Sup

We need someone with a vision for the future, not 
a reactive superintendent and school board.This 
person should not be someone from inside our 
district. Comm/Cul/Lead

1737 1/10/17

Teachers have been treated unfairly the last few 
years Human Cap Dev/Sup We haven't looked at what's best for the students. Student Success Factors

1738 1/10/17

Communicate with teachers and actually 
understand the demands of the classroom. Comm/Cul/Lead

Use resources wisely and fairly.  Treat all 
employees equally. Resources/Operations

1739 1/10/17

need someone to look at creative ways to 
save/redistribute money Resources/Operations

someone who can garner community support and 
bring the community into the schools Comm/Cul/Lead

1740 1/10/17 able to come up with financial solutions Resources/Operations

willing to make changes, listen to employees and 
parents Human Cap Dev/Sup

1741 1/10/17 Budgeting Crisis = Employee Moral Depletion Resources/Operations

Students vary on their needs emotionally, 
psychologically, medically & academically.  We 
need to be able to meet all of those needs in order 
for them to be successful.  If we don't, we have 
failed them. Student Success Factors

1742 1/10/17

Available resources to buildings, specifically non-
title buildings where students still need a lot of 
support. Student Success Factors

Budgetary issues and being transparent with staff. 
We appreciate the communication we have 
received from John Allison about budgets even if 
he didn't have major updates. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1743 1/10/17

Understanding significant needs driven by the 
socio-economic and race demographics within our 
population. Student Success Factors

Understanding the significant budget restraints to 
meet those needs. Resources/Operations

1744 1/10/17 To know the community, city, county and state. Comm/Cul/Lead Strong leadership qualities. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1745 1/10/17 Funding Resources/Operations Diversity Comm/Cul/Lead

1746 1/10/17

how to maximize what budget there is- to the kids' 
advantage Resources/Operations

how to attract and kept the best and brightest 
employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

1747 1/10/17 Budget Resources/Operations Varying needs of 80+ schools Educational Program

1748 1/10/17 Diversity Student Success Factors Curriculum Educational Program

1749 1/10/17 budget cuts Resources/Operations teacher support Human Cap Dev/Sup

1750 1/10/17 Kids are first Student Success Factors Money matters are challenging Resources/Operations

1751 1/10/17

It feels as if our budget woes are disproportionately 
negatively affecting our students of color and low 
socio-economic status. Resources/Operations

The amount of money that is spent on initiatives 
that are often replaced within a couple of years. Resources/Operations

1752 1/10/17 we need focus Comm/Cul/Lead

1753 1/10/17 financial crisis Resources/Operations school hours Educational Program

1754 1/10/17

Employees actually move on pay scale and 
longevity Human Cap Dev/Sup Students come first-- Student Success Factors



1755 1/10/17

funding for teacher raises must happen to keep 
quality teachers within our district. Resources/Operations

Support the teacher workload and understand that 
an overworked and under funded teacher cant 
always give their best to the students that need 
them most without the time and tools to do so. Human Cap Dev/Sup

1756 1/10/17 Dealing with uncertain financial crises in the state Resources/Operations

Diversity in student body, staff, and resources 
between schools Resources/Operations

1757 1/10/17 diverse population Student Success Factors budget issues Resources/Operations

1758 1/10/17 State Funding Resources/Operations Employees Human Cap Dev/Sup

1759 1/10/17 budget Resources/Operations raising behaviors in students Student Success Factors

1760 1/10/17 The diversity of our students in this district Student Success Factors State Funding for our district Resources/Operations

1761 1/10/17 KIDS COME FIRST Student Success Factors

MONEY IS FOR KIDS NOT MICRO MANAGE 
STUDENTS Resources/Operations
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